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ABSTRACT 
Every living organism relies on cell division for survival, which requires proper chromosomal 
organization and segregation. The SMC family of proteins is highly conserved in all branches of life and 
is known to play an important role in these processes. In Bacillus subtilis deletion of the Smc-ScpAB 
complex leads to severe defects in chromosome segregation. Presumably, Smc-ScpAB mediates the 
compaction and resolution of sister DNA molecules during cell division, however the molecular 
mechanism for this action is only poorly understood. A major aim of this work was to answer the question 
of how the ring-shaped Smc-ScpAB complex interacts with the chromosome. 
I thus developed a novel biochemical assay and found that the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex entraps 
chromosomal DNA inside its ring in vivo. I then aimed in establishing the requirements for chromosomal 
entrapment. In a second study I contributed to, the impact of the Smc-ScpAB ATPase activity on its 
chromosome-wide interaction was studied using ChIP combined with whole-genome sequencing. In 
combination both studies allowed us to gain a deeper mechanistic insight on the interactions of B. subtilis 
Smc-ScpAB with the chromosome.   
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Die Vermehrung und das Überleben jeglichen zellulären Lebens hängt von der präzise koordinierten 
Zellteilung ab. Dafür müssen die Chromosomen in einer geordneten und kompakten Form vorliegen. Die 
Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC)-Komplexe sind eine hoch konservierte Protein-Familie, 
die für diese Prozesse eine fundamentale Rolle spielt. In Bacillus subtilis führt die Deletion von Smc-
ScpAB zu schwerwiegenden Fehlern in der Chromosomen-Segregation. Vermutlich stellt Smc-ScpAB 
sicher, dass die Schwester-Chromosomen vor der Zellteilung voneinander getrennt vorliegen. Der 
molekulare Mechanismus dieses Vorgangs ist jedoch nur in geringen Teilen verstanden.  
Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, die Interaktion von Smc-ScpAB mit dem B. subtilis Chromosom zu studieren. 
Der Komplex weist eine außergewöhnliche ringförmige Struktur auf. Ich entwickelte eine neue 
biochemische Methode, mit deren Hilfe ich zeigen konnte, dass Smc-ScpAB das Chromosom ringförmig 
umschließen kann. Dadurch konnte ich darlegen, dass diese Art der Interaktion evolutionär konserviert 
ist. Basierend auf diesem Resultat untersuchte ich die Voraussetzungen für das Umschließen 
chromosomaler DNA durch Smc-ScpAB. In einer zweiten Publikation an der ich mitwirkte, untersuchten 
wir die Chromosomen-weite Interaktion von Smc-ScpAB mit Hilfe von Chromatin Immunopräzipitation 
(ChIP) kombiniert mit Chromosomen-weiter Sequenzierung. Die Ergebnisse beider Publikationen 
ermöglichen uns nun detailliertere mechanistische Einblicke in die Interaktionen von B. subtilis Smc-
ScpAB mit dem Chromosom.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Every living organism relies on cell division for growth and survival. Precise replication and segregation 
of a genome depends on chromosomal organization in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The structural 
maintenance of chromosome (SMC) complexes are highly conserved in all domains of life and play 
important roles in these processes. In eukaryotes, several kinds of SMC complexes are present within a 
cell, while prokaryotes usually encode only one of two types, Smc-ScpAB or MukBEF. The molecular 
mechanism of their action is only poorly understood. Here, members of the family of SMC proteins will 
be denoted as ‘SMC’, including both prokaryotic and eukaryotic origins. The bacterial complex will be 
referred to as ‘Smc-ScpAB’ and the prokaryotic SMC protein will be denoted as ‘Smc’.  
This doctoral thesis focuses on establishing a mechanistic basis of the interaction of the Bacillus subtilis 
Smc-ScpAB complex. The first part will provide a general introduction on bacterial chromosome 
organization, replication, segregation and cell division. Due to their high conservation, mechanistic 
insights on prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB might also provide a basis on our understanding of eukaryotic 
complexes. Therefore all known SMC-complexes will be shortly introduced thereafter. Finally the 
knowledge available on the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex will be introduced in detail. Following the 
introduction two peer-reviewed publications by the author of this thesis are included as chapter 2 and 3. 
Finally, findings from those studies will be briefly summarized and thoroughly discussed in chapter 4.  
1.1. BACTERIAL CHROMOSOME ORGANIZATION AND DYNAMICS 
Most bacterial species contain a single circular chromosome between 2 and 8 mega-bps in size 
(Badrinarayanan et al., 2015). Extended chromosomal DNA of that size would measure approximately 1 
to 4 mm in length. The rod-shaped B. subtilis cells are 2-5 µm long. Therefore mechanisms must exist to 
ensure at least 1000-fold compaction of its chromosome in order to fit DNA inside one cell (reviewed in 
Gruber, 2014). The nucleoid only occupies a fraction within the cell which further supports the existence 
of a compact and tight state (Dame, 2005). The circular genome is replicated bi-directionally by two forks 
established at one origin of replication (‘oriC’) with an average speed of 500-1000 bps per second 
(Chandler et al., 1975; reviewed in: Merrikh et al., 2012). Exponentially growing B. subtilis cells divide 
about every 20 minutes in nutrient-rich medium, hence chromosome replication takes longer than a cell 
division cycle. To do so, replication is reinitiated before the previous round is finished, resulting in 
several origins per chromosome (Cooper and Helmstetter, 1968; Niki and Hiraga, 1998).  
1.1.1. HISTORICAL VIEW ON CHROMOSOME ORGANIZATION 
Basic bacterial research not only promotes the identification of novel targets for antibiotics but is also of 
particular importance to identify processes that are evolutionary maintained in other domains of life.  
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Light microscopy approaches and highly specific DNA staining dyes such as the Feulgen staining 
procedure enabled visualization of nuclear material in bacteria in the mid 1920s (Feulgen and 
Rossenbeck, 1924). This led to first evidence that bacteria contain a compact chromosome (reviewed in: 
Robinow and Kellenberger, 1994). Especially, Piekarski (Piekarski, 1937) and Stille (Stille, 1937), 
consistently described the appearance of a regular number of stained bodies within bacterial cells, 
behaving in an ordered fashion. They were termed ‘nucleoids’ due to their cloud-like appearance in the 
cell. Microscopy studies showed that the nucleoid behaves highly dynamic in the cell, especially during 
fast growth conditions and undergoes several morphological changes (Mason and Powelson, 1956). The 
development and optimization of electron microscopy and of techniques for isolating whole bacterial 
chromosomes in the 1970s (Delius and Worcel, 1974; Kavenoff and Bowen, 1976; Pettijohn and Hecht, 
1974) enabled detailed visualization of the chromosome. DNA spreads on EM grids do not reflect the in 
vivo situation, however at that time they provided for the first time an insight on the physical appearance 
of bacterial DNA. The isolated chromosomes mostly showed interwound DNA loops – called 
‘plectonemes’. Fluorescence microscopy and techniques for tagging proteins with GFP were another 
milestone (Chalfie et al., 1994; Shimomura et al., 1962). Advanced methods such as FISH or time-lapse 
microscopy allowed in vivo imaging of bacterial chromosomes, determination of the oriC position and co-
labeling of DNA-interacting proteins in E. coli (Niki and Hiraga, 1998) and B. subtilis (Teleman et al., 
1998; Webb et al., 1997).  Methods such as Chromatin immunoprecipitation (‘ChIP’) combined with 
whole genome sequencing (‘ChIP-seq’) allowed chromosome-wide interaction studies (Solomon et al., 
1988; reviewed in: Collas, 2010). The recent development of the Chromosome Conformation Capture 
(‘3C’) technologies (Dekker et al., 2002) led to a breakthrough in research on chromosomal organization. 
Hi-C is an extension of 3C that couples the technology to massive parallel sequencing. Hi-C already shed 
light into chromosomal organization of C. crescentus and B. subtilis (Dekker et al., 2002; Le et al., 2013; 
Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015).  
1.1.2. SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF BACTERIAL CHROMOSOMES 
The spatial localization of the nucleoid changes throughout the cell cycle (Adams et al., 2014; Wang and 
Rudner, 2014). In B. subtilis oriC is positioned close to mid-cell directly after cell division but is 
repositioned the cell poles upon replication initiation (Glaser et al., 1997; Lin et al., 1997; Webb et al., 
1997). Consequently, replicating chromosomes adopt an ‘ori-ter ter-ori’ conformation in the cell (see 
Figure 1.1). Interestingly, in E. coli the chromosome adopts a ‘left arm-ori-right arm’ configuration 
throughout its whole cell cycle (Wang and Sherratt, 2010). And in contrast to both is the spatial 
organization of the C. crescentus chromosome. Each locus of the chromosome has a special subcellular 
localization (Viollier et al., 2004). Replication starts at the cell pole where oriC resides and Hi-C 
confirmed a longitudinal ori-ter ter-ori organization of C. crescentus (Le et al., 2013).  
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A longitudinal conformation means that the loci of each chromosomal arm are arranged linearly between 
the origin and the terminus. In C. crescentus the ParABS system (see 1.2.2.1) is part of the machinery 
transferring the newly replicated oriC to the opposite cell pole (Ptacin et al., 2010). How oriC in the B. 
subtilis or E. coli chromosomes is segregated is unclear. 
1.1.3. NEGATIVE SUPERCOILING AND TOPOLOGICAL DOMAINS 
Organization of the bacterial chromosome can be subdivided into different hierarchical layers. The 
bottom layer is thought to be negative supercoiling (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015; Drlica, 1992). This 
describes ‘underwinding’ of the DNA double helix (see Figure 1.2), which is in bacteria mediated by the 
enzymes DNA gyrase, also called topoisomerase II, and RNA polymerase (Gellert et al., 1976; Liu and 
Wang, 1987). In contrast, topoisomerase I relaxes negative supercoils (Wang, 1971). Plectonemes are a 
result of negative supercoiling. The negatively supercoiled DNA is additionally twisted thereby forming 
intertwined loops (Vinograd and Lebowitz, 1966). Negative supercoiling with plectonemic loops is 
thought to generate separated topological domains on bacterial chromosomes (Postow et al., 2004).  Hi-C 
studies in C. crescentus and B. subtilis have provided evidence for the existence of topological domains in 
vivo (Le et al., 2013; Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). They were termed chromosome 
interacting domains (‘CID’s) and span on average between 60-340 kilo-bps. Interestingly, most CIDs are 
separated by ‘plectoneme-free’ regions that contain highly transcribed genes (Le et al., 2013; Wang et al., 
2015). Indeed, supercoiling does not only play a role in chromosome organization but also in various 
other processes that include unwinding of DNA, such as transcription, replication or homologous 
recombination (reviewed in: Gilbert and Allan, 2014). It was hypothesized that unwinding of the DNA by 
the transcription machinery could generate the ‘plectoneme-free’ regions and thereby set the boundaries 
of the CIDs (Le et al., 2013). Moreover, single double strand breaks are unable to release negative 
supercoils suggesting that other proteins or DNA-bound molecules are barriers for DNA superhelicity 
(reviewed in: Gellert, 1981). 
Figure 1.1: Spatial organization of bacterial chromosomes during replication. Three bacterial cells and their 
circular chromosomes are depicted. The left and right arms of the chromosome are colored in light (left arm) and 
dark brown (right arm), respectively. In B. subtilis the replicated oriCs (brown sphere) are repositioned to each 
cell pole. In E. coli oriC stays mid-cell. In C. crescentus oriC is positioned at one cell pole and its terminus ter 
(black sphere) at the opposite one, the replicated oriC is transferred to the opposite cell pole.  
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1.1.4. NUCLEOID-ASSOCIATED PROTEINS (NAPS) 
Proteins that bind and also ‘form’ the bacterial chromosome have been identified and called Nucleoid-
Associated Proteins (‘NAP’) (reviewed in: Dame, 2005). Many NAPs were identified by isolation of 
whole chromosomes and analysis of co-purified proteins (Paterczyk and Fornal, 1991; Varshavsky et al., 
1977). In general NAPs are small proteins and highly abundant in number, they can sequence-specifically 
and non-specifically bind DNA and are often subdivided into two groups: The first group is called ‘DNA 
bender’ proteins. They are able to bend DNA such as the HU, IHF and Fis proteins, present in many 
bacterial species such as E. coli, C. crescentus and B. subtilis (reviewed in: Song and Loparo, 2015). The 
HU protein binds to the minor groove of a short stretch of DNA, intercalates and induces kinks in the 
DNA. A crystal structure of HU in complex with DNA revealed DNA-bends in angles ranging from 105° 
to 140° (Swinger et al., 2003). ChIP-seq experiments showed that HU has only little DNA specificity and 
is dispersed over the whole E. coli chromosome (Prieto et al., 2012). Quantification of NAPs in 
exponentially growing E. coli revealed on average 30.000-55.000 molecules of HU (Ali Azam et al., 
1999). Deletion of HU in C. crescentus decreases short-range interactions along the chromosomal arms 
(Le et al., 2013). This finding supports the idea that the NAPs help to stabilize short (10 kilo-bps) 
topological domains, generated by negative supercoiling, or promote their formation (Le et al., 2013). The 
second group consists of proteins bridging DNA, thereby bringing far-distant loci on the chromosome 
into close proximity (reviewed in: Song and Loparo, 2015). One example is the E. coli H-NS protein that 
forms bridges between dsDNA in scanning force microscopy (Dame et al., 2000). ChIP-on-chip and 
ChIP-seq studies showed that H-NS binds several sites on the genome, preferentially AT-rich or curved 
DNA, and various of these sites are also bound by the RNA polymerase (Grainger et al., 2006; 
Figure 1.2: Topology of dsDNA. Right-
handed underwinding of the circular 
dsDNA (middle) leads to negative 
supercoils (light brown, scheme on left 
side) and subsequently to plectoneme 
formation. Left-handed overwinding of 
circular dsDNA leads to positive 
supercoils (dark brown, scheme on right 
side). Catenation of two circular dsDNAs 
is depicted in the bottom scheme.    
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Kahramanoglou et al., 2011), suggesting an influence of H-NS on regulation of gene expression (Navarre 
et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2014). H-NS proteins do not exist in all bacterial species, however, analogous 
proteins such as Rok in B. subtilis exist. Rok binds several regions of the chromosome non-specifically, 
with a preference for AT-rich DNA, but can specifically bind promotors e.g. of ComK (Albano et al., 
2005; Hoa et al., 2002; Smits and Grossman, 2010).  
1.1.5. MACRODOMAINS 
First evidence for the existence of defined chromosomal domains was found in E. coli using FISH (Niki 
et al., 2000). Large chromosomal regions around oriC (‘ori domain’) and around the terminus (‘ter 
domain’) show different cellular localization patterns from other chromosomal regions and co-occupy the 
same cytoplasmatic space in E. coli (Niki et al., 2000). A further genetic study in E. coli describes the 
presence of four domains that were called ‘macrodomains’. This study revealed a higher frequency of 
recombination events between chromosomal loci in the ori and ter domains as well as in two domains 
flanking the left and right side of the ter domain (Valens et al., 2004). Moreover, DNA movement within 
the macrodomains is more restricted than in unstructured chromosomal regions (Espeli et al., 2008). 
In B. subtilis various studies support the existence of chromosomal domains that might be comparable to 
the macrodomains found in E. coli. In an early study different positions on the chromosome were 
visualized simultaneously using fluorescence microscopy. The origin region was usually arranged 
towards the cell poles whereas the terminus region was mid-cell, at the origin-opposing position (Lin et 
al., 1997; Teleman et al., 1998; Webb et al., 1997). More recently, Hi-C studies in B. subtilis and C. 
crescentus revealed the existence of CIDs (Le et al., 2013; Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). A 
combination of super-resolution microscopy and Hi-C enabled the assembly of a 3D model of the 
chromosomal domain architecture in B. subtilis. In contrast to C. crescentus, a high number of the CID 
boundaries overlap with binding sites of the Rok protein (Marbouty et al., 2015; Smits and Grossman, 
2010). The 3C technologies and super-resolution microscopy will allow detailed research on 
macrodomains of bacterial chromosomes.  
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1.2. BACTERIAL CELL DIVISION CYCLE 
Bacterial chromosome replication, segregation and cell growth occur concomitantly in many bacteria 
(Adams et al., 2014). Replication always starts at oriC and continues bi-directionally along the two 
chromosomal arms. In parallel the cell grows and oriC is re-positioned. The cell division machinery is 
assembled, the sister chromosomes physically separate and the cell divides after which the cycle starts 
over again. B. subtilis can undergo one cell cycle in approximately 20 minutes at 37°C under nutrient-rich 
conditions (Hajduk et al., 2016).  Moreover, B. subtilis is a spore-forming bacterium under conditions of 
environmental stress. The purpose of spore formation is to produce metabolically inactive offspring, able 
to survive long periods of harsh conditions such as lack of nutrients or high/low temperatures (Levin and 
Grossman, 1998).  While during vegetative growth cell division is symmetric i.e. the cell divides exactly 
mid-cell, cells entering sporulation produce two different types of offspring – the mother cell and the 
forespore (Errington, 1996). Regulation and mechanistic details of sporulation are not only of interest 
from a developmental point of view, but also for mechanistic details of cell division (reviewed in: 
Errington, 2003). Although equally important, organization and segregation during sporulation will not be 
further introduced here, as for this thesis I have only focused on studying exponentially growing cells.   
1.2.1. CHROMOSOME REPLICATION 
Replication can be divided into three main stages: initiation, elongation and termination. Species such as 
B. subtilis reinitiate replication of replicating chromosomes during nutrient-rich conditions and 
consequently chromosomes will be segregated to the daughter cells with already re-replicated oriC 
regions (Cooper and Helmstetter, 1968; Nielsen et al., 2007; Niki and Hiraga, 1998).  
Replication initiation and mechanics of the replisome have been extensively studied and established by 
Kornberg and colleagues in the 1980s for E. coli. Important insights on bacterial chromosome replication 
were obtained, however, not all keyplayers in that process are conserved among other bacterial species 
such as B. subtilis (Kornberg and Baker, 2005). In B. subtilis oriC harbours sequence repeats (‘DnaA 
boxes’) in between the DnaA encoding gene and the neighbouring DnaN gene (Moriya et al., 1992, 
1994). The highly conserved DnaA protein, is an AAA+ ATPase and initiates the replication process by 
binding to the DnaA boxes followed by hydrolysis of ATP (Fukuoka et al., 1990; Sekimizu et al., 1987) 
and local unwinding of the dsDNA (Bramhill and Kornberg, 1988). Binding of DnaA sets the stage for 
the B. subtilis helicase DnaC to bind to the ssDNA (Sakamoto et al., 1995). B. subtilis requires at least 
three proteins to load the helicase onto the chromosome during replication start: DnaB, DnaD and DnaI 
(Bruand et al., 1995, 2001; Marsin et al., 2001; Velten et al., 2003). Next, DNA polymerases are 
recruited, bind to the chromosome and start replicating. In contrast to E. coli, B. subtilis requires two 
replicases called PolC and DnaE and there is evidence that DnaE is the lagging, and PolC the leading 
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Figure 1.3: Bi-directional replication and topological problems at the replication fork. Replication forks 
eventually meet at a region called terC. It harbours at least nine ter sequences (blue) that will be bound by Rtp 
(yellow) to stop the replication forks. Right scheme: Replicated sister chromosomes behind the replication fork 
are colored in dark and light brown, respectively. They become inter-linked which causes the formation of pre-
catenanes. In front of the replication fork positive supercoils are generated.     
strand polymerase (Dervyn et al., 2001). In vitro reconstitution of B. subtilis replication revealed a 
complex of 13 proteins being essential to replication, including all proteins mentioned here (Sanders et 
al., 2010).  Replication initiation must be tightly regulated to orchestrate chromosome segregation and 
cell division. In B. subtilis it is partially controlled by the chromosome partitioning proteins Soj and 
Spo0J (Murray and Errington, 2008). These proteins belong to the ParAB family and are also called 
‘ParA’ (Soj) and ‘ParB’ (Spo0J).  
Replication has to be frequently reinitiated as e.g. double strand breaks will inactivate the replication 
machinery (reviewed in: Cox et al., 2000). In conclusion, replication is initiated at oriC and the 
chromosome is replicated bi-directionally along both chromosomal arms (see Figure 1.3). This process 
stops at the terminus region, opposite of oriC where both replication forks eventually meet.  
This region, also called ‘terC’ in B. subtilis harbours at least nine inverted repeat sequences called TerI-
TerIX (Duggin et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 1990; Mirkin and Mirkin, 2007). A protein called ‘Rtp’ 
(‘Replication terminator protein’), was identified binding to them (Lewis et al., 1989) in a polar fashion 
(Smith and Wake, 1992; Smith et al., 1996). One hypothesis is that the replication forks are stopped by a 
‘replication fork trap’. As soon as one replication fork is blocked from progressing at a ter site, replication 
of the other fork will only continue to exactly this point, as the termination sites of the second are 
positioned ahead of the first.  
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1.2.1.1. TOPOLOGICAL PROBLEMS DURING CHROMOSOME REPLICATION 
After termination of replication the two sister chromosomes need to be separated from each other. The 
helical nature of dsDNA in combination with the nature of the circular chromosome causes various links 
between the sister DNA molecules during replication (reviewed in: Postow et al., 2001). During 
unwinding of the double helix, positive supercoils are generated in front of the elongating replication fork 
(see Figure 1.3; reviewed in: Jeppsson et al., 2014). Positive supercoils can be removed by DNA gyrase 
(Gellert et al., 1976) and by topoisomerase IV (Ullsperger and Cozzarelli, 1996). If not removed 
immediately, the positive supercoils can be propagated to the daughter strands behind the replication fork 
if the fork is able to rotate freely during replication which causes the formation of precatenanes (inter-
linked sister DNA strands). These precatenanes must be removed by topoisomerase IV before 
chromosome segregation (Adams et al., 1992).  A special situation occurs at the terminus as the positive 
superocils ahead of the replication fork presumably block replication of this small region, and 
topoisomerases cannot bind anymore. In vitro experiments on a circular virus DNA (SV40) suggested that 
the unreplicated structures are directly converted into catenanted sister chromosome dimers that have to 
be resolved by topoisomerase IV (Mirkin and Mirkin, 2007; Sundin and Varshavsky, 1980, 1981).  
Positive supercoils and precatenanes are not the only topological problems during replication. 
Homologous recombination events happen frequently between sister DNA molecules at the replication 
forks, resulting in cross-over (Pérals et al., 2001; Steiner and Kuempel, 1998). Proper chromosome 
segregation will be impeded if the resultant chromosome dimers are not resolved into monomers. The 
XerCD system in E. coli is a major playor in resolving chromosome dimers after replication. E. coli 
harbours a site-specific recombinase consisting of XerC and XerD, acting near the replication terminus at 
dif sites (Blakely et al., 1993). Deletions of either dif or XerCD result in long filamentous cells, that fail in 
proper chromosome segregation (Kuempel et al., 1991). In B. subtilis the CodV and RipX proteins are 
homologues of XerCD (Sciochetti et al., 1999) and a dif site was found being located at a position of 166° 
on the chromosome (Sciochetti et al., 2001).  
1.2.2. CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION 
Several bacterial systems ensure that cell division occurs mid-cell in B. subtilis so that sister 
chromosomes are segregated equally. Chromosome segregation in B. subtilis follows a defined order and 
loci that are replicated first will also be segregated first (Teleman et al., 1998; Webb et al., 1997). 
Chromosome segregation is often described as a three-step process starting with segregation of oriC, 
followed by the bulk chromosome, and the terminus (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015; Bouet et al., 2014; 
Wang et al., 2013).  
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1.2.2.1. ORIGIN SEGREGATION AND THE PARABS SYSTEM 
Soon after replication initiation, the duplicated origins move to opposite cell poles in B. subtilis. This is 
thought to be mediated by active partitioning systems such as the bacterial ParABS system (Glaser et al., 
1997; Lee and Grossman, 2006; Lee et al., 2003; Lewis and Errington, 1997; Webb et al., 1997). ParABS 
systems are present in almost two thirds of all sequenced bacteria, including B. subtilis, and C. crescentus 
but not E. coli (Livny et al., 2007). It is a three-component system consisting of several centromeric DNA 
sequences called parS, the parS-binding protein ParB and a Walker-type ATPase ParA. The ParABS 
system is thought to play an important role in oriC segregation. In B. subtilis ten palindromic parS sites 
are distributed over the chromosome, eight of which are localized in 20% of the region around oriC 
(Breier and Grossman, 2007; Ebersbach and Gerdes, 2005). They are specifically bound by the Helix-
Turn-Helix motif (‘HTH’) of a ParB dimer that thereby generates a nucleoprotein complex on the 
chromosome (Leonard et al., 2004; Sanchez et al., 2013). ParB was shown to spread unspecifically along 
several kilo-bps of neighboring DNA (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Lin and Grossman, 1998; Murray et 
al., 2006). In C. crescentus deletion of ParB is lethal. It was suggested that the ParABS system could be 
actively involved in chromosome segregation (reviewed in: Badrinarayanan et al., 2015). ParA binds non-
specifically to DNA, when bound to ATP. One model is based on the ability of ParA to form dynamic 
filaments in vitro (Ptacin et al., 2010). It was suggested that the ParB-parS complex, itself bound to one 
of the newly replicated origins, binds to the edge of a ParA filament that is itself bound to the opposite 
cell pole. This would possibly induce ATP hydrolysis and dissociation of ParA from the filament. ParB 
would then follow the dissociating ParA filament (Ptacin et al., 2010; Shebelut et al., 2010; Toro et al., 
2008). This ‘pulling-force’ model is based on the existence of a ParA filament, however in vivo evidence 
is missing. The model was challenged by in vitro experiments of Vecchiarelli et al. who proposed the 
‘Brownian ratchet’ model (Vecchiarelli et al., 2010). In this model ParB binds to nucleoid-bound ParA-
ATP which presumably induces hydrolysis and dissociation of ParA. It was proposed that ParB then 
moves to regions of more ParA based on Brownian dynamics (Vecchiarelli et al., 2010, 2013). A more 
recent study discovered elastic properties of the C. crescentus chromosome and proposed the ‘DNA-
relay’ model, also based on the findings of Vecchiarelli et al. They propose that ParB-parS moves into the 
direction where most ParA molecules are bound, based on the elasticity of the chromosome rather than on 
a Brownian ratchet (Lim et al., 2014). Additionally, ParB-parS was found to be anchored to the cell pole 
through its interaction with an anchor protein termed PopZ which could possibly re-establish the ori-ter-
ter-ori configuration of the replicated C. crescentus chromosome (Bowman et al., 2008; Ebersbach et al., 
2008). In B. subtilis mutations in ParB only mildly affect chromosome segregation -as judged by the 
appearance of anucleate cells- but cause a severe sporulation defect (Autret et al., 2001; Ireton et al., 
1994). In addition, mis-positioned oriCs were observed in its absence (Ireton et al., 1994; Lee and 
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Grossman, 2006). Possibly the system is catalyzing or improving the efficiency of origin segregation but 
does not serve as its basis. In B. subtilis the role of ParB in chromosome segregation is linked to the Smc-
ScpAB complex. Recruitment and binding of Smc-ScpAB to the chromosome has been proposed to be 
largely dependent on the presence of ParB (Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009). Available 
data on the role of Smc-ScpAB in chromosome segregation will be introduced later (see chapter 1.5.1). 
1.2.2.2. BULK CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION 
The main driving force of bulk chromosome segregation is thought to be chromosome organization itself. 
Hi-C studies revealed longitudinally organized bacterial chromosomes with juxtaposed chromosomal 
arms in B. subtilis and C. crescentus (Le et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015). Loss of Smc-ScpAB or the ParB 
protein led to impairment of this organization and was also shown earlier to trigger bulk chromosome 
segregation defects (Britton et al., 1998; Jensen and Shapiro, 1999; Painbeni et al., 1997). Other models 
are based on computational modeling and propose that entropy could drive chromosome segregation as a 
physical force under the right conditions (Jun and Mulder, 2006; Jun and Wright, 2010).   
1.2.2.3. TERMINUS SEGREGATION 
Decatenation and dimer resolution are crucial for terminus segregation and are both largely dependent on 
a protein called FtsK in E. coli and SpoIIIE in B. subtilis (Bigot et al., 2005; Kaimer et al., 2009; Stouf et 
al., 2013). FtsK is a sequence-guided directional DNA pump that associates with the divisome and 
interacts with topoisomerase IV in vitro (Bigot et al., 2007; Espeli et al., 2003; Sherratt et al., 2010). It 
recognizes short motifs on the chromosome and can bring together dif sites of sister chromosomes before 
the XerCD recombinase is activated in E. coli to separate sister dimers (Bigot et al., 2005; Grainge et al., 
2007; Löwe et al., 2008; Steiner et al., 1999). Terminus segregation can only occur when sister 
chromosomes are separated and segregated into opposite sides of the cell (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015). A 
major player in cytokinesis is the FtsZ protein. FtsZ assembles into a ring-scaffold, called Z-ring, 
positioned exactly mid-cell to mark the cell division site and to recruit other divisome proteins (reviewed 
in: Gamba et al., 2009; Oliferenko et al., 2009). Positioning the Z-ring is an essential step of faithful 
chromosome segregation, else ‘guillotine-effects’ can occur that separate the replicated chromosome into 
two asymmetrically units. Two systems are known to mediate the spatial regulation of cytokinesis: 1) The 
Min-system, preventing cell division at the cell poles and; 2) Nucleoid occlusion (‘NO’), preventing cell 
division in regions occupied by the nucleoid (reviewed in: Bramkamp and van Baarle, 2009). The Min-
system of B. subtilis consists of the membrane-associated ATPase MinD that localizes MinC to the 
plasma membrane and of DivIVA, spatially organizing MinCD. Deletion of any of the components leads 
to cell division close to the cell poles, generating anucleate mini-cells (Lutkenhaus, 2007). The effector 
protein of NO is Noc in B. subtilis. Noc localizes to specific binding sites on the chromosome lacking 
from the terminus region, where the FtsZ-ring will form (Wu and Errington, 2004). Although not 
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experimentally proven, one current model is, that Noc recruits the bound DNA to the membrane 
periphery, inhibiting Z-ring formation in the regions along the chromosome and thereby only allowing its 
formation around the terminus region (Adams et al., 2015).  
1.3. EUKARYOTIC CELL DIVISION CYCLE 
The eukaryotic cell cycle is tightly controlled and separated into four major phases: 1) DNA-synthesis 
phase (S-Phase); 2) Gap 2 phase (G2); 3) Mitosis (M-Phase); 4) Gap 1 phase (G1) (reviewed in: 
Harashima et al., 2013). DNA is replicated only in S-Phase starting from several origins of replication and 
cells can only enter mitosis when they pass the G2-checkpoint, making sure that the genome has been 
completely duplicated (reviewed in: Kelly and Brown, 2000). In general cell cycle progression and 
checkpoints are regulated by a system of Cyclin-dependent kinases (‘CDK’s) and cyclins (reviewed in: 
Morgan, 1997). Mitosis can be subdivided into four phases: 1) Prophase; 2) Metaphase; 3) Anaphase; and 
4) Telophase. Entering mitosis, chromosomes have to be compacted in a process known as chromosome 
condensation, happening in mitotic prophase. This process depends on one side largely on histones, which 
have DNA wound around them and in mitosis fold into more compact chromatin fibers. An additional 
level of remodeling and condensation is added by topoisomerase II and condensin complexes, both 
associating with the chromosome (Coelho et al., 2003; Hirano and Mitchison, 1993, 1994; Maeshima and 
Laemmli, 2003; Shintomi et al., 2015). For faithful segregation, each sister chromatid has to be attached 
by the mitotic spindle from opposite directions in a process called bi-orientation (Sonoda et al., 2001; 
Tanaka et al., 2000). The basis of the mitotic spindle is the dynamic assembling of microtubules that 
nucleate from two microtubule-organizing centers (‘MTOC’s) or centrosomes, by polymerization and 
attach to the centromeres of sister chromatids through kinetochores (reviewed in: Duro and Marston, 
2015). Sister chromatids are tightly hold together by the cohesin complexes in a process called sister 
chromatid cohesion (‘SCC’) (Michaelis et al., 1997; reviewed in: Peters and Nishiyama, 2012). SCC is 
established during S-phase and provides the opposing force to the mitotic spindle that applies pulling 
forces on the centromeres in direction towards the MTOCs (Goshima and Yanagida, 2000; He et al., 
2000; Nasmyth and Haering, 2009; Tanaka et al., 2000; Uhlmann and Nasmyth, 1998).  
The spindle checkpoint detects chromosomes that are wrongly attached to the mitotic spindle and will 
block the destruction of securin (and cyclin B) by inhibition of the APC/C complex (reviewed in: Peters, 
2006). Securin binds and inhibits separase, and thereby blocks cleavage of the cohesin ring until all 
duplicated chromosomes are properly attached to the spindle (Uhlmann et al., 1999, 2000). Opening of 
cohesin at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition enables sister chromatid segregation. Subsequent 
cytokinesis marks the end of mitosis. The eukaryotic SMC-complexes cohesin, condensin and Smc5/6 
play key roles throughout the eukaryotic cell cycle and will be introduced below (Duro and Marston, 
2015; Nasmyth, 2002).  
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1.4. SMC-KLEISIN COMPLEXES 
The structural maintenance of chromosome (‘SMC’)-complexes represent a highly conserved protein 
family conserved in all domains of life. The first SMC-like gene was isolated in E. coli and named 
‘MukB’ after its anucleate phenotype upon deletion, originating from the Japanese word ‘mukaku’ 
(Hiraga et al., 1989). Subsequent biochemical analysis revealed that MukB is a 177 kDa protein with an 
extraordinary architecture and the ability to bind and hydrolyze ATP (Niki et al., 1991, 1992). Shortly 
after, a mutant of a protein sharing the same architecture combined with a defect in mini-chromosome 
segregation was identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Its encoding gene was termed ‘SMC1’ 
(Strunnikov et al., 1993). Bioinformatics revealed that the Smc1 protein has highly conserved 
homologues in all domains of life and that MukB is a related SMC-like member of this family (Melby et 
al., 1998; Strunnikov et al., 1993). For their function the SMC-proteins assemble into a complex with 
accessory proteins that differ depending on the type of complex (Mascarenhas et al., 2002; Nasmyth and 
Haering, 2005; Soppa et al., 2002; Yamazoe et al., 1999).  
1.4.1.  ARCHITECTURE AND COMPOSITION 
SMC-complexes comprise dimers of SMC-proteins, bridged by a protein from the ‘kleisin’ family that 
itself interacts with at least one accessory protein. The single bacterial Smc protein forms a homodimer. 
In contrast, eukaryotes encode for six different SMC-proteins that assemble into three specific SMC-
complexes (Haering et al., 2002).  
1.4.1.1. THE SMC PROTEIN 
Most SMC proteins are molecules between 1000-1500 amino acids in length that fold back onto 
themselves almost in the middle of the protein. A folded SMC protein has a length of almost 50 nm and 
contains three distinct domains that are all functionally essential: 1) A globular ‘head’ domain formed by 
the N- and C-termini; 2) A globular dimerization domain called ‘hinge’, formed by back-folding in the 
middle of one Smc protein; 3) An intramolecular antiparallel coiled coil that separates the two globular 
domains (reviewed in: Nasmyth and Haering, 2005).  
The ‘head’-domain is a characteristic ATP-binding cassette (‘ABC’) ATPase domain, such as can be 
found in many membrane transporters (Davidson et al., 2008). ABC transporters usually have two 
nucleotide binding domains (‘NBD’) for binding and hydrolysis of ATP. In the SMC complexes one 
head-domain of SMC forms one NBD and both heads in a dimer are needed for ATP hydrolysis (Haering 
et al., 2004; Hopfner et al., 2000; Lammens et al., 2004; Löwe et al., 2001). All ABC ATPases harbor at 
least three distinct motifs: The Walker A motif, the Walker B motif and the signature motif or C-loop 
(Davidson et al., 2008; Lammens et al., 2004; Walker et al., 1982). In SMC the Walker A motif resides in 
the N-terminus whereas the Walker B and signature motif are present in the C-terminal part.  
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Figure 1.4: Architecture of the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex. The complex has a length of approximately 
50 nm and consists of a dimer of two Smc proteins (green) that is bound to one molecule of ScpA (light blue) at 
the cap (Nt-Smc) and neck (Ct-Smc) interface. There is evidence that Smc-ScpAB undergoes a conformational 
change upon binding of ATP (red sphere) that could lead to opening of its coiled coils. At the bottom a scheme 
of the Smc protein is depicted. The protein folds at its hinge domain and N- and C-termini bind to each other. 
This image is modified from: (Wilhelm and Gruber, 2016).  
 
The SMC heads dimerize upon binding of two molecules of ATP, which are sandwiched between the 
Walker A motif of one SMC head and the signature motif of the second SMC head (Haering et al., 2004; 
Hopfner et al., 2000; Lammens et al., 2004; Löwe et al., 2001). The Walker B motif coordinates a 
magnesium ion needed for the ATP hydrolysis reaction (Davidson et al., 2008; Hopfner et al., 2000; 
Walker et al., 1982). In summary, ATP binds to a pocket formed by N- and C-termini of one SMC-
protein, harboring Walker A/B and the signature motif. In the SMC-homodimer this induces ATP-
dependent dimerization of two SMC-heads, stabilized by the signature motif (Ames and Lecar, 1992) and 
subsequent ATP hydrolysis. ATP binding, head engagement and ATP hydrolysis are needed for the 
function of SMC complexes and their interaction with DNA, described later in detail (Hirano and Hirano, 
2006; Minnen et al., 2016; Wilhelm et al., 2015).  
The second globular domain of a SMC-protein is separated from the head by a long intramolecular 
antiparallel coiled coil of more than 300 amino acids in length. The coiled-coil sequence contains a very 
distinctive heptad repeat pattern and can therefore be predicted very well from the primary sequence 
(Lupas and Gruber, 2005). To date the least structural information is available on the SMC coiled-coil 
domain, mostly because high-resolution crystal structures of coiled coils are hard to obtain, possibly 
because of too much intrinsic flexibility (Waldman et al., 2015). A recent study in B. subtilis used site-
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specific cross-linking to analyze the Smc coiled-coil register. Accordingly, it forms a pretty continuous 
structure with only two major coiled-coil interruptions on the C-terminal strand. While one interruption 
seems to be only three amino acids in length and is located more hinge-proximal, the second was 
proposed to be considerably longer (≈24 AA) and close to the C-terminal head domain (Waldman et al., 
2015). These results are in accordance with bioinformatics predictions of the structure of the SMC-protein 
(prediction tool: Gruber et al., 2006a). Seemingly, the C-terminal half of the SMC-protein is minimally 
longer compared to the N-terminal half.  
The hinge domain of a SMC-protein builds the basis of its homo- or heterodimerization. Structural 
analysis revealed its ring or doughnut-like structure that is very similar in prokaryotes and eukaryotes 
(Griese and Hopfner, 2011; Haering et al., 2002; Ku et al., 2010; Soh et al., 2015). Studies of Hirano and 
colleagues have identified four glycine residues in the B. subtilis hinge domain (G657, G658, G662, 
G663) that when mutated to alanines result in the formation of single-armed monomeric Smc proteins in 
solution. Almost all of these residues are conserved between prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Hirano, 2001; 
Hirano and Hirano, 2002). This and other sequence motifs in the hinge have been of particular interest for 
studying the interaction of the SMC-complex with DNA and will be introduced later (see chapter 1.5.2). 
The coiled-coil region is associated with the hinge domain in different conformations amongst different 
SMC-complexes based on electron microscopy images. For example the coiled coil emerging from the 
eukaryotic cohesin hinge displays are more open conformation in comparison to the one from eukaryotic 
condensin (Anderson et al., 2002; Soh et al., 2015). Also in prokaryotes different conformations of the 
coiled-coil region below the hinge domain have been described (Anderson et al., 2002; Soh et al., 2015). 
The potential functional relevance of these different conformational arrangements still needs to be 
determined and will be addressed in the discussion of this thesis.  
1.4.1.2. KLEISIN 
SMC proteins interact with additional essential non-SMC components. In cohesin, the kleisin protein 
Scc1 binds to the Smc1/3 heterodimer, thereby generating a tripartite protein ring (Gruber et al., 2003). In 
B. subtilis the ScpA protein binds a homodimer of Smc (Bürmann et al., 2013). Both, Scc1 and ScpA 
belong to the same family of proteins called ‘kleisin’, from the Greek word ‘kleisimo’ for ‘closure’, as 
this protein unit closes the SMC-dimer into a ring-like complex (Schleiffer et al., 2003). The kleisin-
family shares most sequence homology between their N- and C-termini. The region in between can be of 
variable length and is in general less conserved (Schleiffer et al., 2003). Four major classes of eukaryotic 
kleisins can be separated based on sequence analysis: Kleisin-α/β/γ/δ whereas the ScpA protein represents 
the class of prokaryotic kleisins (Schleiffer et al., 2003). Kleisins contain a winged-helix domain 
(‘WHD’) at their C-terminus that interacts in case of eukaryotic cohesin with the bottom of the NBD of 
Smc1 called ‘cap’ (Haering et al., 2004; Weitzer et al., 2003). Crystal structures of SMC in B. subtilis and 
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S. cerevisiae shed light into the binding of the kleisin N-terminus to SMC and revealed a region above the 
head in the coiled coil, which was called ‘neck’ (Bürmann et al., 2013; Gligoris et al., 2014). The B. 
subtilis Smc-ScpAB thereby forms an asymmetric Smc-kleisin complex, as it is also the case for its 
eukaryotic counterparts where asymmetry is also introduced by the formation of the SMC-heterodimer 
(Bürmann et al., 2013). It is still unclear, what origin the asymmetric binding of B. subtilis ScpA to the 
Smc-homodimer has. 
1.4.1.3. ACCESSORY PROTEINS 
All known SMC-complexes contain at least one accessory protein, also essential for their function. These 
proteins are very divergent but most of them bind to the kleisin subunit of the complex (reviewed in: 
Nasmyth and Haering, 2005; Nolivos and Sherratt, 2013; Palecek and Gruber, 2015). Also their role 
within the SMC-complex is not well understood for both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Crystal structures 
of the accessory proteins revealed that most of the prokaryotic complexes such as B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB 
and the SMC-like MukBEF can be structurally aligned very well (Bürmann et al., 2013; Gloyd et al., 
2011; Kamada et al., 2013; Woo et al., 2009). Moreover structural homology was also found between the 
Nse1/3 proteins that are part of the accessory proteins in the eukaryotic Smc5/6 complex and the bacterial 
proteins (Palecek and Gruber, 2015). Interestingly the eukaryotic cohesin and condensin complexes do 
not display high structural homology with the prokaryotic accessory proteins. It was speculated that this 
could mean that the Smc5/6 complex is functionally more related to prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB than cohesin 
and condensin (Palecek and Gruber, 2015). 
1.4.2. EUKARYOTIC SMC-COMPLEXES 
1.4.2.1. COHESIN 
Cohesin forms a Smc1/Smc3 heterodimer which interacts with Scc1, in an asymmetric manner (Michaelis 
et al., 1997; Strunnikov et al., 1993). Additionally, Scc1 is bound by Scc3 and Pds5, characterized by 
HEAT sequence repeats (Neuwald and Hirano, 2000; Panizza et al., 2000). To date cohesin is the best 
studied SMC-complex and a lot of its understanding has been established in the buddying yeast S. 
cerevisiae (reviewed in: Nasmyth and Haering, 2005). Cohesin is essential for holding sister chromatids 
together during mitosis, a process called sister chromatid cohesion (Michaelis et al., 1997). Cohesin’s 
presence on the chromosome during the eukaryotic cell cycle differs among eukaryotic species, however 
a fraction always seems to be present from S-phase to mitosis (Uhlmann and Nasmyth, 1998). In yeast, 
cohesin is loaded onto the chromosome in late G1-phase, before S-phase, mediated by ATP-hydrolysis 
and by the loader complex Scc2/4 (Arumugam et al., 2003; Ciosk et al., 2000). Entering S-phase, a 
fraction of cohesin becomes more stably attached to the chromosome. This is needed because the 
Wpl1/Rad61 protein that forms a complex with the Pds5 subunit of cohesin displaces cohesin from 
chromosomes in prophase (Gandhi et al., 2006; Kueng et al., 2006). Unloading by Wpl1/Rad61 can be 
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prevented by acetylation of the Smc3 subunit by the acetyltransferase Eco1 in yeast, and homologous 
proteins in higher eukaryotes such as ESCO1/ESCO2 in human cells (Ben-Shahar et al., 2008; Gerlich et 
al., 2006a; Sutani et al., 2009; Unal et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008). In metazoans, inhibition of WAPL 
(Wpl1) and stabilization of cohesin also requires binding of the sororin protein before entry into mitosis 
(Lafont et al., 2010; Nishiyama et al., 2010; Rankin et al., 2005). In mitosis, cohesin bound along the 
chromosomal arms is phosphorylated by several kinases (Aurora B, Cdk1, Polo-like kinase 1) which 
enables their Wpl1-induced release from the chromosome (Hegemann et al., 2011; Losada et al., 2002; 
Sumara et al., 2002). Importantly, complexes at the centromeres are specifically dephosphorylated by 
Shugoshin-PP2A complexes to hinder their release (Kitajima et al., 2006; Waizenegger et al., 2000). SCC 
is resolved in anaphase by proteolytic cleavage of the cohesin ring at the Scc1-kleisin subunit, mediated 
by the enzyme separase (Uhlmann et al., 1999).  
Cohesin does not exclusively function in SCC and was also shown to participate in DNA damage 
pathways, chromosome condensation and regulation of gene expression (Kagey et al., 2010; Lopez-Serra 
et al., 2014; Nativio et al., 2009; Strom et al., 2007; Tedeschi et al., 2013; Unal et al., 2007).  Mutations in 
human cohesin cause severe developmental disorders such as the Cornelia de Lange syndrome (‘CdLS’) 
(Deardorff et al., 1993; Krantz et al., 2004). 
In mammals, many cohesin enrichment sites on the chromosome are bound by the CCCTC-binding factor 
(‘CTCF’) (Parelho et al., 2008; Rubio et al., 2008; Stedman et al., 2008; Wendt et al., 2008), a DNA 
binding protein involved in transcriptional regulation and chromatin architecture (Phillips and Corces, 
2009). Interestingly, depletion of CTCF does not affect SCC although cohesin does not localize to the 
CTCF binding sites anymore (Parelho et al., 2008; Wendt et al., 2008). In contrast, cohesin depletion 
reduces the amount of CTCF on the chromosome and disables its function as transcriptional insulator 
(Wendt et al., 2008). Although it is still unclear how cohesin affects eukaryotic transcription, its interplay 
with CTCF could provide one possible answer. In yeast, cohesin localizes to intergenic regions between 
convergently transcribed genes (Lengronne et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2009; Tanaka et al., 1999). In 
contrast, the cohesin loader Scc2/4 is enriched at centromeres and there is evidence that the chromatin 
structure remodeling complex (RSC) recruits Scc4 to nucleosome-free regions (Hu et al., 2011; Lopez-
Serra et al., 2014). Although Scc2/4 is needed for loading of cohesin their localization on the 
chromosome seems to be different. This suggests that cohesin relocates from its initial Scc2/4 loading 
sites. Moreover this activity seems to be dependent on ATP hydrolysis (Hu et al., 2011). The relocation 
was also suggested to be mediated by the active transcription which could explain the high localization of 
cohesin at convergent transcription sites (Hu et al., 2011).  
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1.4.2.2. DNA ENTRAPMENT AND THE ‘RING’-MODEL 
Based on the finding that SMC-complexes form tripartite rings in vivo it was proposed that the ring-form 
mediates ‘entrapment’ of chromosomes by encircling one or more DNA fibers (Gruber et al., 2003; 
Haering et al., 2002). There are two ways of how proteins can interact with DNA: 1) physical protein-
DNA interactions and; 2) a topological association of the protein ring with DNA. Physical and 
topological interactions are mostly lost upon denaturation conditions. Only the interaction between a 
covalently linked protein ring that topologically associates with DNA is resistant to denaturation.  
A topological interaction in case of SMC-complexes displays embracement of DNA within the ring that is 
generated by the interaction of two Smc proteins with a kleisin subunit. A discrimination can be made 
between: 1) Non-topological entrapment of DNA loops; and 2) A topological entrapment that requires 
transient opening of the ring, such as a clothespin would be clamped onto a rope.  
Cleavage of the S. cerevisiae Scc1-kleisin subunit by separase at the onset of anaphase triggers 
dissociation of cohesin from chromosomes (Hauf et al., 2001; Uhlmann and Nasmyth, 1998; Uhlmann et 
al., 1999). This was first evidence supporting the ‘ring’ model that proposes a topological association of 
cohesin with chromosomal DNA. Moreover, cleavage of the Smc3 coiled coil is sufficient to release 
cohesin from chromosomes and abolishes SCC, also being consistent with the ring model (Gruber et al., 
2003). One way of testing the interaction of SMC-complexes with DNA directly was the establishment of 
mini-chromosome assays for yeast cohesin and condensin (Cuylen et al., 2011; Farcas et al., 2011; 
Haering et al., 2008; Ivanov and Nasmyth, 2005). The mini-chromosomes are stably maintained in yeast 
and specifically isolated from cells from different cell cycle phases, where cohesin is known to bind to the 
chromosome. In theory, a topological entrapment is lost upon cleavage of either the SMC ring or by 
linearization of the mini-chromosome, both was observed in the assays. Thereby it was shown that S. 
cerevisiae cohesin topologically entraps DNA inside its ring (see Discussion, chapter 4.1.5). Basis of the 
establishment of a topological entrapment, however, is opening of one SMC-complex ring interface upon 
loading and unloading from the chromosome. In S. cerevisiae there is evidence that the hinge interface is 
involved in loading onto chromosomes (Gruber et al. 2006). A fusion of the Smc3/Scc1 interface reduces 
the turnover of cohesin on the chromosome once it has loaded on chromatin suggesting that this interface 
could be the exit gate (Chan et al., 2012). The mechanistic details of establishing topological entrapment 
are still to a large extend unclear and will be discussed extensively in my discussion (see chapter 
4.2.1.3). 
1.4.2.3. CONDENSIN 
At least three condensin complexes have been identified in eukaryotes to date. Condensin I was identified 
originally in Xenopus laevis egg extracts as an essential chromosomal component. It is essential for 
proper segregation and condensation of chromosomes in vivo and the complex is ubiquitously present in 
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eukaryotes (Hirano and Mitchison, 1994; Hirano et al., 1997; Houlard et al., 2015; Ono et al., 2003; 
Sutani et al., 1999). A variant of condensin I in Caenorhabditis elegans is part of the dosage-
compensation complex (‘DCC’) that controls expression levels of the X-chromosome in XX-animals 
(Chuang et al., 1994; Lieb et al., 1998; Meyer, 2010). Many but not all eukaryotes have a second 
condensin complex, condensin II, that was first identified in vertebrates (Ono et al., 2003; Yeong et al., 
2003). The core component of condensin I and II is a heterodimer formed by the Smc2 and Smc4 
proteins. The heterodimer associates with the γ-kleisin Brn1 in condensin I of budding yeast and CAP-H 
in higher eukaryotes such as D. melanogaster or humans.  Condensin II associates with a β-kleisin named 
CAP-H2. Each complex has a unique set of non-SMC subunits. Budding yeast condensin I associates 
with the HEAT-repeat proteins Ycs4 and Ycg1, whereas in higher eukaryotes condensin I and II subunits 
are termed CAP-D2/D3 and CAP-G/G2 (Haering and Gruber, 2016; Hirano, 2012).  
Condensin was suggested to facilitate compaction and disentanglement of sister chromatids, crucial for 
their separation at anaphase (Kimura and Hirano, 1997; Kimura et al., 1999; Losada and Hirano, 2001; 
Strick et al., 2004). Several lines of evidence suggest that it promotes the function of the type II 
topoisomerase (‘Top2’) that is involved in disentanglement of sister chromatids. Depletion of either Top2 
or condensin in yeast leads to similar chromosome mis-segregation phenotypes (Bhalla, 2002; Bhat et al., 
1996; Coelho et al., 2003).   
There is evidence that condensin complexes entrap DNA inside their tripartite ring, as described for 
cohesin. It was suggested that entrapment of chromosomal loops could serve as basis for chromosomal 
compaction (Cuylen et al., 2011). Indeed, depletion of condensin II in Xenopus egg cell-free extracts 
suggests that it contributes to axial shortening of chromatids while condensin I supports the lateral 
compaction (Shintomi and Hirano, 2011). While condensin II is present in the eukaryotic nucleus 
throughout the cell cycle, condensin I does not access the chromosome until the nuclear envelope 
dismantles during mitosis. Both localize differently on the chromosome, however, their localization 
seems to be somewhat interdependent (Hirota et al., 2004; Ono et al., 2003, 2004). Moreover, condensin I 
was suggested to interact in a more dynamic way with mitotic chromosomes than condensin II (Gerlich et 
al., 2006b; Oliveira et al., 2007). Finally, there is evidence that condensins are also needed for 
transcriptional control, DNA damage response, repair and recombination (Hirano, 2012). An example for 
transcriptional control in budding yeast is the association of condensin I with the RNA polymerase II 
transcription factor TFIIIC (D’Ambrosio et al., 2008).  
1.4.2.4. SMC5/6 
Smc5/6 was first identified as part of the DNA repair proteins during homologous recombination in 
fission yeast Schizisaccharomyces pombe (Fousteri and Lehmann, 2000; Lehmann et al., 1995). In most 
species the complex consists of a Smc5/6 heterodimer, a kleisin called Nse4, two tandem-WHD proteins 
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Nse3 and the Nse1 ubiquitin ligase, both associating with the kleisin subunit, and a SUMO ligase called 
Nse2 in most species (Haering and Gruber, 2016; Jeppsson et al., 2014). A striking structural similarity 
between the prokaryotic complexes Smc-ScpAB and MukBEF and eukaryotic Smc5/6 has been described 
recently (Palecek and Gruber, 2015). A class of proteins, containing tandem WHD-elements interacting 
with the central part of kleisin proteins, was identified and termed kleisin-interacting tandem winged-
helix elements (‘kite’-proteins). Kite proteins were not identified for cohesin or condensin (Palecek and 
Gruber, 2015). 
The protein complex is most known for its involvement in double-strand break repair (Jeppsson et al., 
2014). Fission yeast Smc6 was shown to be needed for DNA repair after UV- or γ-ray irradiation 
(Lehmann et al., 1995). In S. cerevisiae, all components of the Smc5/6 complex are essential (Pebernard 
et al., 2006). Several studies reported a delay of chromosome segregation upon Smc5/6 depletion and also 
revealed an accumulation of unusual recombination intermediate structures between replicated sister 
chromatids, which possibly hinder their efficient separation (Betts Lindroos et al., 2006; Torres-Rosell et 
al., 2005).  Interestingly, Smc5/6 and cohesin are both recruited to double-strand breaks on the replicated 
genome and 60% of Smc6 binding sites overlap with the cohesin subunit Scc1 (Betts Lindroos et al., 
2006; De Piccoli et al., 2006; Potts et al., 2006). Based on this finding a role in resolution of sister 
chromatid intertwinings was suggested (Betts Lindroos et al., 2006).  
Inhibition of Smc5 or Smc6 has been linked with SCC defects in yeast, chicken and humans, such as 
observed upon cohesin-depletion (Almedawar et al., 2012; Gallego-Paez et al., 2014; Stephan et al., 
2011). Its exact role in SCC is unknown, however, one hint could be the Nse2 (Mms21) SUMO-ligase 
subunit of Smc5/6, that sumoylates several substrates including cohesin (Almedawar et al., 2012; 
McAleenan et al., 2012; Zhao and Blobel, 2005). However, there is also evidence that chromosomal 
localization of Smc5/6 requires itself SCC (Jeppsson et al., 2014).   
1.4.3. PROKARYOTIC SMC AND SMC-LIKE COMPLEXES 
Identification of the MukB protein, member of the SMC family marked the beginning of research on 
SMC-kleisin complexes in the 1990’s. Prokaryotic SMC-complexes are present in a wide range of 
bacteria and archaea. Smc-like MukB protein, however, was only found in a limited branch of γ-
proteobacteria (reviewed in: Gruber, 2011). MukB shares structural features with canonical SMC 
proteins, such as the ATP binding domain at its N- and C-termini, a long coiled coil and a hinge domain 
for dimerization of two MukB proteins (Niki et al., 1991, 1992). MukB is encoded in an operon with its 
associating proteins MukE and MukF, which together form the MukBEF complex (Yamanaka et al., 
1996). With its N-termini two MukF proteins dimerize and each C-terminus binds one MukB head 
thereby possibly forming a tetrapartite ring (reviewed in: Nolivos and Sherratt, 2013). ATP binding to the 
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MukB dimer leads to disruption of one MukF binding site, a finding that has not been seen for any other 
SMC-complex so far (Upton and Sherratt, 2013; Woo et al., 2009).  
A mukBEF deletion causes accumulation of anucleate cells and temperature sensitive growth (Niki et al., 
1991). On the other hand, overexpression generates more condensed chromosomes, suggesting a role in 
chromosome organization (Wang et al., 2011). Fluorescence microscopy studies indicate that MukBEF 
co-localizes with oriC such as Smc-ScpAB in B. subtilis (Badrinarayanan et al., 2012; Danilova et al., 
2007). A physical interaction of the MukBEF hinge with topoisomerase IV was observed and several 
lines of evidence support a model in which their interaction facilitates chromosome segregation (Hayama 
and Marians, 2010; Li et al., 2010; Nicolas et al., 2014; Vos et al., 2013). 
There is no answer to the question why only some bacteria have MukBEF instead of Smc-ScpAB. Only 
recently a third prokaryotic SMC-like complex has been identified in Pseudomonas aeruginosa as a 
distant relative of MukBEF (Petrushenko et al., 2011; reviewed in: Gruber, 2011). The complex is not 
conserved at sequence level with MukBEF, but equally genetically organized. Moreover their predicted 
secondary structures are very similar. Based on these similarities the complex was termed MksBEF for 
‘Muk-like SMC’. Surprisingly, MksBEF was then found in many more bacterial species often in 
combination with Smc-ScpAB (Petrushenko et al., 2011). Mutations in MksBEF cause anucleate cells in 
P. aeruginosa. Where both, MksBEF and Smc-ScpAB are present, overexpression of MksBEF can rescue 
the smc deletion phenotype, suggesting that both complexes share functions (Gruber, 2011; Petrushenko 
et al., 2011).  
1.5. THE FUNCTIONS OF THE BACILLUS SUBTILIS SMC-SCPAB COMPLEX 
1.5.1. ROLES IN CHROMOSOME ORGANIZATION AND SEGREGATION 
B. subtilis harbors prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB (Britton et al., 1998; Melby et al., 1998). Our understanding 
of prokaryotic SMC complexes is largely based on work in B. subtilis. Due to the high conservation of its 
structure and the ATPase domain our knowledge from prokaryotes might contribute considerably to our 
general and mechanistic understanding of all SMC-kleisin complexes.  
Prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB is often termed ‘prokaryotic condensin’, due to perceived functional similarities 
with the eukaryotic condensin complex (reviewed in: Hirano, 2016; Palecek and Gruber, 2015). In early 
studies a condensation phenotype of a smc deletion has been described that has encouraged the idea that 
the prokaryotic complex could function similar to eukaryotic condensin (Britton et al., 1998). However 
this phenotype might be caused indirectly by defective chromosome segregation. Only recently Hi-C has 
brought evidence, that Smc contributes to chromosome organization in B. subtilis, its mechanistic action, 
however, still remains unknown (Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Null mutations of either Smc, 
ScpA or ScpB are lethal in B. subtilis in nutrient-rich growth conditions (Britton et al., 1998; Gruber et 
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al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). The cells are able to grow under slow growth conditions such as in minimal 
growth medium where an accumulation of anucleate cells is observed (Britton et al., 1998; Moriya et al., 
1998; Niki et al., 1991). Moreover, decreasing levels of negative supercoiling by DNA gyrase inhibitors 
even further enhance these phenotypes. Contrarily, increasing negative supercoiling by depletion of 
topoisomerase I can suppress to some extend the chromosome partitioning defect of smc null mutants 
(Lindow et al., 2002). On the basis of its sequence B. subtilis Smc shares most sequence homology with 
eukaryotic Smc1/3 and Smc2/4, however, in general the sequences are poorly comparable (Palecek and 
Gruber, 2015). Moreover, structural similarities between eukaryotic Smc5/6 and prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB 
were identified (‘kite’ proteins) and it therefore remains to be determined, if the term ‘prokaryotic 
condensin’ is justified for Smc-ScpAB (Palecek and Gruber, 2015). 
Deletion of eukaryotic cohesin leads to premature sister chromosome separation, in contrast to a deletion 
of Smc-ScpAB in B. subtilis, where interlinked sister chromosomes arise due to a partitioning defect of 
oriC (Gruber et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). During normal growth, the replication forks of B. subtilis 
proceed with an approximate speed of 1000 bps per second (Merrikh et al., 2012). Surprisingly, a 
reduction of this speed can suppress the growth defect of the smc deletion in rich medium, suggesting that 
Smc-ScpAB is needed primarily upon fast replicating conditions (Gruber et al., 2014).  
Different experimental approaches revealed that Smc-ScpAB localizes onto the bacterial chromosome in 
vivo. ChIP experiments showed that Smc binds along the whole chromosome, but is enriched at oriC and 
its vicinity (Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009). Eight of total ten ParB-bound parS sites in 
B. subtilis are in the vicinity of oriC (see chapter 1.2.2.1). Strikingly, the localization of Smc to origin-
proximal DNA is largely abolished upon parB deletion. This was also shown by a second independent 
approach using fluorescence microscopy (Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009). The Hi-C 
studies that observed a longitudinal folding of the B. subtilis chromosome, provided evidence that this 
organization is dependent on the presence of ParB, Smc-ScpAB and at least one parS site (Marbouty et 
al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Moreover, one single parS site can define the apex from which adjacent loci 
become juxtaposed along the entire length of the chromosome. These data suggest that Smc-ScpAB binds 
to ParB-bound parS sites near oriC and then promotes juxtaposition of DNA flanking the parS sites. 
Thereby replicated sister-origins could be separated from each other, which would explain the origin 
segregation effect in absence of Smc-ScpAB (Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). These data will 
be discussed thoroughly in the light of our results in chapter 4.2.2.2.   
1.5.2. INTERACTION WITH DNA 
SMC-complexes are ABC-like ATPases containing a Walker A, Walker B and a signature motif in their 
Smc-head domains (Ames and Lecar, 1992; Walker et al., 1982). Binding of Smc-ScpAB to DNA in vitro 
has been extensively studied by Hirano and colleagues (Hirano, 2005, 2016).  
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Figure 1.5: ATP hydrolysis cycle of 
Smc-ScpAB. The N-terminus of the 
Smc-head (‘N’ on green sphere) 
harbors the Walker A motif (yellow). 
The Walker B (red) and C-motif 
(blue) are present at the C-terminus 
(‘C’). ATP binding is inhibited by the 
Smc K37I and D1117A mutations 
whereas dimerization of two NBDs is 
inhibited the Smc S1090R mutation. 
The E1118Q mutation close to the 
Walker B motif almost completely 
abolishes ATP hydrolysis. Image 
modified from: (Minnen et al., 2016) 
 
These studies have been performed in vitro with tagged proteins and artificial DNA substrates. 
Nevertheless, basic mechanistic features of the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex were successfully 
established thereby. Smc-ScpAB binds to ds and ssDNA and both DNA substrates stimulate the ATPase 
activity of the complex (Hirano and Hirano, 1998). Mutants specifically blocked in certain steps of the 
ATP hydrolysis cycle were constructed in B. subtilis and are still of outstanding importance for studying 
the function and mechanism of Smc-ScpAB (see Figure 1.5; Hirano and Anderson, 2001; Hirano and 
Hirano, 2004; Hopfner et al., 2000). The Walker A motif mutant K37I and the Walker B motif mutant 
D1117A abolish binding of ATP to Smc. Mutation in the C motif S1090R abolishes ATP dependent 
dimerization of two Smc heads. All three mutants do not show any ATP hydrolysis activity nor do they 
normally bind to DNA (Hirano, 2001; Hirano and Hirano, 2004). The E1118Q mutation in the Walker B 
motif (‘EQ-mutant’) almost completely abolishes ATP hydrolysis and Smc-ScpAB complex is left in a 
head-engaged state. Strikingly, this mutant has strongly enhanced DNA binding activity in vitro 
compared to wild-type Smc (Hirano and Hirano, 2004; Kamada et al., 2013).  
Head and hinge interfaces are separated by the coiled-coil domain, with a length of almost 50 nm (Melby 
et al., 1998). It was suggested, that the coiled coil could serve as communication device between head and 
hinge, propagating the energy from ATP hydrolysis resulting in a conformational change of the complex 
(Thadani et al., 2012). Hirano et al. identified residues in the hinge dimerization interface of B. subtilis 
that monomerize the complex, when mutated to alanine (Hirano and Hirano, 2002). The Smc monomer 
still binds to DNA in vitro and hydrolyzes ATP, however, at very low levels. Interestingly, a basic patch 
at the inner surface of the hinge that consists of three consecutive lysine residues (K666, K667, K668) 
was identified, being exposed in the monomeric hinge. It was suggested that this patch could be necessary 
for stable interaction with DNA upon hinge opening (Hirano and Hirano, 2006). And there is evidence for 
eukaryotic cohesin that opening of the hinge domain is needed for loading of DNA into the cohesin ring 
(Gruber et al., 2006b). Electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy of SMC-complexes showed that 
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they adopt different configurations, from O-shapes, V-shapes to more I-shapes (Anderson et al., 2002; 
Fuentes-Perez et al., 2012; Haering et al., 2002; Melby et al., 1998). Apart from ChIP data only few data 
is available on the interaction of the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex with DNA in vivo. It was shown that 
the formation of a tripartite ring is conserved in B. subtilis (Bürmann et al., 2013). Therefore the 
hypothesis arose that Smc-ScpAB could interact with DNA similar as the eukaryotic complexes through 
DNA entrapment (Bürmann et al., 2013). This was a central question of this thesis.  
1.5.3. INFLUENCE OF THE PARB PROTEIN ON SMC-SCPAB 
ParABS is of particular interest for studying the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex. It is needed for specific 
chromosomal recruitment of the complex as shown by ChIP experiments and fluorescence microscopy 
(Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009). Deletion of parB is not lethal for B. subtilis but shows 
an increase in the number of anucleate cells (Autret et al., 2001; Ebersbach and Gerdes, 2005; Ireton et 
al., 1994; Lee et al., 2003). ParB has at least two independent functions, one in regulation of DNA 
replication where its interaction with ParA is needed, and a second in the recruitment of Smc-ScpAB to 
the chromosome and therefore presumably in chromosome segregation (Gruber and Errington, 2009).  
As introduced, ParB binds specifically to parS sites on the B. subtilis chromosome (Livny et al., 2007). 
Moreover, it associates unspecifically with DNA adjacent to the parS sites, a phenomenon termed 
‘spreading’ (Lin and Grossman, 1998; Rodionov et al., 1999). The unspecifically bound regions span 10-
20 kilo-bps, however the mechanism of how spreading is established still remains somewhat unclear 
(Breier and Grossman, 2007; Graham et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2015). One 
suggestion was that ParB forms long filaments by polymerization, emerging from parS sites (Murray et 
al., 2006; Rodionov et al., 1999). Only very recently a study using quantitative immunoblotting revealed 
that ParB is a very low abundant protein in the cell with approximately 20 dimers in B. subtilis. This 
challenges the ParB-filament model (Graham et al., 2014). ParB-dimers can interact with neighboring 
ParB complexes, an interaction called ‘nearest-neighbor interaction’ (Broedersz et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, an additional form of ParB binding was identified called ‘DNA bridging’, which is the 
ability of ParB-nucleoprotein complexes to interact with others located at different positions on the 
chromosome and thereby bridging distant chromosomal segments (Graham et al., 2014). Moreover, a 
DNA condensation effect and the formation of large ParB nucleoprotein complexes was observed in vitro 
(Taylor et al., 2015). Until now a direct interaction between Smc and ParB was never observed. However, 
the described activities of ParB were proposed to mediate organization of oriC and could thereby 
facilitate the interaction of Smc-ScpAB with the chromosome. Lastly the Hi-C studies on the B. subtilis 
chromosome showed that the observed longitudinal organization is dependent on Smc-ScpAB, ParB and 
the presence of parS indicating an interplay of the two proteins (Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 
2015). 
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2. AIM OF THE STUDIES 
The SMC-complexes are structurally highly conserved from prokaryotes to eukaryotes and almost 
ubiquitously present in all domains of life. Most of the current knowledge on bacterial Smc-ScpAB has 
been established in the model organism Bacillus subtilis. Deletion of B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB is lethal and 
both, chromosome segregation and organization are severely impaired. However, the functional role of 
Smc-ScpAB in these processes is still largely unknown. On the basis of this question it is essential to 
study how Smc-ScpAB interacts with the chromosome in vivo.   
To start answering this question the major goal of this thesis was to study the nature of interaction of 
Smc-ScpAB with the B. subtilis chromosome and to establish its requirements. So far, only in vitro 
studies have brought evidence that Smc-ScpAB binds both ssDNA and dsDNA and that its ATPase 
activity plays a major role in this process. Therefore I developed a novel biochemical assay in B. subtilis 
that allowed us to specifically isolate proteins entrapping whole chromosomes in vivo. The ‘entrapment 
assay’ isolates proteins or complexes that capture at least one DNA strand inside its ring structure and 
eliminates proteins that are only physically interacting with the chromosome. After establishing the 
entrapment assay my aim was to establish the requirements of chromosomal entrapment by Smc-ScpAB. 
It was therefore a major experiment to assess the dependence of entrapment on the ATP hydrolysis 
activity of Smc-ScpAB. In a second publication to which I contributed to, ChIP experiments and whole-
genome sequencing experiments were performed to obtain a broader perspective on the chromosomal 
localization of Smc-ScpAB.  A central aim was also here to study the impact of the ATP hydrolysis cycle 
on the interaction of the complex. Together the studies present a fruitful approach for elucidating the 
interaction of Smc-ScpAB with the B. subtilis chromosome. 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1. PUBLICATION I 
SMC condensin entraps chromosomal DNA by an ATP hydrolysis dependent loading 
mechanism in Bacillus subtilis 
Wilhelm, L., Bürmann, F., Minnen, A., Shin, H.-C., Toseland, C.P., Oh, B.-H., and Gruber, S. 
2015. Elife 4:1–18. doi:10.7554/eLife.06659. 
 
Abstract: 
Smc–ScpAB forms elongated, annular structures that promote chromosome segregation, presumably by 
compacting and resolving sister DNA molecules. The mechanistic basis for its action, however, is only 
poorly understood. Here, we have established a physical assay to determine whether the binding of 
condensin to native chromosomes in Bacillus subtilis involves entrapment of DNA by the Smc–ScpAB 
ring. To do so, we have chemically cross-linked the three ring interfaces in Smc–ScpAB and thereafter 
isolated intact chromosomes under protein denaturing conditions. Exclusively species of Smc–ScpA, 
which were previously cross-linked into covalent rings, remained associated with chromosomal DNA. 
DNA entrapment is abolished by mutations that interfere with the Smc ATPase cycle and strongly 
reduced when the recruitment factor ParB is deleted, implying that most Smc–ScpAB is loaded onto the 
chromosome at parS sites near the replication origin. We furthermore report a physical interaction 
between native Smc–ScpAB and chromosomal DNA fragments. 
 
 
 
On the following pages the original publication is attached as published online on May 26, 2015 without 
any modifications. http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.06659 
This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits 
unrestricted use and redistribution provided that the original author, the source of the publication and the 
license are credited. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
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SMC condensin entraps chromosomal
DNA by an ATP hydrolysis dependent
loading mechanism in Bacillus subtilis
Larissa Wilhelm1, Frank Bürmann1, Anita Minnen1, Ho-Chul Shin2†,
Christopher P Toseland1, Byung-Ha Oh2, Stephan Gruber1*
1Chromosome Organization and Dynamics, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry,
Martinsried, Germany; 2Department of Biological Sciences, KAIST Institute for the
Biocentury, Cancer Metastasis Control Center, Korea Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology, Daejeon, Republic of Korea
Abstract Smc–ScpAB forms elongated, annular structures that promote chromosome segrega-
tion, presumably by compacting and resolving sister DNA molecules. The mechanistic basis for its
action, however, is only poorly understood. Here, we have established a physical assay to determine
whether the binding of condensin to native chromosomes in Bacillus subtilis involves entrapment of
DNA by the Smc–ScpAB ring. To do so, we have chemically cross-linked the three ring interfaces in
Smc–ScpAB and thereafter isolated intact chromosomes under protein denaturing conditions.
Exclusively species of Smc–ScpA, which were previously cross-linked into covalent rings, remained
associated with chromosomal DNA. DNA entrapment is abolished by mutations that interfere with
the Smc ATPase cycle and strongly reduced when the recruitment factor ParB is deleted, implying
that most Smc–ScpAB is loaded onto the chromosome at parS sites near the replication origin. We
furthermore report a physical interaction between native Smc–ScpAB and chromosomal DNA
fragments.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.001
Introduction
Compaction and individualization of sister DNA molecules is a prerequisite for efficient segregation of
the genetic material to daughter cells during cell division. Multi-subunit Structural Maintenance of
Chromosomes (SMC) protein complexes—such as cohesin and condensin—are major determinants of
chromosome structure and dynamics during the cell cycle in eukaryotes as well as in prokaryotes
(Hirano, 2006; Thadani et al., 2012; Gruber, 2014). Condensin subunits were initially identified as
abundant, non-histone components of mitotic chromosomes in metazoans (Hirano and Mitchison,
1994). In mitosis, condensin localizes together with topoisomerase II in punctate structures to the
longitudinal core of chromatids, called the chromosome axis (Coelho et al., 2003; Maeshima and
Laemmli, 2003; Ono et al., 2004). Inactivation of condensin subunits by mutation or depletion results
in severe morphological aberrations and mechanical sensitivity of metaphase chromosomes, and
subsequently to defects in their segregation during anaphase (Hirano and Mitchison, 1994; Ono
et al., 2003; Gerlich et al., 2006). In bacteria, Smc–ScpAB is the prevalent version of SMC protein
complexes. Its distant relatives MksBEF and MukBEF can be found scarcely scattered over most of the
bacterial phylogenetic tree and in isolated branches of proteobacteria, respectively (Gruber, 2011). In
Bacillus subtilis and Streptococcus pneumoniae, Smc–ScpAB is recruited to a region around the
replication origin by ParB/Spo0J protein bound to parS sites, thereby forming a discrete focus—also
called condensation center—on each nascent copy of the chromosome (Gruber and Errington, 2009;
Sullivan et al., 2009;Minnen et al., 2011). Inactivation of Smc–ScpAB in B. subtilis under nutrient rich
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growth conditions blocks separation of sister replication origins and consequentially leads to lethal
defects in chromosome partitioning (Gruber et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). Smc–ScpAB thus
promotes the initial stages of chromosome segregation in B. subtilis, likely by condensing and
individualizing the emerging copies of the chromosome in preparation for their segregation to
opposite halves of the cell.
The canonical SMC complex in bacteria comprises five subunits: (1) two Smc proteins, which each
form a 45 nm long antiparallel coiled coil that connects an ABC-type ATPase ‘head’ domain at one
end of the coiled coil with a ‘hinge’ homodimerization domain at the other end (Hirano et al., 2001),
(2) a single ScpA subunit, which belongs to the kleisin family of proteins and associates via its
C-terminal winged-helix domain (WHD) with the bottom ‘cap’ surface of one Smc head and via its
N-terminal helical domain with the ‘neck’ coiled coil region of the other Smc protein (Bürmann et al.,
2013), and (3) a dimer of ScpB protein, which binds to the central region of ScpA (Bürmann et al.,
2013; Kamada et al., 2013). Overall, the pentameric Smc–ScpAB complex displays a highly extended
conformation harboring a central channel, which is surrounded by a closed tripartite ring formed by
the Smc dimer and the ScpAB2 sub-complex. The B. subtilis Smc coiled coils associate with one
another to form rod-shaped Smc dimers (Soh et al., 2015). Furthermore, the Smc head domains can
interact directly with one another—via a composite interface that includes two molecules of ATP.
Binding to ATP, head engagement and ATP hydrolysis likely control and drive the biochemical action
of Smc–ScpAB.
Models for SMC condensation activity have been proposed based on observations made with
isolated SMC dimers, SMC fragments or holo-complexes. Such protein preparations support the
bridging of given DNA molecules in vitro as indicated by the re-annealing of single stranded DNA,
intermolecular DNA ligation, DNA catenation and the co-purification of labeled and unlabeled DNA
molecules (Sutani and Yanagida, 1997; Losada and Hirano, 2001; Cui et al., 2008). Many SMC
complexes bound to different segments of DNA might thus come together and anchor DNA in
condensation centers or at the chromosome axis. Oligomeric assemblies of bacterial Smc proteins
have indeed been observed by Atomic Force Microscopy and Electron Microscopy (Mascarenhas
et al., 2005; Fuentes-Perez et al., 2012). This model provides a straightforward explanation for the
compaction activity of SMC. However, it is unclear how such apparently indiscriminate DNA
aggregation would promote rather than block the individualization of sister chromosomes (Gruber,
2014). Local wrapping of DNA around the SMC complex could result in well-defined lengthwise
eLife digest The genome of any living organism holds all the genetic information that the
organism needs to live and grow. This information is written in the sequence of the organism’s DNA,
and is often divided into sub-structures called chromosomes. Different species have different sized
genomes, but even bacteria with some of the smallest genomes still contain DNA molecules that are
thousand times longer than the length of their cells. DNA molecules must thus be highly compacted
in order to fit inside the cells. DNA compaction is particularly important during cell division, when the
DNA is being equally distributed to the newly formed cells.
In plants, animals and all other eukaryotes, large protein complexes known as condensin and
cohesin play a major role in compacting, and then separating, the cell’s chromosomes. Many bacteria
also have condensin-like complexes. At the core of all these complexes are pairs of so-called SMC
proteins. However, it is not clear how these SMC proteins direct chromosomes to become highly
compacted when cells are dividing.
Wilhelm et al. have now developed two new approaches to investigate how SMC proteins
associate with bacterial DNA. These approaches were then used to study how SMC proteins
coordinate the compaction of chromosomes in a bacterium called Bacillus subtilis. The experiments
revealed that SMC proteins are in direct physical contact with the bacterial chromosome, and that
bacterial DNA fibers are physically captured within a ring structure formed by the SMC proteins.
Wilhelm et al. suggest that these new findings, and recent technological advances, have now set
the stage for future studies to gain mechanistic insight into these protein complexes that organize
and segregate chromosomes.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.002
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condensation of DNA. However, too little SMC protein appears to be present in chromosomes to
yield decent levels of compaction by simple wrapping. A different hypothesis is based on the finding
that the structurally related cohesin complex holds sister chromatids in eukaryotes together by
entrapping sister DNA fibers within its ring (Gruber et al., 2003; Gligoris et al., 2014). Accordingly,
individual SMC complexes might entrap and expand loops of DNA, thereby driving lengthwise
condensation of chromosomes with little limitations in the attainable levels of compaction (Nasmyth,
2001; Alipour and Marko, 2012).
Here, we investigate how the prokaryotic SMC–kleisin complex binds to chromosomes in vivo using
a novel whole-chromosome assay.
Results
A chromosome entrapment assay
We initially attempted to detect topological interactions between B. subtilis Smc–ScpAB and plasmid
DNA using pull-down assays as previously described (Ivanov and Nasmyth, 2005; Ghosh et al.,
2009; Cuylen et al., 2011). However, several attempts failed to provide clear evidence for
entrapment of small circular DNA by prokaryotic condensin. Conceivably, Smc–ScpAB does not
interact with these artificial substrates in a physiological manner. To circumvent this possibility, we
established an inverse assay by immobilizing whole chromosomes of B. subtilis in agarose plugs and
monitoring their association with covalently closed rings of Smc–ScpA under harsh protein denaturing
conditions (Figure 1A). To develop the chromosome entrapment assay we first performed
experiments with the replicative sliding clamp, DnaN, in B. subtilis, which is known to entrap DNA
in a topological manner. Furthermore, most of cellular DnaN protein is maintained in the vicinity of
active replication forks in B. subtilis, presumably by its topological association with leading and
lagging strand DNA (Su’etsugu and Errington, 2011).
Based on the crystal structure of S. pneumoniae DnaN we engineered a pair of cysteine residues
(N114C, V313C) into the B. subtilis protein so that DnaN can be cross-linked into covalent rings in the
presence of a cysteine-specific cross-linker such as BMOE (Figure 1B). For detection a cys-less variant
of the HaloTag (‘HT’) was fused to the C-terminus of DnaN (Figure 1—figure supplement 1B) and the
construct was integrated into the genome of B. subtilis via allelic replacement at the endogenous
locus. The dnaN-ht genes with and without cysteine mutations supported normal growth of B. subtilis,
implying that they encoded functional DnaN proteins (data not shown). In vivo cross-linking of DnaN-
HT resulted in two additional, slow migrating bands in SDS-PAGE gels (Figure 1C), corresponding to
single and double cross-linked species of DnaN dimers, designated as X-DnaN-HT and XX-DnaN-HT,
respectively (Figure 1—figure supplement 1A). We next embedded cells in agarose plugs and
disrupted their cell walls by lysozyme digestion. Agarose plugs were then subjected to an electric field
in the presence of SDS to denature and remove any unattached proteins from chromosomes. Plugs
were finally treated with benzonase to digest genomic DNA and to release any stably entrapped
protein. DnaN-HT protein was then analysed by in-gel fluorescence. Non-crosslinkable DnaN-HT was
efficiently depleted from agarose plugs during the entrapment assay (Figure 1C). In contrast, the
double cross-linked, circular form of DnaN(N114C, V313C)-HT (XX-DnaN-HT) was retained in the
agarose plug during electrophoresis with high efficiency (∼50% of input). A minor fraction of single
cross-linked DnaN dimer (X-DnaN-HT) was also observed. This is likely generated from XX-DnaN-HT
by spontaneous hydrolysis of thiol-malemide adducts during protein isolation (Kalia and Raines,
2007; Baldwin and Kiick, 2013). Importantly, the presence of benzonase during cell lysis eliminated
all DnaN from the plug, indicating that circular DnaN is retained in plugs via its interaction with cellular
DNA. Furthermore, in the absence of the cross-linker BMOE, no DnaN-HT was detected in the eluate
fraction (Figure 1—figure supplement 1C). The chromosome entrapment assay thus specifically
detects a topological association of intact chromosomes with DNA sliding clamps and confirms that
a major fraction (at least 50%) of DnaN is loaded onto DNA in rapidly growing cells.
Prokaryotic condensin entraps chromosomal DNA
Next, we used the newly developed chromosome entrapment assay to test for an association between
native chromosomes and Smc–ScpAB complexes. Cysteine pairs were introduced at the Smc–Smc and
at both Smc–ScpA interfaces and a HT was fused at the C-terminus of Smc to allow in-gel fluorescence
detection (Figure 2A) (Bürmann et al., 2013). Strains bearing the cysteine mutations and the
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Figure 1. Development of the chromosome entrapment assay using DnaN. (A) Scheme for the chromosome
entrapment assay. Cells are incubated with the cysteine cross-linker BMOE, lysed in agarose plugs and subjected to
an electric field in the presence of SDS buffer. Proteins stably bound to chromosomal DNA are re-isolated from
nuclease treated agarose plugs, concentrated and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. (B) Crystal structure of S. pneumoniae
DnaN (PDB: 3D1F) in surface representation. The monomers of DnaN are shown in dark and light blue colours,
respectively. The positions of an engineered pair of cysteine residues (N114C and V313C) at the monomer–
monomer interface of B. subtilis DnaN are indicated by arrows. (C) Chromosome entrapment by DnaN. Cells of
strains BSG1449 (dnaN-HT) and BSG1459 (dnaN(N114C, V313C)-HT) were cross-linked with BMOE and subjected to
the chromosome entrapment assay. Input and eluate fractions were analysed by in-gel detection of fluorescently
labeled HT fused to DnaN (top panel). Eluate fractions of samples treated with or without nuclease during cell lysis
are indicated as nuclease ‘+’ or ‘−’, respectively. Eluate fractions were further analyzed by silver staining revealing
that another protein was consistently co-isolated during the chromosome entrapment assay (bottom panel). This
protein—identified as flagellin by mass spectrometry—was retained independently of the integrity of the
chromosome. The following figure supplement is available: Figure 1—figure supplement 1: DNA entrapment by
DnaN.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.003
The following figure supplement is available for figure 1:
Figure supplement 1. DNA entrapment by DnaN.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.004
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Smc-HaloTag fusion supported normal growth on nutrient rich medium demonstrating the
functionality of the modified Smc complex (Figure 2—figure supplement 1A). Cells were treated
with BMOE and extracts were analysed by SDS-PAGE. As internal control for the chromosome
entrapment assay we employed the DnaN(N114C, V313C) protein, whose double cross-linked form
was detected in input and eluate samples by immunoblotting (Figure 2—figure supplement 1B).
Various species of Smc–ScpAB were identified in extracts of BMOE cross-linked cells by in-gel
Figure 2. Prokaryotic condensin entraps the chromosome. (A) Scheme for the cross-linking of Smc-HaloTag (‘HT’) and
ScpA into a covalent Smc–ScpA–Smc ring. (B) Chromosome entrapment of covalent Smc2–ScpA rings. Cells of strains
BSG1782, BSG1809-1813 and BSG1831 were cross-linked and subjected to the chromosome entrapment assay. Cross-
linked Smc-HT species were visualized by in-gel fluorescence detection. The presence or absence of cysteine pairs at
each of the three ring interfaces are indicated by ‘+’ and ‘−’, respectively. An aliquot of cells of strains BSG1782 was
incubated with benzonase during cell lysis (nuclease ‘+’). The positions of uncross-linked Smc-HT and fully cross-linked,
circular Smc–ScpA–Smc species are indicated by ‘Smc-HT’ and ‘Smc-HT circ.’; all species are labelled by colour-coded
arrowheads (see panel C for legend). Circular species (‘h’) are labeled by a double pointed arrowhead. (C) Schematic
depiction of the structure of cross-linked Smc–ScpA species (‘a’–‘i’). (D) TEV cleavage of ScpA prevents entrapment of
Smc–ScpAB in agarose plugs. In-gel fluorescence detection of Smc-HT derived from strains BSG1807 and BSG1832.
The presence or absence of TEV sites in ScpA and of TEV protease during cell lysis is indicated by ‘+’ and ‘−’,
respectively. Cleavage of ScpA(TEVs) by TEV protease creates new species of cross-linked Smc-HT (see ‘input’ samples)
and prevents entrapment of Smc-HT in agarose plugs (see ‘eluate fraction’) (top panel). ‘XX-DnaN’ serves as internal
assay control visualized by immunoblotting of cross-linked species of DnaN protein (bottom panel). The following
figure supplement is available: Figure 2—figure supplement 1: DNA entrapment by wild-type Smc–ScpAB (I) and
Figure 2—figure supplement 2: DNA entrapment by wild-type Smc–ScpAB (II).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.005
The following figure supplements are available for figure 2:
Figure supplement 1. DNA entrapment by wild-type Smc–ScpAB (I).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.006
Figure supplement 2. DNA entrapment by wild-type Smc–ScpAB (II).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.007
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fluorescence. These correspond to fully cross-linked Smc–ScpA–Smc rings and several intermediate
cross-linking species as reported previously (Figure 2B,C) (Bürmann et al., 2013). To reveal the
identity of all species, strains lacking one of six engineered cysteines were used as controls that
collectively form several intermediate cross-linked species but no fully cross-linked rings of
Smc–ScpAB (Figure 2—figure supplement 1C). In these control samples little or no Smc-HT protein
was retained in agarose plugs under denaturing conditions as expected for any non-circular protein
(Figure 2B). In the presence of all pairs of cysteine, however, a set of two closely migrating species
was consistently detected at significant levels after the chromosome entrapment assay (∼10–20% of
input material) (Figure 2B). We argued that the two closely migrating species might correspond to
Smc–ScpAB with a single or a double cross-link at the Smc hinge. Consistent with this notion we find
that only a single species of Smc2–ScpA accumulated during the chromosome entrapment assay when
a single cysteine residue (R643C) was used to cross-link the Smc hinge domains (Figure 2—figure
supplement 2A). These findings strongly suggest that Smc–ScpAB is bound to chromosomes via
entrapment of chromosomal DNA. If this were indeed the case, then its retention in agarose plugs
should depend on the integrity of Smc–ScpAB rings and of chromosomal DNA. Incubation of agarose
plugs with the nuclease benzonase during cell lysis eliminated the Smc-HT and DnaN signal in the
sample (Figure 2B, Figure 2—figure supplement 1B). To disrupt covalent Smc–ScpAB rings, we
inserted cleavage sites for TEV protease into the linker region preceding the C-terminal WHD of ScpA
and incubated cells during lysozyme treatment with recombinant TEV protease to open any circular
Smc2–ScpA species. As expected, little or no Smc-HT signal was detected in agarose plugs after TEV
cleavage of ScpA (Figure 2D). To exclude any artefacts due to the presence of the HT on Smc we have
repeated the chromosome entrapment assay with an untagged allele of Smc using immunoblotting
with anti-Smc antibodies for the detection of cross-linked species, which yielded very similar results
(Figure 2—figure supplement 2C). Furthermore, we found that Smc2-ScpA rings are stably trapped
in agarose plugs over extended periods of time in constant or alternating electric fields (data not
shown). Thus, our chromosome entrapment assay specifically detects the association between intact
chromosomal DNA and rings of Smc–ScpAB in B. subtilis, demonstrating that DNA fibers pass
through the Smc ring.
A full Smc ATPase cycle is required for loading of condensin onto
chromosomes
Next, we established the requirements for the formation of interconnections between Smc–ScpAB
rings and chromosomes. The intrinsic ATPase activity of cohesin has previously been implicated in
stable association with chromosomes (Arumugam et al., 2003; Weitzer et al., 2003). More
specifically, ATP hydrolysis has been hypothesized to transiently open an entry gate for DNA in the
cohesin ring during its loading onto chromosomes (Gruber et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2011). To test what
steps of the ATP hydrolysis cycle in Smc–ScpAB are involved in the entrapment of chromosomal DNA,
we made use of smc alleles harboring mutations that specifically prevent ATP binding (K37I),
engagement of Smc head domains (S1090R) or ATP hydrolysis (E1118Q) (Figure 3A) (Hirano and
Hirano, 2004). The three mutant proteins are expressed at normal levels in B. subtilis being indicative
of proper protein folding (Figure 3—figure supplement 1A). However, they do not support growth
on nutrient rich medium similar to smc null mutants, implying that all steps of the ATPase cycle are
essential for Smc functionality (Figure 3—figure supplement 1B) (Gruber et al., 2014). For the
chromosome entrapment assay, these Smc ATPase mutations were combined with cysteine mutations
for BMOE cross-linking. To support their viability, the resulting strains as well as the wild-type controls
were grown in minimal medium. The three mutant Smc proteins assembled into normal Smc–ScpAB
complexes as judged by Smc–ScpA cross-linking, albeit there is a slight decrease in the fraction of
ScpA proteins bridging Smc dimers and a concomitant minor increase in ScpA subunits bound to
single Smc proteins (Figure 3—figure supplement 1C, species ‘e’ and ‘d’, respectively) (Bürmann
et al., 2013). Intriguingly, the ATP binding and engagement mutants abolished the fraction of
covalent ring species retained in the agarose plug during the chromosome entrapment assay
(Figure 3B). In case of the ATP hydrolysis mutant Smc(E1118Q) only minute amounts of cross-linked
rings were recovered from SDS treated plugs. This small fraction of stably bound condensin
conceivably arises as a consequence of residual levels of ATP hydrolysis activity in Smc(E1118Q)
(Hirano and Hirano, 2004). Thus, ATP binding and ATP dependent Smc head engagement—and
most probably also ATP hydrolysis—are essential for entrapment of chromosomal DNA by condensin
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in bacteria, as has been supposed for cohesin in
yeast. Furthermore, the strict requirement of
several steps of the ATPase cycle strongly
suggests that entrapment of DNA corresponds
to the physiological form of association with the
bacterial chromosome.
ScpB and ParB proteins are
essential for normal loading of
condensin onto chromosomes
What other factors might be required for the
loading of condensin onto DNA? The ScpB
subunit forms homodimers that bind in an
asymmetric manner to the central region of
a single ScpA monomer. It thus is in close
proximity of the Smc ATPase domains. Together
with ScpA it putatively plays a role in the
regulation of the Smc ATPase activity (Kamada
et al., 2013). Its precise molecular function,
however, is not clear yet. To test whether ScpB
is involved in the association of Smc–ScpA rings
with chromosomes we combined the cysteine
mutations in Smc and ScpA with an scpB in-frame
deletion (Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Ring
formation was only mildly affected by the
absence of ScpB as judged by BMOE cross-
linking and in-gel fluorescence detection
(Figure 4A) (Bürmann et al., 2013). However,
Smc complexes lacking ScpB subunits failed to
entrap chromosomes altogether demonstrating
that ScpB is absolutely required for loading of
prokaryotic condensin onto chromosomal DNA.
ParB proteins—bound to parS sites—are
crucial for efficient targeting of Smc–ScpAB to
a large region of the chromosome near the
replication origin (Gruber and Errington, 2009;
Sullivan et al., 2009; Minnen et al., 2011). ParB
might act by simply increasing the local concen-
tration of Smc–ScpAB around oriC either before
or after its loading onto the chromosome.
Alternatively, ParB bound to parS sites might
be more directly involved in the loading reaction
itself, for example, as catalytic factor, and its
absence might thus affect levels of chromosomal
condensin. To test this, we performed the
chromosome entrapment assay with cells lacking
the parB gene. Intriguingly, the levels of Smc–
ScpAB entrapping chromosomal DNA were
strongly reduced in the parB null mutant as judged by the limited retention of Smc–ScpA species
in agarose plugs (Figure 4B). Thus, ParB protein likely promotes the entrapment of chromosomal
DNA by Smc–ScpAB. This strongly suggests that most condensin is loaded onto the chromosome at
parS sites, where ParB protein is bound. In all other parts of the chromosome entrapment of DNA
fibers by Smc–ScpAB might be very inefficient. The cysteine bearing smc allele causes growth defects
when combined with ΔparB (Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Therefore, we cannot formally exclude
the possibility that the decreased loading of Smc observed in ΔparB are due to the cysteine
Figure 3. The Smc ATPase is required for loading of
DNA into Smc–ScpAB. (A) A scheme for the ATP
hydrolysis cycle of Smc. Schematic positions for Walker
A, Walker B and ABC-signature motifs on the Smc head
domain are shown (top row). ATP binding to the Walker
A domain is blocked in Smc(K37I) ‘(1)’. ATP-dependent
engagement of two Smc heads is abolished in the Smc
(S1090R) mutant ‘(2)’. The E1118Q mutation strongly
reduces ATP hydrolysis ‘(3)’. (B) Smc ATPase mutations
abolish chromosomal loading of Smc–ScpAB. In-gel
fluorescence detection of Smc-HT of input and eluate
fractions from a representative chromosome entrap-
ment assay performed with strains BSG1782 and
BSG1784-6. Protein extracts (10% of input) were loaded
next to samples subjected to the entrapment assay.
Selected cross-linked species of Smc-HT are labeled
(top panel). Detection of cross-linked species of DnaN
by immunoblotting was used as internal assay control
(bottom panel). The following figure supplement is
available: Figure 3—figure supplement 1: ATPase
mutants of Smc–ScpAB.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.008
The following figure supplement is available for figure 3:
Figure supplement 1. ATPase mutants of Smc-ScpAB.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.009
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modifications in Smc and that chromosomal loading of wild-type Smc is not or much less affected by
parB deletion.
Previously, two parB point mutations (N112S and R149G), which prevent the formation of Smc-
GFP foci, have been isolated in B. subtilis (Gruber and Errington, 2009). We found that these
mutations strongly impair loading of Smc onto the chromosome in the entrapment assay similar to
ΔparB (Figure 4B). The R149G mutation is positioned on the helix-turn-helix motif of ParB and might
thus directly affect binding to parS sites (Leonard et al., 2004). The N112S mutation, however, is
located in another highly conserved region, which has been implicated in the ‘spreading’ of ParB
protein from parS sequences into adjacent DNA (Leonard et al., 2004; Graham et al., 2014). The
spreading of ParB along several kb of DNA is a feature conserved in plasmid and chromosome
derived ParB proteins, however, the underlying mechanism is only poorly understood (Rodionov
et al., 1999). It might possibly involve the formation of a large nucleoprotein complex (Broedersz
et al., 2014). Several other mutants of ParB (including B. subtilis ParB G77S and R80A) have been
reported to be defective in spreading from parS sites (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Graham et al.,
2014). Intriguingly, also these mutations resulted in largely reduced levels of Smc on the
chromosome in our entrapment assay, being comparable to the levels found in a parB deletion
mutant (Figure 4B). This implies that ParB spreading from parS sites or formation of large
nucleoprotein complexes might be essential for loading of DNA into the Smc ring by ParB. These
findings are consistent with the observation that formation of Smc-GFP foci near the origin of
replication are affected by the G77S mutation (Sullivan et al., 2009). In summary, these results
demonstrate that several factors—including ScpB protein, a ParB/parS nucleoprotein complex and
the Smc ATPase cycle—are required to promote efficient loading of condensin rings onto the
chromosome.
Figure 4. ScpB and ParB are essential for efficient DNA entrapment by Smc complexes. (A) Deletion of scpB
eliminates loading of chromosomal DNA into Smc complexes. In-gel fluorescence detection of Smc-HT in input and
eluate fractions is shown from chromosome entrapment assays performed with strains BSG1782 (‘WT’) and BSG1850
(‘ΔscpB’) (top panel). DnaN was used as internal control (bottom panel). (B) Several parB mutations interfere with
efficient chromosomal loading of Smc–ScpAB. Input and eluate fractions from chromosome entrapment assays with
strains BSG1782, BSG1783 and BSG1960-3 were analysed by in-gel fluorescence detection of Smc-HT (top panel).
DnaN was used as internal control (middle panel). Immunoblotting using polyclonal rabbit anti-ParB antiserum
confirms near-normal expression of mutant ParB proteins (bottom panel). The following figure supplement is
available: Figure 4—figure supplement 1: Growth of smc, parB double mutants.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.010
The following figure supplement is available for figure 4:
Figure supplement 1. Growth of smc(Cys) mutants.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.011
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Smc–ScpAB rings physically associate with chromosomal DNA fragments
Smc proteins and fragments thereof exhibit affinity for single- and double-stranded DNA in vitro (Chiu
et al., 2004; Hirano and Hirano, 2006; Soh et al., 2015). The physical contacts with DNA might occur
once condensin has been successfully loaded onto chromosomes and thus be a permanent feature of
chromosomal Smc–ScpAB. Alternatively, the direct association with DNA might be restricted to
certain intermediates in the chromosomal loading reaction. To test for interactions between
Smc–ScpAB and specific chromosomal DNA fragments, we have affinity-purified endogenous
Smc–ScpAB from B. subtilis cell lysates using a short Avitag peptide fused to the C-terminus of the
Smc protein, which gets biotinylated when the biotin ligase gene birA is co-expressed (‘Smc-Avitag’).
We then examined fractions for the co-purification of fragments of chromosomal DNA—generated by
restriction digest with XbaI—using quantitative PCR with primer pairs specific for different parts of the
chromosome. Since we worried that Smc–ScpAB might not be sufficiently stable in diluted cell
extracts, we cross-linked the three ring interfaces in Smc–ScpAB using BMOE cross-linking of
engineered pairs of cysteines. A small fraction of chromosomal DNA was reproducibly co-purified with
wild-type Smc-Avitag, whereas the yield of co-purified DNA was significantly improved by the
presence of cross-linkable cysteine residues in Smc–ScpAB (Figure 5). In both cases origin-proximal
regions (yyaD, parS-359, dnaA and dnaN) of the chromosome were more efficiently enriched than
distal regions (amyE, trnS and ter) by the co-purification with Smc implying that the observed Smc-
DNA contacts are dependent on chromosomal loading of Smc–ScpAB by ParB protein at parS sites
and are thus physiologically relevant (Figure 5, Figure 5—figure supplement 1) (Gruber and
Errington, 2009). The association of DNA with wild-type and BMOE cross-linked Smc–ScpAB was
highly sensitive to washes with a salt solution (2M NaCl), suggesting that it was dependent on
electrostatic contacts between DNA and protein. These DNA contacts are presumably formed by the
Smc–ScpAB complex itself. Alternatively, albeit less likely, other chromosomal proteins physically
bound to DNA could prevent the release of condensin from DNA by blocking its sliding towards DNA
ends.
Figure 5. A physical interaction of Smc–ScpAB rings and chromosomal DNA. Co-purification of chromosomal DNA
fragments with native Smc–ScpAB. Cells of strains BSG1104-5 and BSG1107-8 were treated with the cross-linker
BMOE prior to cell lysis. Strains carrying (‘+’) or lacking (‘−’) cysteine mutations (‘6xCys’) in the Smc-AviTag construct
were expressed in presence (‘+’) or absence (‘−’) of the biotin ligase (‘BirA’). Beads were washed in the presence of
either a 150 mM ammonium acetate buffer (‘low salt’) or a 2 M sodium chloride buffer (‘high salt’). The co-purification
of DNA fragments with Smc-biotin on streptavidin beads was measured by quantitative PCR using primer pairs
specific for genomic positions indicated on a representation of the circular B. subtilis genome. Mean values and
standard deviations were calculated from two independent biological replicates. The following figure supplement is
available: Figure 5—figure supplement 1: Chromatin immuno-precipitation of Smc.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.012
The following figure supplement is available for figure 5:
Figure supplement 1. Chromatin immuno-precipitation of Smc.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.013
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Discussion
The agarose entrapment assay
In many cases, it is challenging to measure the activity and outcome of biochemical processes in the
living cell. Here, we report the establishment of a straight-forward method to determine the physical
association of ring-shaped protein complexes with whole bacterial chromosomes. Two examples, the
SMC condensin complex and the sliding clamp DnaN, document the significant potential of our
simple entrapment approach. In principle, similar assays should also be possible with eukaryotic cells
and for many other chromosomal proteins such as for example hexameric helicases and certain
transcription factors. Furthermore, analogous procedures might be useful to address biological
questions related to other denaturation-resistant cellular structures such as cell wall polymers (e.g.,
made up of peptidoglycan, chitin or cellulose).
DNA entrapment by an ancestral SMC–kleisin complex
SMC–kleisin complexes are major governors of chromosome superstructure in most branches of the
phylogenetic tree. The eukaryotic variants cohesin and condensin have been suggested to work as
concatenases, which hold selected stretches of DNA together by simple embracement in their ring
(Haering et al., 2008; Cuylen et al., 2011). Whether DNA entrapment is an ancestral and thus
fundamentally conserved function of SMC–kleisin complexes, however, remained elusive so far.
Furthermore, interaction studies developed for cohesin and condensin are based on small, artificial
DNA substrates and might thus not necessarily reflect the mode of binding to native chromosomes.
These assays also fall short of providing an estimate for the fraction of SMC complexes involved in
interlocked associations with DNA and thus leave open the possibility that DNA entrapment might be
an insignificant side reaction. Finally, it has not been tested under physiological conditions, whether
the ATPase cycle is required for proper loading of DNA into any SMC–kleisin complex. To provide
answers to these questions, we have established the chromosome entrapment assay to determine the
association of prokaryotic condensin with native chromosomes. Our results clearly demonstrate that
chromosomal DNA is loaded into condensin complexes in B. subtilis—in a manner that depends on
the non-SMC subunit ScpB and at least one full cycle of Smc ATPase activity. The chromosome
entrapment assay recovers about 10–20% of the fully cross-linked input material. This number
probably understates the real proportion of chromosomally entrapped Smc complexes due to the loss
of material during protein re-isolation from agarose plugs, due to possible adverse effects of cysteine
mutations on Smc–ScpAB loading and because cysteine-maleimide linkages are vulnerable to
hydrolytic reversal during and after the entrapment assay (Kalia and Raines, 2007; Baldwin and Kiick,
2013). Interestingly, a recent single-molecule tracking study in B. subtilis revealed two major
populations of Smc: 80% of Smc-YFP proteins are displaying highly dynamic behavior on the nucleoid,
whereas the other 20% (and most ScpA-YFP protein) are immobile and constrained within a small
volume of the cell (Kleine Borgmann et al., 2013). This immobile fraction possibly represents
Smc–ScpAB complexes embracing origin proximal DNA after loading at parS sites as observed in the
entrapment assay.
Our results show that embracement of chromosomal DNA is a predominant feature of Smc–ScpAB,
which has been evolutionarily retained in cohesin and likely all other SMC–kleisin complexes as well.
Since the chromosome entrapment assay is based on the immobilization of intact replicating
chromosomes, which possibly represent internally knotted and branched DNA structures, it is
conceivable that Smc–ScpAB rings are linked to chromosomal DNA by non-topological capture of
DNA loops, which themselves might be interlinked (i.e., knotted) with other parts of the chromosome.
Therefore, it remains to be determined whether DNA entrapment by Smc–ScpAB is of topological
(Figure 6A) and/or non-topological (Figure 6B) nature.
How might entrapment of DNA at ParB/parS nucleoprotein complexes
promote sister DNA segregation?
Smc–ScpAB plays a crucial role in the segregation of replication origins in B. subtilis cells (Gruber,
2014; Wang et al., 2014), presumably by organizing nascent sister chromosomes so that their spatial
overlap and entanglement is minimized. It is tempting to speculate that ParB/parS not only enriches
Smc in the vicinity of the replication origin but also sets up lengthwise compaction of chromosomes by
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presenting DNA of a certain topology to the Smc–ScpAB complex. Consistent with this notion, we
found that several parB mutants, which are defective in the ability to form large nucleoprotein
complexes and to spread from parS sites, fail to promote loading of Smc–ScpAB onto the
chromosome. Thus, Smc–ScpAB might capture, stabilize and expand structures–such as DNA loops or
coils–that are pre-formed within larger ParB/parS nucleoprotein assemblies (Figure 6A). Alternatively,
ParB/parS might serve as an elaborate landing platform on the chromosome, where Smc–ScpAB
initiates with the help of ParB the lengthwise compaction of chromosomes by forming and extruding
loops of DNA (Figure 6B). Extrusion of DNA might involve the translocation of Smc–ScpAB along
DNA fibers made up of naked or ParB coated DNA. These models are not mutually exclusive. A
reasonable first step towards understanding the architecture of Smc/ParB/parS assemblies might be
the investigation of physical interactions between ParB/parS and Smc–ScpAB and their functional
interconnection with the Smc ATPase cycle. In the future, Smc/ParB/parS structures could serve as
a relatively simple paradigm for chromosome organization by the more intricately regulated cohesin
and condensin complexes in eukaryotes.
The role of ScpB and ATP hydrolysis in Smc–ScpAB loading
ParB serves a supplemental—albeit important—role in the Smc loading process. In contrast, Smc
functionality and its loading onto DNA in vivo is critically dependent on the ScpB subunit and the
Figure 6. Models for entrapment of chromosomal DNA by Smc–ScpAB. (A) Loop capture model. DNA loops might
be pre-formed within ParB/parS nucleoprotein assemblies. Driven by ATP dependent engagement of Smc head
domains Smc–ScpAB adopts a ring-like configuration. Occasional opening of the Smc hinge then allows capture of
ParB-DNA loops within Smc–ScpAB. Subsequent ATP hydrolysis by Smc locks the hinge in a closed state and
stabilizes the structure. (B) Loop formation model. ParB/parS might serve as a landing platform for Smc–ScpAB
allowing Smc–ScpAB in its ring-like conformation to guide DNA into its central cavity. Continuous extrusion of DNA
through Smc–ScpAB then drives lengthwise condensation of chromosomes. Ring opening is not required in this
model and DNA entrapment by Smc–ScpAB is thus strictly non-topological here. The following figure supplement is
available: Figure 6—figure supplement 1: Quantitative Blotting of Smc protein and parB DNA.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.014
The following figure supplement is available for figure 6:
Figure supplement 1. Quantitative Blotting of Smc protein and parB DNA.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.015
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ATPase cycle. It remains unclear though what the exact role of ScpB and ATP hydrolysis in the
entrapment of DNA might be. If loading indeed depends on transient opening of a DNA entry gate,
the open state would likely represent an energetically unfavorable reaction intermediate (Figure 6A).
Timely opening would require energy input as well as tight regulation. We have recently
demonstrated that the ATP dependent engagement of Smc head domains—together with DNA
binding to the Smc hinge domain—can transform the configuration of the Smc coiled coil from a rod
to a more open ring-like conformation (Soh et al., 2015). Hydrolysis of ATP and/or ScpB binding
could drive a subsequent conformational change that might open the SMC–kleisin ring (Figure 6A).
Alternatively, ScpB and/or ATP hydrolysis might stabilize Smc–ScpAB once loaded onto DNA or
promote Smc’s sliding along DNA to allow efficient extrusion of DNA loops by the Smc–ScpAB ring
(Figure 6B).
How do so few Smcs organize so much DNA?
Deletion or mutation of the parB gene results in a clear drop in the levels of chromosomally bound
condensin (∼5–10 fold less) in our chromosome entrapment assay (Figure 4B, Figure 2—figure
supplement 2C). In addition to this loading defect, also the specific recruitment of Smc–ScpAB
towards the replication origin is lost in the absence of ParB (Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan
et al., 2009). Thus, in parB mutants only a very small proportion of cellular Smc–ScpAB is bound to
chromosomes within the replication origin region, where it presumably performs its essential function
by promoting the separation of nascent sister chromosomes (Gruber et al., 2014;Wang et al., 2014).
Nevertheless, defects in chromosome segregation are rather mild in parB mutants when compared to
mutants of smc. Using quantitative blotting of Smc protein and replication origin DNA from cell
extracts, we have estimated the average number of Smc protein to be around 30 dimers per
replication origin in a fast growing population of cells (Figure 6—figure supplement 1). Assuming
that all Smc complexes entrap chromosomal DNA in wild-type cells, only three to six Smc dimers
(10–20% of total) are loaded onto the chromosome in parB mutants according to our measurements.
Thus, a handful of Smc–ScpAB complexes, which are presumably randomly distributed over the
chromosome, appears to be capable of supporting near-normal chromosome segregation under
these conditions—when chromosome segregation is already compromised by the loss of the parABS
system. Few Smc–ScpAB therefore seem to be able to provide enough organization to the replication
origin region and the remainder of the chromosome to prevent lethal accumulation of inter-linked
sister chromosomes. It is conceivable that individual Smc–ScpAB complexes are able to organize large
chunks of a bacterial chromosome, possible by forming giant loops of DNA. Alternatively, Smc activity
might be needed only at a limited number of defined locations on the B. subtilis chromosome and/or
for very short periods of time. However, when levels of functional Smc dimers are in addition reduced
for example by hypomorphic mutations in the smc gene itself, the loss of ParB protein becomes lethal
(Gruber and Errington, 2009).
This work reveals the mode of association of Smc–ScpAB with bacterial chromosomes, highlights
its striking evolutionary conservation and demonstrates the involvement of the SMC ATPase cycle in
chromosomal loading. Future work must address the underlying biochemical mechanisms to get basic
insight into the architectural role of SMC in chromosome biology.
Materials and methods
B. subtilis strains and media
Genetic modifications at smc, scpAB, parB and dnaN loci were generated via double cross-over
recombination in strains derived from B. subtilis 1A700 or B. subtilis 168ED. Genotypes of strains used
in this study are listed in Supplementary file 1. Cells were transformed with plasmids or B. subtilis
genomic DNA using a 2-step starvation protocol as previously described (Hamoen et al., 2002;
Bürmann et al., 2013). Transformants were selected by growth on nutrient agar (NA) plates (Oxoid,
UK) supplemented with antibiotics as required: 5 μg ml−1 kanamycin, 80 μg ml−1 spectinomycin, 10 μg
ml−1 tetracycline, 5 μg ml−1 chloramphenicol, 1 μg ml−1 erythromycin and 25 μg ml−1 lincomycin.
Strains displaying a condensin null phenotype were selected on SMG medium instead: SMM salt
solution (2 g l−1 ammonium sulphate, 14 g l−1 dipotassium hydrogen phosphate, 6 g l−1 potassium
dihydrogen phosphate, 1 g l−1 trisodium citrate, 0.2 g l−1 magnesium sulphate, 6 g l−1 potassium
hydrogen phosphate) supplemented with 5 g l−1 glucose, 20 mg l−1 tryptophan and 1 g l−1 glutamate
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with the respective antibiotics. Strains were single-colony purified and grown in the absence of
antibiotics for experiments.
Colony formation assay
Cells were pre-grown in a 96-well plate in SMG medium for 24 hr at 37˚C. Overnight cultures were
diluted 9^2-fold (high density spots) or 9^5-fold (low density spots) and spotted onto NA or SMG
agar plates. Plates were incubated at 37˚C for 12 hr on NA or 24 hr on SMG agar.
Growth conditions and in vivo cysteine cross-linking
Cells were grown in either LB Miller medium (10 g l−1 tryptone, 5 g l−1 yeast extract, 10 g l−1 sodium
chloride) or SMG medium to mid-exponential phase at 37˚C (in LB Miller medium, OD600 of 0.4; in
SMG medium, OD600 of 0.03). Cells were harvested by centrifugation or vacuum filtration and washed
in ice-cold PBS supplemented with 0.1% glycerol (‘PBSG’). Cell aliquots (corresponding to 1 ml at an
OD600 of 1.25) were re-suspended in PBSG and incubated with the cross-linker BMOE (bis-
maleimidoethane, Applichem, Germany) at a concentration of 1 mM (diluted from a 20 mM stock
solution in DMSO). After a 10 min incubation on ice the reaction was quenched by addition of 2-
mercaptoethanol (‘2-ME’) to a final concentration of 28 mM.
For the preparation of protein extracts (‘input’) a mixture of following components was added to
an aliquot of cells: 400 units ready-lyse lysozyme (Epicentre, Madison, WI), 12.5 units benzonase
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and a protease-inhibitor cocktail (Sigma). In addition, 1 μM HT Oregon
Green substrate (Promega, Madison, WI) was added to cell suspensions with HaloTag bearing alleles.
Samples were then incubated for 20 min at 37˚C protected from light. Finally, the samples were
heated to 70˚C for 5 min in LDS Sample Buffer (NuPage, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) containing
200 mM DTT and loaded onto a SDS-PAGE gel (see below). Gels with Oregon Green labeled samples
were scanned on a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare, UK) with Cy3-DIGE filter setup.
Chromosome entrapment assay
Cells were grown, cross-linked and quenched as described above. Lysozyme stock solution, protease
inhibitor and HT substrate were added to an aliquot of cells at concentrations given above. The cell
suspension was mixed immediately in a 1:1 ratio with a 2% solution of Megabase agarose (BioRad,
Hercules, CA) or low-melt agarose (BioRad) and casted into 100 μl agarose plugs using plug molds
(BioRad). Agarose plugs were incubated for 20 min at 37˚C, protected from light, and then loaded into
the wells of a 6% SDS-PAGE Tris-glycine gel. The polyacrylamide mini-gel was run for 60 min at 25 mA
protected from light. Agarose plugs were then re-extracted from the gel and transferred into 1.5 ml
Eppendorf tubes. 1 ml of Wash Buffer (‘WB’: 0.01 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM Tris, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.01% SDS)
was added per agarose plug. Plugs were incubated for 10 min with gentle agitation protected from
light. This step was repeated once. Wash buffer was then discarded and replaced by 100 μl fresh WB
supplemented with 50 units of benzonase (Sigma). Plugs were incubated at 37˚C for 30 min. Plugs
were melted at 85˚C for 2 min under vigorous agitation. The samples were frozen at −80˚C and stored
overnight. Samples were then thawed, centrifuged for 10 min at 4˚C and 14,000×g and transferred to
a 0.45 μm Cellulose acetate spin column (Costar, Tewksbury, MA) and spun for 1 min at 10,000×g. The
flow-through was concentrated in a Speed Vac (Thermo Scientific, no heating, 2.5 hr running time).
The concentrated sample was resuspended in LDS Sample Buffer (NuPage) containing 200 mM DTT
and heated for 3 min at 70˚C. Samples were loaded onto Tris-acetate gels (3–8% Novex, Thermo
Scientific) and run for 2.5 hr at 35 mA per gel at 4˚C. For DnaN detection Bis-Tris gels (8–12% Novex)
were run for 1 hr at 200 V at room temperature. Gels were either scanned on a Typhoon scanner (FLA
9000, GE Healthcare) with Cy3-DIGE filter setup or immuno-blotted using antibodies against DnaN or
Smc (see below). For cleavage of ScpA(TEVs) or degradation of chromosomal DNA 15 units of His-TEV
protease or 12.5 units of benzonase, respectively, was added before casting agarose plugs.
Co-purification of chromosomal DNA fragments with Smc-AviTag
protein
B. subtilis strains containing smc-tev-avitag alleles were grown to OD600 of 0.4 in 100 ml LB Miller at
37˚C. Part of the culture was fixed with formaldehyde and subjected to chromatin immunoprecip-
itation (ChIP) as described by (Gruber and Errington, 2009) using a rabbit anti-Smc antiserum. In
parallel, 10 ml of the culture were mixed with ice, harvested by centrifugation and washed in cold
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PBSG. Cells were resuspended in 200 μl PBSG and treated with 0.5 mM BMOE for 10 min on ice. The
reaction was quenched with 14 mM 2-ME and cells were washed once in CutSmart buffer (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA). Cells were resuspended in 200 μl CutSmart containing 10 kU Ready-
Lyse lysozyme (Epicentre), 40 U XbaI (New England Biolabs) and a protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma).
The suspension was incubated for 15 min at 37˚C before addition of 1800 μl buffer LS (10 mM Tris/HCl,
150 mM NH4OAc, 1 mM EDTA, 6 mM 2-ME, 0.05% Tween-20, 0.01% NaN3, final pH 7.9 at 23˚C).
Lysates were centrifuged for 5 min at 20,000×g. Subsequently, 1400 μl of the extract were incubated
with 100 μl Dynabeads Streptavidin C1 for 30 min at room temperature. Beads were washed once in
buffer LS, then split, resuspended either in buffer LS or in buffer HS (10 mM Tris/HCl, 2 M NaCl, 1 mM
EDTA, 6 mM 2-ME, 0.05% Tween-20, 0.01% NaN3, final pH 7.9 at 23˚C) and incubated for 15 min at
room temperature. Beads were washed twice with buffer LS, and protein/DNA complexes were
eluted for 1 hr at 22˚C by incubation with 350 μl LS containing TEV protease and 1 mM DTT. DNA from
input and eluate fractions was purified by treatment with 0.5 mg/ml Proteinase K for 1 hr at 55˚C
followed by phenol/chloroform extraction. Samples were analysed by quantitative PCR using the
second derivative maximum of a four parameter logistic model similar to the method described by
(Zhao and Fernald, 2005).
Immunoblotting and antibodies
After gels were scanned for in-gel fluorescence detection, they were immediately transferred onto
a PVDF membrane (Immobilon-P, Merck Millipore, Germany) using semi-dry transfer. Membranes
were blocked with 3.5% (wt/vol) milk powder in PBS with 0.1% Tween 20. Rabbit polyclonal sera
against B. subtilis DnaN (Lenhart et al., 2013), B. subtilis Smc (this paper) and B. subtilis ParB (this
paper) were used as primary antibodies for immunoblotting at dilutions of 1:5000 each. The
membrane was developed with HRP-coupled secondary antibodies and chemiluminescence (Super-
Signal West Femto, Thermo Scientific) and visualized on a LAS-3000 scanner (FujiFilm, Germany).
DnaN cross-linking time-course
To estimate DnaN cross-linking kinetics (Figure 1—figure supplement 1A) samples were grown as
described above. An aliquot of cells was incubated with the cross-linker BMOE (1 mM) for the
indicated length of time before the reaction was quenched with 2-ME (28 mM).
Estimation of cellular Smc Protein and parS-359 DNA
Protein purification and quantification
The expression plasmid for unmodified wild-type Smc was a gift from Mark Dillingham (Uni. of Bristol,
UK). Wild-type Smc protein was expressed and purified as described in (Fuentes-Perez et al., 2012)
with an additional Superose 6 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare) gel filtration added as a final step in the
purification. Gel filtration was performed in storage buffer 50 mM Tris–HCl at pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl,
and 1 mM DTT. The concentration of purified untagged Smc protein was determined by measuring
the absorption of the protein at 280 nm in 6 M guanidine chloride (Grimsley and Pace, 2004). An
extinction coefficient (51,230 M−1 cm−1 at 280 nm) for the B. subtilis Smc protein was obtained using
the ProtParam tool at www.expasy.org.
Spike-in PCR product and Southern probe
The spike-in DNA was generated by PCR using wild-type genomic DNA preparation as template DNA
and forward (‘STG246’: cttgcgatttttgcttctcc; complementary to the yyaD locus) and reverse primers
(‘STH602’: ttatcgtgcgaaagcagttg; complementary to the gidA locus) producing a DNA fragment of 7238
bp in size covering the parS-359 site within the parB gene. The PCR product was purified using a PCR-
purification kit (QIAquick PCR purification kit, Qiagen, Germany) and its concentration was measured by
absorption at 260 nm on a Nanodrop 2000c (Thermo Scientific) photometer. The molecular weight was
calculated based on the base composition of the DNA. For generation of the parS-359-specific Southern
probe a PCR with primers annealing within and downstream of the parB locus (‘STG301’:
acatgagaattcgttttttcatttatgattctcgttcagacaaaagctc and ‘STK534’: gcaatctgcagcatggcattcttcag) was
performed on a wild-type genomic DNA preparation generating a 714 bp long PCR product. This PCR
DNA was used as a template for a second PCR for random incorporation of digoxigenin (‘DIG’) labelled
nucleotides following the ‘random PCR DIG labelling protocol’ (Roche, Germany).
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Cell culture and harvesting
Wild-type B. subtilis strain BSG1001 and the doubly modified strain BSG2058 were grown in LB Miller
medium (10 g l−1 tryptone, 5 g l−1 yeast extract, 10 g l−1 sodium chloride) to mid exponential phase at
37˚C (OD600 of 0.3). Cells were harvested by centrifugation and washed in ice-cold PBS supplemented
with 0.1% glycerol (‘PBSG’).
Protein extracts for quantitative Western blotting
Protein extracts were prepared from 1 ml of a cell suspension at OD600 of 2. Cells of BSG1001 and
BSG2058 were pelleted and resuspended in 50 μl PBSG and mixed in the appropriate ratios. Cells
were lysed by addition of a mix of following enzymes: 400 units ready-lyse lysozyme (Epicentre),
12.5 units benzonase (Sigma) and a protease-inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) in a total volume of 5 μl. After
30 min incubation at 37˚C the purified Smc protein was spiked into the whole cell lysates in a total
volume of 10 μl as given in Figure 6—figure supplement 1B. Finally, the samples were heated to 70˚C
for 5 min in LDS Sample Buffer (NuPage) containing 100 mM DTT. 1/20 of the final protein extracts
were loaded onto a SDS-PAGE gel. For immunoblotting and antibodies see ‘Materials and methods’.
Genomic DNA preparation for quantitative Southern blotting
Bacterial cell cultures were identical to the ones used for Quantitative Western blotting. Aliquots of
BSG1001 and BSG2058 were taken (equivalent to 1 ml of culture at OD600 of 4) and resuspended in
95 μl 50 mM EDTA pH 8.0. 5 μl lysozyme was added to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and samples
were incubated for 30 min at 37˚C. 500 μl of a commercially available Lysis Buffer (‘Nuclei Lysis
Solution’, Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit, Promega) was added, followed by 5 min incubation at
80˚C. Samples were incubated with a final concentration of 0.05 mg/ml RNAse A for 10 min at 37˚C.
Then each sample was sonicated very gently (4× 0.1 s pulses at lowest power setting, Bandelin
‘Sonoplus’, Germany) to solubilize chromosome fragments. Cell lysates of BSG1001 and BSG2058 were
mixed and purified PCR product was spiked in as given in the figure. 200 μl of ‘Protein Precipitation
Solution’ (Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit, Promega) was added to each sample followed by
a 10 s vortexing step and 5 min incubation on ice. Samples were spun 3 min at 13,000×g and
supernatant was transferred into a fresh 1.5 ml tube containing 600 μl 100% isopropanol. The tubes
were inverted 20 s until the DNA precipitated and DNA was pelleted by centrifugation for 2 min at
13,000×g. Pellets were washed with 70% ethanol and finally resuspended in 41 μl 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5.
Restriction digest was performed using 80 units PstI enzyme (NEB) per reaction for 1 hr at 37˚C and the
enzyme was inactivated for 20 min at 80˚C. 1/3 of each preparation (equivalent to 1 ml OD600 of 1.3)
was loaded onto a 0.6% Megabase agarose (BioRad) gel containing 1 μg/ml Ethidiumbromide (Sigma)
in 44.5 mM Tris, 44.5 mM Boric acid, 1 mM EDTA (‘0.5× TBE Buffer’). Gel was run 16 hr at 1V/cm.
Transfer for Southern Blotting was performed using an alkaline buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 0.4 N NaOH) for
24 hr onto a nylon membrane (‘Hybond-N’, GE Healthcare Life Sciences). Hybridisation was done using
the digoxigenin-labelled Southern probe (see above) specific to the parS359 locus in a commercial
hydridisation buffer (‘DIG Easy Hyb Granules’, Roche) for 4 hr at 42˚C. Stringency washes, blocking and
detection was performed following the ‘CDP-Star’ Manual (Roche, Cat.No. 12 041 677 001).
Data quantification and calculation
The intensity of the individual wt Smc and wt parS-359 bands from the Western and Southern blots,
respectively, were quantified using ImageJ 1.48v software and values were plotted against the
calculated concentrations of Smc protein and parS-359 PCR DNA in each sample. The concentration
of Smc protein and parS-359 DNA in wild-type extracts was determined from the intensity of the Smc/
parS-359 band using a linear fit of the standard curve.
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Figure 1—figure supplement 1. DNA entrapment by DnaN. (A) Cross-linking time course of DnaN-HT. Cells of
strain BSG1459 were incubated with the cross-linker BMOE and quenched at the indicated times. Extracts were
analysed by in-gel fluorescence detection of DnaN-HT. At later time points the double cross-linked DnaN species
(‘XX-DnaN-HT’) is enriched over non-cross-linked and single cross-linked DnaN-HT. (B) Cartoon represenation of the
DnaN-HT construct based on the crystal structure of S. pneumoniae DnaN (PDB: 3D1F) and Rhodococcus
Haloalkane dehalogenase (PDB: 1BN6). The structure of the DnaN dimer (monomers in green and blue colours,
respectively) was juxtaposed to the structure of the Haloalkane dehalogenase linked by a flexible peptide. The
binding pockets for HT ligand binding are indicated by orange arrows. The positions of the engineered pair of
cysteine residues (N114C and V313C) at the DnaN–DnaN interface are indicated by blue and green arrows. (C)
Chromosome entrapment assay of strain BSG1459 (dnaN(N114C, V313C)-HT) in presence or absence of the cross-
linker BMOE. (D) Effect of benzonase (‘nuclease’) on protein extracts of strains BSG1001, BSG1449 and BSG1459.
Cell extracts were analysed by in-gel fluorescence detection (upper panel) of DnaN-HT after long-time (‘80 min’) or
short-time (‘10 min’) incubation with benzonase. Lower panel shows Coomassie staining of the same SDS-PAGE gel
to control for equal protein extraction efficiency.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.004
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. DNA entrapment by wild-type Smc–ScpAB (I). (A) Colony formation assays of
strains BSG1002, BSG1007, BSG1782, 1809–1813 and BSG1831 were performed on minimal medium agar (SMG) or
nutrient agar (NA). Cultures were diluted 9^2-fold (top row) and 9^5-fold (bottom row) and grown at 37˚C for 24 hr
(SMG) and 14 hr (NA), respectively. The presence and absence of cysteine pairs for cross-linking of the hinge, cap
and neck interface are indicated by ‘+’ and ‘−’, respectively. (B) Immunoblot of SDS-PAGE gels shown in Figure 2B
using anti-DnaN antibody. All strains carry cysteine mutations for DnaN cross-linking. Doubly cross-linked DnaN
(‘XX-DnaN’) serves as internal assay control as visualized by immunoblotting. (C) Identification of cross-linked
species of Smc-HT and ScpA. The gel image is identical to Figure 2A with higher contrast settings to visualize low-
intensity species. All cross-linked species are labelled (with a colour-coded letter) (‘a’–‘i’). Circular species (‘h’) are
labeled by a double pointed arrowhead. (D) Same as Figure 2, panel C. Schematic depiction of the structure of
cross-linked Smc–ScpA species (‘a’–‘i’).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.006
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Figure 2—figure supplement 2. DNA entrapment by wild-type Smc–ScpAB (II). (A) Cross-linking of the Smc hinge
interface with different cysteine residues. Cross-linking of the Smc hinge using cysteine residue (‘R643C’) instead of
the ‘R558C’ and ‘N643C’ cysteine pair results in different migration pattern of cross-linked Smc-ScpA species (see
input fractions). In this case species ‘g’ and ‘i’ have the same migration behavior as the circular form ‘h’. Only a single
species of Smc-ScpA is retained in the agarose plug after the entrapment assay (see eluate fractions). (B) Colony
formation assay of strains BSG1002, BSG1007, BSG1807 and BSG1832 were performed as described before. The
smc and scpA loci lacking mutations (‘WT’), harbouring cysteine mutations for cross-linking alone (‘Cys’) or in
combination with a TEV cleavage site (‘Cys-TEV site’) are denoted. (C) Chromosome entrapment of Smc–ScpAB
lacking fusion tags (see scheme on the left). The right panel shows immunoblotting of input and eluate fractions
using an anti-Smc antibody. All strains harbour cysteine residues for crosslinking of Smc-ScpA in an otherwise wild-
type background (‘WT’) in BSG680, combined with a deletion of the parB gene (‘ΔparB’) in BSG1991 or with the
E1118Q mutation at the smc locus in BSG1995. The position of fully cross-linked, circular Smc2-ScpA species is
indicated by double pointed arrowhead labelled ‘h’ (see Figure 2—figure supplement 1C), respectively.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.007
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Figure 3—figure supplement 1. ATPase mutants of Smc-ScpAB. (A) Upper panel shows Smc expression levels of
strains with mutant smc alleles (BSG1002, 1007, 1008, 1045, 1046, 1047 and 1074) determined by immunoblotting
using anti-Smc antibodies. Lower panel shows Coomassie staining of a SDS-PAGE gel loaded with the same whole
cell extract samples to control for equal protein extraction efficiency. (B) Overnight cultures of strains (BSG1002,
1007, 1008, 1045, 1046, 1047) were spotted on SMG and NA as described before (see Figure 2—figure supplement
1). Smc locus was without mutation (‘WT’), a smc deletion (‘Δsmc’) or mutations in the Smc ATPase domain. (C) Smc
ATPase mutations show slightly decreased levels of cross-linking species ‘e’ and increased levels of ‘d’. Image is
identical to Figure 3B, with higher contrast.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.009
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Growth of smc(Cys)
mutants. Overnight cultures of strains (BSG1002,
BSG1007, BSG1782, BSG1850 and BSG1783) were
serially diluted and spotted as described before (Figure
2—figure supplement 1). Strains were wild-type (‘WT’),
harboured the smc deletion (‘Δ’) or cysteine mutations
for cross-linking the Smc-ScpA ring (‘Cys’). In addition,
scpB (‘ΔscpB’) or parB (‘ΔparB’) were deleted where
indicated.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.011
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Figure 5—figure supplement 1. Chromatin immuno-precipitation of Smc. All Smc variants used in Figure 5 behave
similarly in standard ChIP experiments using anti-Smc antibodies. Cells of strains BSG1104-5 and 1107-8 were grown
to mid-exponential phase and subjected to chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using polyclonal rabbit anti-Smc
serum. Input and eluate DNA samples were analysed by quantitative PCR using specific primer pairs for the genomic
positions indicated on a circular representation of the B. subtilis genome. Pull-down efficiency (ChIP-DNA/input-
DNA *100%) was plotted for each primer pair. The lack and presence of the BirA biotin ligase or cysteines for cross-
linking of Smc and ScpA proteins are denoted as ‘BirA−’ and ‘BirA+’ or ‘6xCys−’ and ‘6xCys+’, respectively. It is
noted that the highly transcribed tRNA locus, trnS, is highly enriched by Smc-Avitag using standard ChIP (but not
native ChIP, see Figure 5), being consistent with the notion that enrichment of highly transcribed genes by ChIP is
prone to artefacts due to non-uniform formaldehyde cross-linking.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.013
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1. Quantitative Blotting of Smc protein and parB DNA. To estimate Smc protein and parS-359 DNA abundance in B.
subtilis cells, levels of Smc and parS-359 in extracts of wild-type cells were compared to defined amounts of purified Smc protein and parS-359 DNA
spiked into equivalent extracts from cell harboring a tagged version of Smc and a modified parS-359 locus (see panel C). The ratio of Smc protein (see
panel B) to parS-359 DNA (see panel A) was calculated as average from three independent experiments (biological replicates) to be 61 (±12 SEM,
standard error of mean) Smc monomers per parS-359 DNA. Due to potential loss of chromosomal DNA during genomic DNA preparation this might be
a slight over-estimation of the real number. (A) Quantitative Southern blotting to estimate the number of molecules (in fmol) of the parS359 locus in
a given number of cells. Genomic DNA from 52× cell culture equivalents (1 equivalent equals 0.025 ml*OD600) of wild type (‘WT’, BSG1001) has been
digested with the PstI restriction enzyme (see panel C) and loaded into the left lane. DNA loaded into the second and third lane is derived from mixtures
of wild-type and tagged (‘parB-GFP’, BSG2058) cells. Defined amounts of a purified PCR product covering the wild-type parS-359 locus have been spiked
into cell extracts of the tagged strain. Digested DNA was detected using a Southern probe specific for the parS-359 locus. (B) Quantitative Western blot to
estimate the number of molecules of the Smc protein (in fmol) in a given number of cells. Cultures were identical to the ones used in (A). Whole cell
protein extract corresponding to 4 culture equivalents of wild-type cells (‘WT’, BSG1001) was loaded into the left lane. Other lanes were loaded with
samples derived from wild-type and tagged cells or mixtures thereof with or without spiked-in purified Smc protein as indicated in the figure panel. Smc
protein was detected by immunoblotting using a polyclonal rabbit anti-Smc antibody. (C) Protein and DNA spike-in was performed in extracts derived
from cells (BSG2058) with modifications at the parS-359 locus (blue filled circle) and the smc gene (purple filled circle). PstI restriction sites (in red) in the
parB gene (light blue box) and the neighbouring yyaC gene (grey box) generate a fragment of 1270 bp in size in case of the wild-type locus. From parB-
gfp cells (BSG2058), however, a bigger DNA fragment of 3147 bp in size is generated. Strain BSG2058 also harboured a modified smc gene, which is fused
to a halotag cassette (pink box).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.06659.015
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Abstract: 
Smc/ScpAB promotes chromosome segregation in prokaryotes, presumably by compacting and resolving 
nascent sister chromosomes. The underlying mechanisms, however, are poorly understood. Here, we 
investigate the role of the Smc ATPase activity in the recruitment of Smc/ScpAB to the Bacillus subtilis 
chromosome. We demonstrate that targeting of Smc/ScpAB to ParB/parS loading sites is strictly 
dependent on engagement of Smc head domains and relies on an open organization of the Smc coiled 
coils. We find that dimerization of the Smc hinge domain stabilizes closed Smc rods and hinders head 
engagement as well as chromosomal targeting. Conversely, the ScpAB sub-complex promotes head 
engagement and Smc rod opening and thereby facilitates recruitment of Smc to parS sites. Upon ATP 
hydrolysis, Smc/ScpAB is released from loading sites and relocates within the chromosome— 
presumably through translocation along DNA double helices. Our findings define an intermediate state in 
the process of chromosome organization by Smc. 
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SUMMARY
Smc/ScpAB promotes chromosome segregation
in prokaryotes, presumably by compacting and
resolving nascent sister chromosomes. The underly-
ing mechanisms, however, are poorly understood.
Here, we investigate the role of the Smc ATPase ac-
tivity in the recruitment of Smc/ScpAB to the Bacillus
subtilis chromosome. We demonstrate that targeting
of Smc/ScpAB to ParB/parS loading sites is strictly
dependent on engagement of Smc head domains
and relies on an open organization of the Smc coiled
coils. We find that dimerization of the Smc hinge
domain stabilizes closed Smc rods and hinders
head engagement as well as chromosomal targeting.
Conversely, the ScpAB sub-complex promotes head
engagement and Smc rod opening and thereby facil-
itates recruitment of Smc to parS sites. Upon ATP
hydrolysis, Smc/ScpAB is released from loading
sites and relocates within the chromosome—pre-
sumably through translocation along DNA double
helices. Our findings define an intermediate state in
the process of chromosome organization by Smc.
INTRODUCTION
Proper segregation of the genetic material during cell division
relies on the organization of replicated DNA molecules into
compact and individualized sister chromosomes. In eukaryotes,
condensation and resolution of chromatin into morphologically
distinct chromatids occurs early in mitosis and depends on the
interplay of nucleosomes, DNA topoisomerase II and structural
maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) protein complexes such
as condensin and cohesin (Houlard et al., 2015; Shintomi et al.,
2015). In bacteria, segments of the circular chromosome are
sequentially partitioned to opposite halves of the cell in line
with their duplication by the two replication forks. Resolution of
bacterial chromosomes is thus an ordered process, which initi-
ates near the replication origin and concludes with the separa-
tion of the replication terminus region. Prokaryotic SMC com-
plexes, called Smc/ScpAB and MukBEF, are enriched in the
vicinity of the replication origin on the bacterial chromosome
(Badrinarayanan et al., 2012; Danilova et al., 2007; Gruber and
Errington, 2009; Minnen et al., 2011; Sullivan et al., 2009; Wil-
helm et al., 2015). In rapidly growing cells of Bacillus subtilis,
inactivation of Smc/ScpAB is lethal due to a severe block in repli-
cation origin separation and nucleoid partitioning (Britton et al.,
1998; Gruber et al., 2014; Mascarenhas et al., 2002; Moriya
et al., 1998; Soppa et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2014). How Smc/
ScpAB enables timely resolution of sister replication origins is
largely unclear.
A 50-nm long intramolecular coiled-coil constitutes the central
part of SMC proteins, which connects a ‘‘hinge’’ domain with an
ATPase ‘‘head’’ domain (Haering et al., 2002; Hirano and Hirano,
2002; Melby et al., 1998). In bacteria, homotypic interaction of
two Smc proteins at their hinge supports the alignment of the
two Smc coiled coils to produce a highly elongated rod-shaped
Smc dimer (Soh et al., 2015). At the hinge-distal end of the Smc
rod a single subunit of the kleisin family of proteins (named ScpA
in bacteria) binds to the Smc dimer via two separate interfaces
(B€urmann et al., 2013; Gruber et al., 2003; Haering et al., 2002;
Schleiffer et al., 2003). A helical bundle is formed by ScpA’s
N-terminal domain and the ‘‘neck’’ coiled coil of one Smc subunit
(B€urmann et al., 2013; Gligoris et al., 2014). ScpA’s C-terminal
winged-helix domain attaches to the ‘‘cap’’ of the head in the
other Smc subunit (B€urmann et al., 2013; Haering et al., 2004).
Asymmetric tripartite rings made up of one ScpA and two Smc
proteins are thus formed. Like its eukaryotic descendants,
Smc/ScpAB entraps chromosomal DNA molecules within the
confines of its SMC/kleisin ring (Cuylen et al., 2011; Gligoris
et al., 2014; Wilhelm et al., 2015). DNA entrapment depends on
the ScpB subunit, which forms dimers and associates with a
central segment of ScpA, as well as on ATP hydrolysis by the
Smc complex (B€urmann et al., 2013; Kamada et al., 2013; Wil-
helm et al., 2015).
Smc/ScpAB localizes in foci within the bacterial cell. These
Smc protein clusters are generally positioned in the vicinity of a
copy of the replication origin in B. subtilis and Streptococcus
pneumoniae (Graumann et al., 1998; Gruber and Errington,
2009; Kleine Borgmann et al., 2013; Minnen et al., 2011; Sullivan
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et al., 2009). Targeting of Smc/ScpAB to the replication origin re-
gion and formation of Smc foci relies on ParB protein and parS
sites. ParB binds to short palindromic parS sequences, the six
most prominent of which are scattered within a 350 kb region
(<10% of the genome) surrounding the replication origin in
B. subtilis. In several bacteria, the replicating chromosome dis-
plays a distinctive ‘‘longitudinal’’ organization within the cell (Le
et al., 2013; Marbouty et al., 2014, 2015; Umbarger et al.,
2011; Vallet-Gely and Boccard, 2013; Wang et al., 2015): The
newly replicated origins are generally found at the outer edges
of the elongating chromosome, while other loci on the nascent
chromosome are linearly arranged between the replication origin
and the more centrally located terminus. Corresponding posi-
tions on opposite arms of the chromosome are frequently juxta-
posed. The Smc/ScpAB complex as well as ParB protein and
parS sites are essential for establishing this longitudinal organi-
zation of bacterial chromosomes (Le et al., 2013; Marbouty
et al., 2015; Umbarger et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2015). How the
loading of Smc/ScpAB by ParB/parS at few genomic positions
governs global chromosome organization, however, is unclear
(B€urmann and Gruber, 2015).
The SMC head domains share a common fold with nucleotide
bindingdomains (NBD) found inABCtransporters. Thesedomains
undergocyclesof engagement anddisengagementdrivenbyATP
bindingandATPhydrolysis. InSmc/ScpAB, theSmcATPasecon-
trols DNA binding to the distant hinge domain (Hirano and Hirano,
2006;Soh et al., 2015). Headengagement appears topromote the
dissolution of the Smc coiled coil rod and thereby exposes an
otherwise occluded binding site for DNA at the Smc hinge (Soh
et al., 2015). If, and how, such a potential ATP-driven conforma-
tional transition might be relevant for the ParB-dependent recruit-
ment of Smc/ScpAB toward the replication origin region of the
bacterial chromosome is unclear. In yeast, ATP hydrolysis by co-
hesinhasbeen implicated in itschromosomal relocation fromsites
occupied by the loading complex. However, the underlying mo-
lecular mechanisms remain elusive (Hu et al., 2011).
Here, we show that the Smc ATPase cycle controls the dy-
namic association of Smc/ScpAB with the bacterial chromo-
some. It determines the initial targeting of Smc/ScpAB to its
chromosomal loading sites and subsequent re-distribution into
flanking DNA. Smc head engagement is crucial for the recogni-
tion of the ParB/parS loading platform. We find that Smc head
engagement is remarkably inefficient in Smc/ScpAB, due to
the inhibitory action of Smc hinge and Smc rod, which is partially
relieved by ScpAB. A head-proximal region of the Smc coiled
coil is critical for targeting to ParB/parS. An Smc mutant defec-
tive in ATP hydrolysis is highly enriched at parS sites but fails
to localize to other parts of the chromosome, including the neigh-
boring replication origin and distant chromosomal arm loci. Smc
appears to be released from loading sites to relocate along DNA
to other parts of the chromosome in a manner that requires at
least one round of ATP hydrolysis. Overall, our results demon-
strate that engagement and disengagement of Smc heads
define two distinct modes of chromosome association by
Smc/ScpAB. Furthermore, they support the intriguing notion
that movement of Smc/ScpAB along chromosome DNA is a crit-
ical aspect of its activity, which might be related to DNA loop
extrusion by Smc.
RESULTS
Smc ATPase Activity Controls the Dynamic Distribution
of Smc/ScpAB over the Bacterial Chromosome
To investigate a potential role of the Smc ATP hydrolysis cycle in
the localization of Smc/ScpAB complexes within the bacterial
cell and on the bacterial chromosome, we made use of well-
characterized, single amino-acid substitutions in the Smc head
domain, which specifically block ATP binding (K37I or D1117A)
or ATP-dependent head engagement (S1090R), alleviate a pro-
posed stimulatory effect of DNA on ATP hydrolysis (R57A), or
strongly reduce Smc ATP hydrolysis (E1118Q; or EQ for short)
(Figure 1A) (Hirano et al., 2001; Hirano and Hirano, 2004, 2006;
Lammens et al., 2004; Schwartz and Shapiro, 2011). These
mutant proteins, with the exception of Smc(R57A), fail to support
growth ofB. subtilis on richmedium indicating that themutations
render the Smcprotein non-functional (Figure S1A) (Gruber et al.,
2014). All non-functional Smc proteins, however, are expressed
to normal levels as judged by immunoblotting using an a-Smc
antiserum (Figure 1B) and efficiently bind to the kleisin subunit
ScpA (B€urmann et al., 2013;Wilhelm et al., 2015). The smc alleles
were then tagged at their C terminuswith amonomeric version of
gfp and integrated into the endogenous locus by allelic replace-
ment. Cells were analyzed by fluorescence imaging on minimal
medium, which supports near normal growth of smc mutant
strains. Wild-type Smc-GFP protein formed approximately one
GFP focus per mm cell length (Figures 1C and S1H) (Graumann
et al., 1998; Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009).
The cellular localization of the R57A mutant protein was indistin-
guishable from wild-type Smc. In contrast, K37I, D1117A, and
S1090Rmutant proteins failed to form any discernible structures
in fluorescence images being indicative of a dispersed cellular
localization (Mascarenhas et al., 2005). Crucially, the Smc(EQ)
protein produced bright GFP foci, which on average occurred
slightly less frequently than in wild-type cells (Figures 1C and
S1H). These observations demonstrate the involvement of the
Smc ATPase activity in the sub-cellular organization of Smc
complexes and indicate that Smc is able to localize within the
cell when its ATP hydrolysis activity is reduced but not when
ATP binding or Smc head engagement is blocked.
Next, we used untagged alleles of all ATPase mutants to
examine their chromosomal distribution in B. subtilis by chro-
matin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with an antiserum raised
against the Smc protein. qPCR with primer pairs specific for
selected regions of the chromosome was performed to measure
the co-purification of chromosomal DNA with Smc. As predicted
from their inability to form GFP foci in the cell, ATP binding and
head engagement mutants resulted in little DNA co-purification
similar to the Dsmc control—being consistent with the notion
that ATP binding and engagement mutants fail to localize to
the chromosome (Figure 1D). Wild-type Smc produced highly
significant ChIP enrichment of origin proximal DNA (parS-356,
parS-359, and dnaA) as observed before with tagged alleles of
smc (Gruber and Errington, 2009). Intriguingly, the Smc(EQ)
protein showed on the one hand markedly stronger localization
to parS DNA than wild-type Smc and on the other hand quite
low enrichment at the juxtaposed dnaA locus. Clearly, Smc(EQ)
protein is able to efficiently target specific regions of the
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chromosome. However, wild-type distribution of Smc on the
bacterial chromosome—including its prominent localization
to the replication origin—requires hydrolysis of ATP by Smc.
Smc(R57A) showed a ChIP-qPCR pattern indistinguishable
from wild-type Smc indicating that cellular ATP hydrolysis might
be (if at all) only mildly affected by this amino-acid substitution in
B. subtilis.
Smc/ScpAB Specifically Recognizes ParB/parS
Nucleoprotein Complexes in Its Pre-hydrolysis State
To get a global view of the chromosomal distribution of Smc and
Smc(EQ) proteins, we then analyzed ChIP input and eluate frac-
tions by next-generation sequencing. Individual sequence reads
weremapped to 1 kb slidingwindows spaced at 100-bp intervals
(Figure 2A) or to 5 kb bins (Figure 2C). In order to normalize for the
copy number differences between origin-proximal and -distal
loci caused by ongoing DNA replication, the ratio of the normal-
ized number of reads in input and eluate fractions was calculated
for each window. The resulting ChIP sequencing (ChIP-seq) pro-
file for the Smc(EQ) sample showed striking peaks that are over-
lapping with several parS sites on the chromosome (Figure 2A).
The profile of the wild-type sample is markedly different from
the Smc(EQ) profile (Figure 2A) (Gruber and Errington, 2009).
Its peaks at parS sites are less pronounced. Instead, other
more prominent peaks are present at and near the replication
origin (oriC) and generally more signal was detected all along
the chromosome arms. Largely similar ChIP-seq results were
obtained with an antiserum raised against the ScpB subunit (Fig-
ures S2 and 7A; discussed below), indicating that the observed
enrichments are not caused by antibody artifacts and suggesting
that substantial fractions of Smc and ScpB co-localize on the
chromosome, presumably by forming Smc/ScpAB holo-com-
plexes (Kleine Borgmann et al., 2013). ChIP-qPCR experiments
using several primer pairs for chromosomal arm sites (Fig-
ure S2D) confirmed that Smc (but not Smc(EQ)) was significantly
enriched at several positions on the two chromosome arms with
levels of enrichment inversely correlating with distance from the
replication origin. Together, these results confirm the specific
localization of the Smc(EQ) protein to parS sites and strongly
suggest that Smc head engagement is essential for Smc/ScpAB
recruitment to the chromosome. However, a full cycle of ATP hy-
drolysis appears to be involved in the localization of Smc/ScpAB
to other chromosomal sites—such as the replication origin and
the chromosome arms (Figure 2A).
Furthermore, we found that the high levels of enrichment of
Smc and Smc(EQ) at parS-359 are fully dependent on the pres-
ence of ParB protein (Figure 3A). To compare the distribution
of Smc and ParB proteins near parS sites, we next performed
ChIP-seq analysis using an antiserum against the ParB protein.
ChIP-seq peaks of ParB and Smc(EQ) (but not Smc) proteins
at parS sites are very similar in terms of positioning and shape,
strongly indicating that the two proteins are closely co-localized
on chromosomal DNA (Figures 2A–2C and 2E).
In the absence of ScpA or ScpB, the Smc protein is non-func-
tional and Smc-GFP fails to form foci in vivo (Lindow et al., 2002;
Mascarenhas et al., 2002). We observed that the chromosomal
Figure 1. Smc ATPase Activity Determines
the Chromosomal Distribution of Smc/
ScpAB
(A) Schematic representation of the Smc ATPase
cycle.
(B) Immunoblotting of ATPase mutant Smc pro-
teins with a-Smc antiserum. Whole-cell extracts
from strains BSG1002, BSG1007–BSG1008,
BSG1067, BSG1045–BSG1047, and BSG1083.
See also Figure S1B.
(C) Fluorescence images of cells harboring
mGFP-tagged Smc alleles: BSG1002, BSG1067–
BSG1068, BSG1855–BSG1857, and BSG1881.
Scale bar, 2 mm. Differential interference contrast
(DIC) (bottom) and GFP fluorescence images (top)
are shown. Quantification of foci number per cell is
given in Figure S1H.
(D) ChIP-qPCR analysis of cells from strains
BSG1002, BSG1007–BSG1008, BSG1045–
BSG1047, and BSG1083 using a-Smc antiserum.
Error bars were calculated from two independent
experiments as SD. Please note that values of ChIP
enrichment below and above 0.06% are displayed
on different scales given on the left and right side of
the graph, respectively. The analysis of chromo-
somal loci harboring highly transcribed genes
(such as the tRNA cluster trnS) generally produce
ambiguous results with relatively high levels of
ChIP signal in control samples (Dsmc). This seems
to be a widely observed phenomenon in ChIP
and it remains unclear whether the enrichment is
physiologically relevant.
See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Hydrolysis Mutant but Not Wild-Type Smc Co-localizes with ParB/parS
(A) Close-up view of ChIP-seq profiles for wild-type Smc (BSG1002) (top panel) and Smc(EQ) (BSG1008) (bottom panel) generated using antiserum raised against
theBs Smc protein. Sequence reads were mapped to 1 kb windows spaced at 100-bp intervals and normalized for input DNA as follows. The number of reads for
the ChIP sample in a given window was divided by the number of reads in the input sample for the same window (after normalizing the total number of reads).
Raw input and ChIP data are shown in Figure S2. Axes labeled in green color highlights different scaling. Asterisks indicate the positions of parS sites.
(B) Close-up view of the ChIP-seq profile of ParB protein (from BSG1470 cells) generated using antiserum raised against purified BsParB-His6 protein. Data
analysis and presentation as in (A).
(C)Whole-genome views of data presented in (A). Sequence readsweremapped to 5-kbwindows spaced at 5-kb intervals across the genome and normalized for
input DNA.
(legend continued on next page)
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localization of wild-type Smc measured by ChIP-qPCR is
strongly reduced when scpA or scpB is deleted (Figure 3B).
Poor localization was also observed in Smc(EQ) cells in the
absence of ScpA or ScpB. We thus conclude that ATP-depen-
dent engagement of Smc heads as well as ScpA and ScpB pro-
teins are crucial for efficient localization of Smc to ParB/parS on
the chromosome. Apparently, a particular conformation of Smc/
ScpAB recognizes ParB/parS nucleoprotein structures.
Dimerization at the Smc Hinge Controls Chromosomal
Association of Smc/ScpAB
Next, we investigated the role of the Smc hinge domain in the
localization of Smc/ScpAB to the bacterial chromosome. We
made use of a previously characterized mutation of four highly
conserved glycine residues to alanine at the Bs Smc hinge-
hinge interface (designated as ‘‘mH’’ for mutant hinge) to block
formation of stable dimers at the Smc hinge domain (Hirano and
Hirano, 2002) (Figures S3C and S3D). The ChIP-qPCR enrich-
ment of Smc(mH) was clearly reduced at parS-359 as well as
dnaA (Figure 3C). Dimerization of Smc at the hinge thus seems
to be important for localization of wild-type Smc/ScpAB to the
chromosome. This is consistent with the notion that Smc/
ScpAB associates with the chromosome by entrapping the
chromosomal DNA double helix within its SMC/kleisin ring (Wil-
helm et al., 2015). In stark contrast, however, the enrichment of
Smc(mH-EQ) protein at parS-359 (but not at dnaA) was strongly
enhanced (!4-fold) compared to Smc(EQ) (Figure 3C). Thus,
hinge dimerization has strikingly antagonistic effects on the
association of Smc and Smc(EQ) with the chromosome.
Remarkably, ScpA and ScpB are dispensable for targeting of
Smc(mH-EQ) to the chromosome (Figures 3C and S3H), while
they are essential for wild-type Smc and Smc(EQ) to localize
to the chromosome (Figure 3B). A plausible explanation for
these striking observations is that the ScpAB sub-complex
counteracts an inhibitory function of hinge dimerization on chro-
mosomal targeting of Smc.
To ensure that these surprising findings are not caused by ar-
tifacts in the chromatin immunoprecipitation procedure, we have
analyzed a set of Smc mutants by live-cell imaging of fluores-
cently labeled Smc proteins (Figure 3D). As predicted from the
ChIP experiments, Smc(EQ)-GFP failed to form chromosomal
foci when scpA is deleted, while Smc(mH-EQ)-GFP produced
bright foci irrespective of the presence and absence of scpA.
Together, these findings corroborate the view that Smc com-
plexes associate with the bacterial chromosome in two funda-
mentally distinct manners, which are defined by the state of
the Smc ATPase.
Smc Hinge Dimerization Inhibits Smc Head Engagement
How might the ScpAB sub-complex and dimerization at the
Smc hinge control targeting of Smc to chromosomal parS sites
in antagonistic ways? Conceivably, ScpAB and the Smc hinge
might positively and negatively influence the engagement of
Smc head domains, respectively, and thereby regulate the
recruitment of Smc/ScpAB to parS. If so, then the levels of
head engagement should correlate with the efficiency of chro-
mosomal targeting. To address this, wemade use of the efficient
chemical cross-linking of closely juxtaposed pairs of cysteines
by a thiol-specific bis-maleimide compound (BMOE) in
B. subtilis (B€urmann et al., 2013; Soh et al., 2015). Based on
the crystal structure of the Pyrococcus furiosus Smc(EQ)
head dimer in the presence of ATP (Lammens et al., 2004), we
engineered a cysteine residue into the bottom surface of the
Bs Smc head (K1151C), so that it is located in close proximity
to its pair mate at the 2-fold symmetry axis of the dimer (Fig-
ure 4A). In order to be able to precisely quantitate the levels of
cross-linking, we fused the cysteine bearing smc gene at its C
terminus with a HaloTag thus allowing in-gel fluorescence detec-
tion of Smc. In addition, the four endogenous cysteines in Smc
were replaced by serine residues to reduce the propensity for
any off-target cross-linking (Hirano and Hirano, 2006). The
corresponding smc allele supports growth on nutrient rich me-
dium, implying that it is functional (Figure S4A). Cross-linking
of K1151C in otherwise wild-type Smc was barely detectable
(<4%), while the ATP hydrolysis mutant Smc produced a low
but substantial fraction (!14%) of cross-linked Smc dimers (Fig-
ure 4B). Intriguingly, K1151C cross-linking was undetectable in
Smc(mH) but very pronounced in Smc(mH-EQ). The latter is
cross-linked with an efficiency comparable to those previously
observed for other Smc-Smc, Smc-ScpA, and DnaN-DnaN in-
terfaces, which strongly suggests that the K1151C residue is a
good reporter for head-head association (B€urmann et al., 2013;
Soh et al., 2015; Wilhelm et al., 2015). The low levels of cross-
linking observed with wild-type Smc and Smc(EQ) are therefore
in most likelihood due to poor efficiency of head engagement.
Deletion of scpA or scpB decreased the cross-linking of
K1151C in Smc and Smc(EQ) protein even further (Figures 4B
and S4B) being consistent with the notion that ScpAB might
stimulate the targeting of Smc(EQ) to the chromosome (Figures
3B and S3H)—at least partly—by promoting head engagement
(B€urmann et al., 2013; Kamada et al., 2013).
Smc head engagement must be a transient or rare phenome-
non since it is barely detectable by cross-linking in wild-type
Smc/ScpAB (Figure 4B). The maintenance of its association
with the chromosome is thus very likely independent from
continuous engagement of head domains. Smc head engage-
ment, however, must be crucial during the establishment of
chromosome association, because mutants defective in head
engagement are unable to bind to the chromosome altogether.
A stable association with the chromosome is likely created via
the entrapment of chromosomal DNA within the Smc/ScpAB
ring, a process that we have recently shown to be dependent
on ATP hydrolysis (Wilhelm et al., 2015). We thus propose that
Smc/ScpAB displays two distinct modes of binding to the
(D) To highlight differences between the distribution of wild-type Smc and Smc(EQ) the normalized ratios for Smc(EQ) in a given window was divided by the
equivalent ratio for Smc(wt). Numbers above one are shown in yellow colors (axis on the left side). For numbers below one, the inverse ratio was calculated and
displayed in gray colors (axis on the right side).
(E) Whole-genome view of the ParB ChIP-seq data presented in (B). Data analysis as in (C).
See also Figure S2.
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chromosome. The first one, designated as pre-hydrolysis mode,
occurring mostly or exclusively at parS sites presumably via a
physical interaction with the chromosome, has a strict require-
ment for Smc head engagement. The second one, generated
by transient head engagement and subsequent ATP hydrolysis,
designated as post-hydrolysis mode, features a much more
dispersed distribution on the bacterial chromosome and likely in-
volves the entrapment of one or more DNA double helices within
the Smc/ScpAB ring.
Rod-Shaped Smc Dimers Poorly Target ParB/parS
The levels of head engagement in Smc, Smc(EQ), and Smc(mH-
EQ) correlate well with their efficiency of targeting to parS on the
chromosome (Figures 3C and 4B). However, when scpA is
deleted, both Smc(EQ) and Smc(mH-EQ) display similarly low
levels of head cross-linking, whereas Smc(mH-EQ) but not
Smc(EQ) exhibits strong enrichment at parS on the chromosome
(Figures 3C and 4B). We conclude that hinge dimerization must
have additional effects on Smc(EQ), through which it restricts
chromosomal targeting, and Smc head engagement—albeit be-
ing essential—is not sufficient for targeting of Smc/ScpAB to
parS sites.
Smc dimers form straight rods via the close juxtapositioning
of the Smc coiled coils (Soh et al., 2015). Upon Smc head
engagement and DNA binding, however, they have been pro-
posed to undergo an extensive conformational change to a
more open, possibly ring-like configuration in vitro (Soh et al.,
2015). Conceivably, this structural transition might also regulate
the binding of Smc/ScpAB to ParB/parS. If this were the case,
then any Smc mutant that efficiently targets to parS might har-
bor unstable Smc rods. To investigate this, we employed in vivo
cross-linking of a cysteine residue (A715C) located at the
hinge-proximal interface between the two Smc coiled coils as
an indicator for the formation of Smc rods (Figure 4C) (Soh
et al., 2015). As reported previously, !35% of wild-type
Smc(A715C) proteins were cross-linked into covalent dimers
by BMOE (Figure 4C). The mutant hinge strongly decreased
the fraction of Smc dimers displaying coiled coil rods, irrespec-
tive of the presence or absence of ScpA protein (Figure 4C).
Similarly, the E1118Q mutation lead to a significant reduction
in the fraction of Smc dimers with rod-shaped coiled coils
providing direct evidence that the ATPase cycle affects the ar-
chitecture of the Smc coiled coils near the Smc hinge in vivo.
Crucially, the partial dissolution of Smc(EQ) rods was lost
when the scpA gene was deleted, whereas the more pro-
nounced opening of the coiled coils in Smc(mH, EQ) was unaf-
fected by DscpA. The ScpA subunit thus facilitates the opening
of the Smc rod (Figures 4B and 4C). Altogether, these data
strongly support the notion that dimerization at the Smc hinge
promotes Smc rod formation, which in turn opposes head
engagement. ScpA is required to antagonize rod-stabilization
exerted by the Smc hinge and consistent with this notion it be-
comes dispensable for rod opening (and chromosomal target-
ing) in the absence of a functional hinge. Hence, a combination
of two interrelated structural features seems to be responsible
for the targeting of Smc/ScpAB to parS sites on the
chromosome: (1) engagement of Smc head domains, and (2)
dissolution of the Smc rod. Both features appear to be rare
Figure 3. Dimerization at the Smc Hinge Hinders Chromosomal
Association of Smc/ScpAB
(A) ChIP-qPCR was performed on exponentially growing cells of strains
BSG1051–BSG1052, BSG1406, and BSG1387 using a-Smc antiserum.
Quantification of input and eluate material was done by qPCR using primer
pairs specific for the indicated loci.
(B) As in (A) using strains BSG1889–BSG1894.
(C) The scheme indicates the disruptive effect of mutations in the Smc hinge
domain on dimerization. ChIP-qPCR was performed with a-Smc antiserum on
strains BSG1620–BSG1621, BSG1624, BSG1890, and BSG1892–BSG1893.
(D) Fluorescence imaging of Smc-mGFP fusion proteins in cells of
strains BSG1067–BSG1068, BSG1378, BSG1413, BSG1662, BSG1677, and
BSG1798–BSG1799. Scale bar, 2 mm. Quantification of foci number per cell is
given in Figure S4C. Same experiments as in Figure 1C.
See also Figure S3.
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or short-lived in wild-type Smc/ScpAB, presumably due to the
inhibition by the hinge and the destabilizing action of the Smc
ATPase. Nevertheless, a large fraction of cellular Smc/ScpAB
must at least transiently adopt this conformation in order to
localize to the replication origin region and to be able to form
Smc-GFP foci in vivo (Figure 1) (Gruber and Errington, 2009;
Sullivan et al., 2009).
Concomitantly, our A715C cross-linking experiments indicate
that Smc coiled coils can be juxtaposed in a sizeable fraction of
proteins even when dimerization at the Smc hinge is impaired,
the ScpA bridge absent and Smc heads almost completely dis-
engaged (Figure 4B). Thus, the association between Smc coiled
coils contributes considerably to Smc dimerization.
The Smc Hinge Domain Is Dispensable for Targeting to
parS DNA
A DNA binding site has previously been mapped to the bottom
surface of the Bs Smc hinge dimer (Hirano and Hirano, 2006;
Soh et al., 2015). DNA binding at the coils/hinge junction appears
Figure 4. Hinge Dimerization and Head
Engagement Control the Conformation of
Smc/ScpAB
(A) Structure of ATP engagedPfSmc head domains
(PDB: 1XEX) in brown and pink colors, respectively,
(bottom view). Residue D1131 is indicated in ball
representation in orange colors (middle panel). The
distance between the carboxyl carbon atom in the
side chains of the D1131 symmetry mates is esti-
mated to be !6 Å (right panel). A sequence align-
ment between PfSmc and BsSmc shows that
K1151 in BsSmc corresponds to D1131 in PfSmc.
(B) In vivo BMOE crosslinking of Smc(K1151C)-
HaloTag in cells of strains BSG1488, BSG1509,
BSG1512, BSG1547, BSG1597–BSG1598,
BSG1791, and BSG1800. Four endogenous
cysteine residues were replaced by serines. Cross-
linked Smc-Halotag species were detected by in-
gel fluorescence of the HaloTag-TMR substrate
(left panel). Smc* indicates a degradation product
of Smc(mH). The graph (right panel) shows mean
values and SDs from three replicates.
(C) Same as in (B) using A715C as sensor cysteine
for formation of Smc rods by the hinge proximal
Smc coiled coil. In vivo crosslinking of Smc
(A715C) with bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) in
strains BSG1921–BSG1924, BSG1949–BSG1951,
and BSG2036. T test statistics: ***p % 0.001; not
significant (n.s.), p > 0.05.
See also Figure S4.
to be sterically blocked by the juxtaposi-
tioning of the Smc coiled coils and pro-
moted by ATP-dependent dissolution of
the Smc rod (Soh et al., 2015). The same
mechanism could be responsible for the
targeting of Smc/ScpAB to parS sites
on the chromosome. If ParB/parS—like
naked DNA—were to bind to the bottom
of the Smc hinge dimer, then the presence
of the hinge domain would be crucial for
localization of Smc(EQ) to the chromosome. To test this, we con-
structed an Smc fragment lacking the entire hinge domain (‘‘DH’’
for hinge deletion) by connecting the end of Smc’s N-terminal
coiled coil helix (amino acids 1–499) to the start of the C-terminal
coiled coil helix (aa 674–1186) using a flexible linker peptide
(-GGGSGGGSGGG-). The Smc(DH) construct was fused to a
TAP tag at its C terminus and integrated at the endogenous
smc locus. Smc(DH) was expressed at normal levels in
B. subtilis but failed to localize to the chromosome as judged
by a-TAP ChIP (Figures 5A and S5A). However, a Smc(DH)
variant harboring the E1118Q mutation displayed robust locali-
zation to parS-359 in the presence and absence of the ScpA
subunit (Figure 5A). Overall, strains harboring either a mutant
Smc hinge domain or a complete deletion of the Smc hinge pro-
duced very similar results, clearly demonstrating that the Smc
hinge is dispensable for the targeting of Smc(EQ) to parS (Fig-
ure 5A) and confirming that the hinge domain regulates chromo-
somal targeting indirectly—likely by affecting other parts of the
Smc/ScpAB complex.
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A Mini-Smc Localizes to parS Sites on the Chromosome
The above results demonstrate that neither the Smc hinge nor
the ScpA and ScpB subunits are strictly required for the locali-
zation of Smc(EQ) to parS sites. In order to fine map potential
binding sites for ParB/parS on the Smc(EQ) protein, we
removed increasingly larger segments of the central part of a
Smc(EQ)-TAP allele by fusing selected N- and C-terminal Smc
sequences using a short linker peptide (Figure 5B). Twelve
such Smc fragments (designated as SmcHd-CC330 to
SmcHd-CC30) were integrated into the endogenous smc locus
by allelic replacement in a DscpA strain. All these truncated
Smc(EQ) proteins were expressed at normal levels in
B. subtilis as judged by immunoblotting against the TAP tag
(Figures 5C and 5D). Intriguingly, the seven larger fragments
(SmcHd-CC330–SmcHd-CC70) yielded strong and specific
enrichment at the parS-359 locus similar to the Smc(mH-EQ)
and Smc(DH-EQ) proteins. In contrast, the five shorter con-
structs (SmcHd-CC50a– SmcHd-CC30) lacked any specificity
Figure 5. A Large Central Part of Smc Is
Dispensable for Targeting to parS
(A) ChIP-qPCR was performed with TAP-tagged al-
leles of Smc using IgG-coupled magnetic beads for
immunoprecipitation. Strains: BSG1671–BSG1672,
BSG1689, BSG1691, BSG1779–BSG1780, and
BSG1895–BSG1896. The schemes on top represent
modifications to the Smc hinge in Smc(mH) (left) and
Smc(DH) (right).
(B) Schematic overview of the series of internal Smc
truncation constructs. Solid and dashed horizontal
lines denote the presence and absence of Smc se-
quences in a given truncation construct. A gray box
demarcates the central portion of the Smc protein,
which is dispensable for targeting to parS-359.
N-terminal and C-terminal Smc sequences are fused
via a short peptide linker (-GGGSGGGSGGG-). The
name of a given truncation construct indicates the
predicted length of its Smc coiled coil. Labels in
green and red colors indicate efficient and inefficient
targeting to parS. All proteins are tagged with a TAP
tag at their C terminus. Purple vertical lines and
boxes indicate disruptions in the Smc coiled coil
(Waldman et al., 2015).
(C) ChIP-qPCR against the TAP tag of strains
BSG1520, BSG1689, BSG1779, BSG1825,
BSG1871–BSG1872, and BSG1874–BSG1875 (left
panel). Immunoblot against the TAP tag with
strains BSG1002, BSG1016, BSG1475, BSG1520,
BSG1689, BSG1779, BSG1825, BSG1871–
BSG1872, and BSG1874–BSG1875 (right panel).
(D) Same as in (C) with another set of Smc truncation
constructs. ChIP-qPCR with strains BSG1779,
BSG1824, BSG1826–BSG1830 and BSG1873 (left
panel). Anti-TAP immunoblot with strains BSG1002,
BSG1016, BSG1475, BSG1779, BSG1824,
BSG1826–BSG1830, and BSG1873 (right panel).
See also Figure S5.
for parS-359 and instead displayed back-
ground levels of enrichment at all tested
loci (Figures 5C and 5D). These results
demonstrate that a large, central portion
of Smc—comprising its hinge domain and approximately two-
thirds of the hinge proximal coiled coil—is dispensable for the
specific recognition of ParB/parS. A region located within the
head proximal part of the Smc coiled coil, however, appears
to be critical for parS targeting because even small truncations
in this region totally abolish localization to parS. An Smc moiety
critical for localization to parS thus appears to be located
around hundred amino acid residues away from the Smc
head domain on the Smc coiled coil. Mapping of the coiled
coil register demonstrates that this head-proximal third of the
Smc coiled coil includes a region in which the heptate register
is interrupted in the N-terminal coiled coil helix and a 24 amino
acid long peptide is inserted into the C-terminal a-helix (Fig-
ure S5D), (Waldman et al., 2015). Possibly, these extra se-
quences protrude from the Smc coiled coil and might be
involved in the interaction with ParB protein and/or parS DNA.
In the rod configuration, however, the protrusions might be ste-
rically obstructed or otherwise masked.
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Smc/ScpAB Relocates from parS Loading Sites to
Distant Parts of the Chromosome in an ATP
Hydrolysis-Dependent Manner
Smc/ScpAB exhibits very high specificity for parS sites on the
bacterial chromosome when it is locked in its pre-hydrolysis
conformation (Figures 1D and 2D). Nonetheless, only a small
proportion of wild-type Smc/ScpAB actually localizes to parS
sites in B. subtilis as judged from anti-ScpB and anti-Smc
ChIP-seq profiles (Figures 2A and 6A). In fact, Smc/ScpAB rather
displays a very broad distribution over the bacterial chromo-
some with a moderate peak at the replication origin and shallow
gradients toward the replication terminus along both arms of the
chromosome (Figures 6A and S2C) (Gruber and Errington, 2009).
Formation of this long range gradient is completely abolished in
the absence of ParB protein (Figure 6A). This raises the intriguing
question of how a highly-localized pool of ParB protein might
establish a very wide gradient of Smc/ScpAB on the chromo-
some. Conceivably, Smc/ScpAB might first load onto the chro-
mosome at a parS site and then redistribute into neighboring
and more distant regions of the chromosome. To test this, we
modified the pattern of chromosomal recruitment of Smc/ScpAB
by inserting a single additional parS site into the B. subtilis chro-
mosome and observed changes in the chromosomal distribution
of wild-type Smc/ScpAB. We inserted a 75-bp fragment of the
parB gene including the parS-359 site or its non-functional
variant, mparS, into the non-essential amyE gene located
!330 kb away from the replication origin on the right arm of
the chromosome. The presence of the ectopic parS site at
amyE, designated as parS-amyE, had no discernible effects on
the growth of B. subtilis. We then tested whether the artificial
parS-amyE locus serves as chromosomal landing site for Smc/
ScpAB using ScpB ChIP-seq experiments in strains harboring
the smc(EQ) gene (Figure S6). Efficient targeting of Smc(EQ) to
parS-amyE suggests that also a significant fraction of wild-type
Smc/ScpAB is loaded onto the chromosome at the synthetic
parS-amyE locus (Figure S6). The pattern of wild-type Smc/
ScpAB localization measured by ScpB ChIP-seq was superfi-
cially similar in cells harboring the ectoptic parS or mparS site
(Figure 6B). However, the levels of ScpB enrichment were
moderately—but consistently—higher for example in a region
between the replication origin and the amyE locus when the
additional parS site was present. In order to get a global and
more quantitative picture of the differences between the two
ChIP samples, we calculated enrichment ratios for each window
along the chromosome (Figure 6B). Strikingly, the differences
between the two samples followed a clear pattern with opposite
trends on the two arms of the chromosome. Almost all loci on the
right arm of the chromosome, which includes the ectopic parS
site, were more highly enriched (on average by !20%) in the
parS-amyE sample, whereas DNA from the left arm of the chro-
mosome was generally more enriched (!20%) in the mparS
sample. Clearly, the addition of a single parS site at a defined
position on the chromosome affects Smc distribution in a chro-
mosome arm-specific manner. What might be the underlying
molecular mechanism? Smc/ScpAB could relocate from parS
by three-dimensional (3D) diffusion within a chromosomal
domain or by one-dimensional (1D) translocation along the
DNA backbone. 3D diffusion seems a highly unlikely explanation
for intra-arm-specific relocation because loci on opposite chro-
mosome arms are thought to be in close proximity in B. subtilis
(Le et al., 2013; Marbouty et al., 2014, 2015; Umbarger et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2015). Our data is much more consistent
with 1D translocation of Smc/ScpAB along a DNA double helix
within a chromosome arm. According to this hypothesis, loading
of Smc/ScpAB at the ectopic parS site might titrate condensin
away from endogenous parS sites and thereby reduce loading
on one arm of the chromosome, while increasing the fraction
loaded onto the other. Curiously, the re-distribution of Smc com-
plexes loaded onto the chromosome at the ectopic parS site ap-
pears to occur differently toward the replication origin and the
terminus. In B. subtilis, most genes are co-oriented with respect
to DNA replication. Thus, the apparent difference in relocation
toward and away from the replication origin might be due to
head-on encounters with transcription or replication complexes
(Wang et al., 2015). Overall, these experiments provide evidence
that Smc/ScpAB is able to translocate along a DNA double
helix over large distances on the bacterial chromosome after
its release from parS sites.
DISCUSSION
The mechanistic bases for SMC’s dynamic association with
chromosomes are in many ways mysterious. Here, we reveal
that the Smc ATPase cycle defines two different configurations
of Smc/ScpAB, which distinctly interact with the bacterial chro-
mosome. The pre-ATP hydrolysis state displays high specificity
for parS proximal DNA, whereas the specificity for parS is lost
upon ATP hydrolysis leading to the redistribution of Smc/ScpAB
within the chromosome.
Pre-ATP Hydrolysis Smc/ScpAB: A Tightly Regulated
Configuration for ParB/parS Targeting
Our findings define the ATP engaged form of SmcHd(EQ)-CC80
asminimal structure for the specific recognition of Smc/ScpAB’s
chromosomal target (Figure 5). They highlight the importance of
a head proximal segment of the Smc coiled coil in parS-DNA tar-
geting and raise intriguing questions. How is binding of Smc/
ScpAB to ParB/parS-DNA enabled by Smc head engagement?
And conversely, how is physical association with the chromo-
some blocked when Smc heads are disengaged? Based on
the strict dependence of parS targeting on Smc head engage-
ment and its inverse correlation with Smc rod formation, we pro-
pose that a putative interface for ParB/parS on the head-prox-
imal Smc coiled coil is concealed or distorted within the Smc
rod. Smc head engagement might simply trigger the opening
of the Smc rod and thereby unmask an interfaces for binding
to ParB/parS. However, dimerization defective Smc proteins
only very poorly localize to parS sites, despite featuring mostly
‘‘disengaged’’ Smc coiled coils (Figures 4 and 5). Conceivably,
the interaction via a single interface on monomeric Smc is too
transient for significant levels of targeting to parS. If so, then
Smc head engagement might arrange the two interfaces on a
given Smc dimer in a way that allows them to co-operatively
and thus more stably bind a ParB protein/parS DNA complex.
In this regard, it is tempting to speculate that DNA passes be-
tween the Smc coiled coils, because in this instance the 2-fold
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Figure 6. Smc/ScpAB Relocates from parS Loading Sites to Distant Parts of the Chromosome upon ATP Hydrolysis
(A) ChIP-seq using a-ScpB antiserum on strains BSG1002 (parB) (top panel) and BSG1052 (DparB) (middle panel). Reads were mapped to 5-kb bins. Signals for
IP samples were divided by the signals of the normalized input. Ratios were calculated by dividing the values obtained for the wild-type strain by the numbers of
the DparB strain (bottom panel). All values above one are shown in orange colors. For all other windows the inverse ratio was calculated and displayed in gray
colors.
(B) ChIP-seq using a-ScpB antiserum on strains BSG1470 (mparS-amyE) (top panel) andBSG1469 (parS-amyE) (middle panel). Readsweremapped to 5-kb bins.
Signals for IP samples were divided by the signals of the normalized input. Ratios were calculated by dividing the values of the parS-amyE strain by the
mparS-amyE strain (bottom panel). A number above one indicates more reads in the parS-amyE sample (shown in the blue colors), for all other windows, the
inverse ratios were calculated and displayed in gray colors.
See also Figure S6.
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symmetry axis in the Smc dimer is matched to the one in ParB
dimers. Binding of Smc to ParB/parS-DNA would therefore be
restricted to the rare occasions when Smc head domains
engage with one another to dissolve the Smc rod.
Although we have not been able to directly detect the recruit-
ment of wild-type Smc to parS sites, at least three observations
strongly suggest that wild-type Smc (like Smc(EQ)) is targeted to
parS on the chromosome. First of all, the formation of chromo-
somal foci by wild-type Smc/ScpAB as well as its localization
to the replication origin depend on ParB protein and parS sites
(Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al., 2009). Second, the
efficiency of DNA entrapment by Smc/ScpAB is strongly
decreased by the absence of ParB, indicating that most Smc/
ScpAB is loaded onto the chromosome at parS sites (Wilhelm
et al., 2015). Third, the chromosomal distribution of Smc is
changed by an additional parS site. We propose that transient
head engagement in Smc/ScpAB governs its brief encounters
with chromosomal parS sites. It is important to note that the
Smc(EQ) protein might display residual levels of ATP hydrolysis
activity (Hirano and Hirano, 2004). It is thus conceivable that
some observations made with Smc(EQ) such as its dependence
on ScpAB during head engagement and parS localization and
the inhibition by hinge dimerization might be specific to this
partially defective ATP hydrolysis mutant. Furthermore, it is
possible that the association of Smc(mH-EQ) (and Smc(EQ)/
ScpAB) with ParB/parS might be structurally somewhat different
from wild-type Smc/ScpAB.
Smc/ScpAB Relocation on the Bacterial Chromosome
The chromosomal distribution of Smc/ScpAB displays a single,
broad peak centered on the replication origin and extending all
the way to the replication terminus region (Figure 6A). Formation
of such molecular gradients can be explained by a localized
source of molecules and their random/diffusional or directed
motion away from the source. Loading at parS establishes a
tightly localized source of chromosomal Smc/ScpAB. Here, we
present evidence for the subsequent relocation of Smc/ScpAB
from its loading sites into flanking DNA. Our findings are consis-
tent with the idea that Smc/ScpAB is able to translocate on the
bacterial chromosome over hundreds of kilobases. Interestingly,
cohesin has also been suggested to move away from its loading
sites upon ATP hydrolysis possibly over several tens of kilobases
(Hinshaw et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2011).Whatmight be the purpose
of such a striking and apparently conserved propensity for chro-
mosomal relocation and what could be the molecular driving
force?
The association of SMC complexes with chromosomes by
DNA entrapment provides an obvious basis for a DNA sliding
mechanism. Sliding of Smc/ScpAB rings along a single DNA
molecule could help to identify and eliminate tangles within chro-
mosomal DNA or between sister DNA molecules and thus pro-
mote chromosome segregation. However, this simple mecha-
nism by itself fails to explain how Smc/ScpAB could organize
the chromosome. Conceivably, Smc/ScpAB (like cohesin in eu-
karyotes) acts as a DNA clamp by capturing two or more DNA
double helices within a single Smc/ScpAB ring or through the as-
sociation of two or more Smc/ScpAB rings each entrapping a
single DNA double helix. Taking into account the proposed
DNA relocation activity, DNA loops could be formed by Smc/
ScpAB and continuously expanded by the translocation of
DNA through Smc/ScpAB rings. Extrusion of DNA loops—
created at a parS site—explains how the left arm of the chromo-
some might be brought together with its right counterpart to
establish the longitudinal organization of the chromosome
observed in Caulobacter crescentus and B. subtilis (Le et al.,
2013; Marbouty et al., 2014, 2015; Umbarger et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2015). Loop extrusion by SMC complexes also pro-
vides a simple solution for the formation of linearly condensed
rod-shaped chromosomes during mitosis (Alipour and Marko,
2012; B€urmann and Gruber, 2015; Nasmyth, 2001). However,
the driving force for any proposed relocation and loop extrusion
mechanisms remains enigmatic. Smc/ScpAB appears to be able
to translocate on the bacterial chromosome against the flow of
replication forks and active transcription units, making a role of
RNA polymerase and replication fork proteins in translocation
unlikely (Figure 6) (Wang et al., 2015). Smc itself is an enzyme
that could harbor energy from the hydrolysis of ATP to perform
work. In principle, it could act as a motor protein for example
by using its head engagement/disengagement cycle to progres-
sively move DNA through its ring in a directional manner (Fig-
ure 7). For example, repetitive transitions between Smc rod
Figure 7. Model for the Recruitment of Smc/ScpAB to and Release
from parS Sites
(A)Model for the targeting to and release fromParB/parS by holo-Smc/ScpAB.
Most Smc/ScpAB exists as a rod-shaped structure, which is unable to bind to
DNA via its hinge or to ParB/parS via the coiled coils. Dissolution of the Smc
rod and engagement of Smc head domains are prerequisites for the targeting
of Smc/ScpAB to parS. Upon ATP hydrolysis, the ring-like structure
might revert to the rod conformation and is released from parS DNA. Sister
DNA segments (in green colors) might be excluded from the Smc rod due to
steric restrictions. Repetitive rod-ring-rod transitions might drive DNA loop
extrusion.
(B) Pie charts displaying rough estimates for the relative occupancy of the
different states illustrated in (A) based on Smc head cross-linking efficiency
(Figure 4B). Please note that the fraction of wild-type Smc complexes on and
off the chromosome (depicted as green and gray pies in the left chart) is un-
known. A tiny fraction of chromosomally loaded Smc(EQ)/ScpAB has been
detected (Wilhelm et al., 2015).
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and Smc ring states might allow continuous expansion of loops
of chromosomal DNA formed at parS (Figure 7) (Alipour and
Marko, 2012; Nasmyth, 2001). Our data indeed suggest that
ATP hydrolysis by Smc/ScpAB is involved in its chromosomal
redistribution after loading. However, it remains to be deter-
mined whether continuous ATP hydrolysis by Smc is needed
for relocation to distant positions on the chromosome or whether
a single round of ATP hydrolysis is sufficient to trigger the reloca-
tion process.
The Mechanics of Smc Rod Making and Rod Breaking
We discovered an unexpected antagonistic functional relation-
ship between the two globular domains located at distal ends
of the long Smc coiled coil: dimerization at the Smc hinge has
a clear inhibitory activity on the engagement of Smc head do-
mains. Conversely, head engagement reduces the level of Smc
coiled coil alignment. Howmight this long-distance communica-
tion happen mechanistically? We propose that the Smc coiled
coil acts as rather stiff rod, which positions the Smc head in a
way that is incompatible with ATP-dependent head engagement
when the two Smc coiled coils are being aligned side-by-side.
Dimerization of Smc hinge domains (‘‘rod maker’’) promotes
Smc rod formation presumably by simply bringing the ends of
two Smc coiled coils in close proximity in a way that allows
them to zip up. Head engagement with the help of ScpAB
(‘‘rod breakers’’), however, positions the two other ends of the
Smc coiled coils at a distance to each other, thus favoring the un-
zipping of the Smc rod. In analogy, to the role of NBDs in ABC
transporters, engagement and disengagement of Smc head do-
mains might transform the Smc coiled coil between a rod-like
state and a more open ring-like state. Only the open state ap-
pears to be able to contact DNA and the ParB/parS substrates
via two separate interfaces located at the Smc hinge and within
the head proximal coiled coil, respectively. Substrate binding is
then likely triggering ATP hydrolysis, thereby driven head disen-
gagement and rod re-formation, which in turn releases DNA and
ParB/parS from its binding sites (Figure 7). We propose that tran-
sitions between open and closed states are central aspects of
SMC biochemistry – conceivably regulating substrate binding
to many or all SMC/kleisin complexes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Strain Construction
Genetic modifications were introduced via double cross-over recombination
into the genome of B. subtilis 1A700. Cells were made competent and grown
on SMG or NA medium supplied with antibiotics as previously described
(B€urmann et al., 2013). Relevant genotypes are given in Table S1.
ChIP-qPCR
ChIP-qPCR experiments were essentially performed as previously described
(Gruber and Errington, 2009). Detailed information is available in the Supple-
mental Information.
ChIP-Seq
ChIP samples were prepared as described above with the exception that
several immunoprecipitate (IP) samples were loaded onto the same PCR puri-
fication column to obtain sufficient DNA material. DNA (1–5 ng) was analyzed
by Illumina sequencing at the Max Planck Genome Centre in Cologne. Briefly,
DNAwas fragmented by sonication (Covaris S2) to fragment sizes ranging from
220–280bpwithamainpeakof!250bp.DNA librarieswerepreparedusing the
Ovation Ultralow Library System (NuGEN) kit (version V1) including 15 cycles of
PCR amplification. Five to ten million sequence reads were obtained on a
HiSeq2500 (Illumina) with 100-bp read length. The obtained reads were map-
ped to the genomewithBowtie (http://GalaxyProject.org) using default settings
and randomly assigning sequencing reads from repetitive DNA elements to
a single location. Subsequent data analysis was performed using Seqmonk
(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/) and Microsoft
Excel.
BMOE Cross-Linking
In vivo cross-linking of cysteine-modified Smc protein was performed as
described previously (Soh et al., 2015).
Microscopy
Overnight cultures in SMG medium were diluted to an OD600 of 0.005 and
grown to OD600 0.02–0.03 in SMG medium. Cells were mounted on agarose
pads and visualized on an Applied Precision DeltaVision RT system equipped
with an Olympus IX-71 inverted base microscope, an Olympus UPlanApo 100
3/NA1.35 oil immersion objective and a Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ 12 bit
monochrome camera at the Imaging Facility of the Max Planck Institute of
Biochemistry, Martinsried.
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I.) SupplementalData

FigureS1 Expression,functionalityandlocalizationofATPasemutantSmcproteins.Related
toFigure1.
(A)ColonyformationassayusingstrainsBSG1002,1007,1045,1047,1046,1008and1083.Notably,
Smc(EQ)mutantcellsformcoloniesonminimalmediumslightlymoreslowlythanwildtypeorsmc
deletionmutants,suggesting that themutantprotein ismildly toxicwhennormalSmc function is
lacking (FigureS1C,D) (SchwartzandShapiro,2011).The slowgrowth is likelydue toadefect in
replicationoriginsegregation(Gruberetal.,2014;SchwartzandShapiro,2011;Wangetal.,2014),
whichprovidesaplausibleexplanationforthelowernumberof(replicationoriginͲproximal)Smcfoci
in Smc(EQ) cells (see Figure S1H). (B) Protein extracts stained by Commassie Brilliant Blue.
Immunoblottingof identicalproteinsamples isshown inFigure1B. (C)Sameas in (A)withstrains
BSG1002,1007,1008,1067,1068and1855.(D) ImmunoblottingofextractsfromstrainsBSG1002,
1067,1855,1857,1856,1068,1881,1378,1413,1677,1662,1799and1798withantiͲGFPantiserum
(toppanel).SDSͲPAGEof identicalextractsstainedbyCommassieBrilliantBlue (bottompanel). (E)
Immunoblotting against Smcproteinusing strainsBSG1007,1067,1002,1045,1046,1008,2050,
2051.(F)ColonyformationassayusingstrainsBSG1002,1007,1045,1046,1008,2050and2051.(G)
ChIPͲqPCR using antiͲSmc antiserum on strains BSG1002, 1008, 1045, 1046, 2050 and 2051. (H)
QuantificationofSmcͲGFPfociinstrainsshowninFigure1C.Numberoffociisdisplayedperunitcell
length (ђm).Standarddeviation isderivedfrom fourdifferent fieldsofviewforeachgenotype. ‘n’
denotesthetotalnumberofindividualcellscounted.
 
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FigureS2 SmcandScpBChIPͲSeqinSmcandSmc(EQ)cells.RelatedtoFigure2.
(A) ChIPͲSeq analysis of BSG1002 and 1008 using antiͲSmc antiserum. Number of reads in 1 kb
windowsat100bpintervalsareshownforinput(IN)andChIP(IP)sampleswithoutpriornormalization
forinputmaterial.NormalizeddataofthesameexperimentisshowninFigure2Aand2C.(B)ChIPͲ
SeqanalysisofstrainsBSG1470andBSG1472usingantiͲScpBantiserum.Dataanalysisanddisplayas
in (A). (C)WholeͲgenomeChIPͲSeqprofile forantiͲScpBChIP (on strainBSG1470), (also shown in
Fgiure7B;sameexperimentasinFigureS2B).Sequencingreadsareputinto5kbbinsandnormalized
forinputDNA.PleasenotethegenerallyhighdegreeofsimilaritybetweenantiͲSmc(Figure2C)and
antiͲScpB ChIPͲSeq profileswith the ScpB profile possibly displaying a steeper gradient from the
replicatonorigintotheterminus(KleineBorgmannetal.,2013).(D)LocalizationofSmc,Smc(S1090R)
and Smc(E1118Q) to sites located on the chromosome arm analyzed by ChIPͲqPCR using strains
BSG1002,BSG1046andBSG1008.Meanandstandarddeviationarecalculatedfromthreereplicate
experiments.Boxedinsertdisplaysresultsfromthesameexperimentwith“background”correction
bysubtractionofChIPobtainedwithSmc(S1090R).

 
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FigureS3 Dimerization at the Smc hinge determines localization of Smc/ScpAB to parS.
RelatedtoFigure3.
(A)ImmunoblottingofcellextractsfromstrainsBSG1007,1067,1002,1051,1406,1052,1387,1890,
1893,1889,1891and1892usingantiͲSmcantiserum.(B)ColonyformationBsstrainsBSG1007,1008,
1889, 1892 and 1891 on minimal medium (SMG). (C) The hingemutation (GGGGͲ>AAAA) blocks
dimerizationofheadlessSmcprotein(BsSmcHͲCC300).40ђgofpurifiedproteinswasinjectedontoa
gelfiltrationcolumnandanalyzedbymultiͲanglelightscattering(SECͲMALS).Absorbance(atA280)and
light scattering is shown forwildͲtype and hinge mutant BsSmcHͲCC300 (curves in red and blue
colours,respectively).(D)Analysisofthemajorpeak(inA280absorbance)inSECͲMALS(asinC)ofwildͲ
type and hingeͲmutant BsSmcHͲCC300 indicates the existence of largely dimeric andmonomeric
proteinspecies,respectively.(E)ImmunoblottingofcellextractsfromstrainsBSG1007,1067,1002,
1890,1893,1892,1624,1621and1620usingantiͲSmcantiserum. (F)Colony formationofstrains
BSG1007,1893,1624,1621,1623and1620onminimalmedium(SMG).(G)QuantificationofSmcͲGFP
foci instrainsshown inFigure3D.Numberof foci isdisplayedperunitcell length (ђm).Standard
deviationisderivedfromfourdifferentfieldsofviewforeachgenotype.‘n’denotesthetotalnumber
ofindividualcellscounted.(H)ChIPͲqPCRanalysisofstrainsBSG1893,1892,2144Ͳ2147growninSMG
mediumwithantiͲSmcantiserum.
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FigureS4 Smc(K1151C)–thereporterforheadengagement–isfunctional.RelatedtoFigure4.
(A)ColonyformationofstrainsBSG1002,1007,1360and1457onminimalmedium(SMG)andnutrient
richmedium (NA). (B)CrossͲlinkingofSmc(K1151C) inBSG1607,1488,1512and1513withBMOE.
Meanvaluesandstandarddeviationfromtriplicateexperimentsareshown.
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FigureS5 ExpressionandfunctionalityofhingeͲlessSmcprotein.RelatedtoFigure5.
(A) ImmunoblottingagainsttheTAPtagonSmc incellextracts fromstrainsBSG1002,1016,1475,
1691,1896,1671,1780,1672,1895,1689and1779.Commassiestainingofthesameextractsisshown
inthebottompanel.(B)ColonyformationassayusingstrainsBSG1007,1008,1626,1619,1896and
1780.(C)Sameasin(B)withstrainsBSG1002,1007,1008,1520,1689and1779.(D)Exemplaryimage
oftheSDSͲPAGEanalysisofdisulfidecrossͲlinkedBsSmcHͲCC300samplesharboringpairsofcysteines
as annotated. (E) Quantification of intraͲ and interͲmolecular disulfide formation (after 4 hr
incubation)fromCommassiestainedSDSͲPAGEgelsfor16pairsofcysteinemutants.(F)Schematic
viewofthefoldingoftheSmccoiledcoil.AnchorpointssettingtheregisteroftheSmccoiledcoils–
establishedbyinvitrodisulfideformation(seeDandE)–aregivenasdashedlinesconnectingNͲand
CͲterminalhelix.DisruptionsinthecoiledcoilregisterweredetectedbyMarcoilprediction.Thelength
ofextrasequencesintheCͲterminalcoiledcoilasgivenbytheexperimentallydeterminedcoiledcoil
registerareindicatedatthecorrespondingpositions.RegionsrelevantforthetargetingofminiͲSmc
toparSarehighlightedbylabelsinredcolours.
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FigureS6 ChIPͲSeqofSmc(EQ)toanectopicparSsite.RelatedtoFigure6.
Smc(EQ)isefficientlytargetedtoparSͲamyE.ChIPͲSeqanalysisofBSG1471(toppanel)andBSG1008
(bottompanel)usingantiͲSmcantiserum.ChIPeluatesequencereadsweremappedto5kbbinsand
normalizedforinputDNA.PleasenotethatSmc(EQ)localizationtoendogenousparSsitesisdecreased
bythepresenceofanextraparSsite,beingconsistentwithatitrationeffect.Thebottompanel is
identicaltothebottompanelofFigure2C.
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II.) SupplementalTable

SupplementalTable1Genotypes
AllstrainsarederivativesofĂĐŝůůƵƐƐƵďƚŝůŝƐ1A700providedbytheBGSC(ĂĐŝůůƵƐGeneticStock
Center).Allstrainsareauxotrophicfortryptophan(ƚƌƉϮ).
BSG1002 smcftsY::ermB
BSG1007 ȴsmcftsY::ermB
BSG1008 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB
BSG1016 smcͲTAPftsY::ermB
BSG1045 smc(K37I)ftsY::ermB
BSG1046 smc(S1090R)ftsY::ermB
BSG1047 smc(D1117A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1051 smcftsY::ermB,parAB::kanR
BSG1052 smcftsY::ermB,ȴparB::kanR
BSG1067 smcͲmGFPmut1ftsY::ermB
BSG1068 smc(E1118Q)ͲmGFP1mut1ftsY::ermB
BSG1083 smc(R57A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1360 smc(C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1378 smcͲmGFPmut1ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1387 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB,ȴparB::kanR
BSG1406 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB,parAB::kanR
BSG1413 smc(E1118Q)ͲmGFP1mut1ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1457 smc(C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1469 smcftsY::ermB,ȴamyE::parSͲ359::cat
BSG1470 smcftsY::ermB,ȴamyE::mtparSͲ359::cat
BSG1471 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB,ȴamyE::parSͲ359::cat
BSG1472 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB,ȴamyE::mtparSͲ359::cat
BSG1475 smc(E1118Q)ͲTAPftsY::ermB
BSG1488 smc(C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S,K1151C,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1509
smc(C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,
specR::ȴscpA
BSG1512
smc(C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S,K1151C,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,
specR::ȴscpA
BSG1513
smc(C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S,K1151C,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,
specR::scpAȴscpB
BSG1520 smc(E1118Q)ͲTAPftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1547 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB
BSG1597
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,C826S,C1114S,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,
C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1598
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,C826S,C1114S,E1118Q,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12Ͳ
HaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1607 smc(K37I,C119S,C437S,C826S,C1114S,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1619 rncSsmc(1Ͳ499GGGSGGGSGGG674Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ftsY::ermB
BSG1620 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1621 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1624 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A)ftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1626 rncSsmc(1Ͳ499GGGSGGGSGGG674Ͳ1186)ftsY::ermB
BSG1662 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲmGFPͲftsY::ermB
BSG1671 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲTAPͲftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1672 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A)ͲTAPftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1677 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A)ͲmGFPͲftsY::ermB
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BSG1689 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲTAPftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1691 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A)ͲTAPftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1779 smc(1Ͳ499GGGSGGGSGGG674Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1780 smc(1Ͳ499GGGSGGGSGGG674Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1791
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,C826S,C1114S,E1118Q,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12Ͳ
HaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1798 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲmGFPͲftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1799 smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A)ͲmGFPͲftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1800
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,C826S,C1114S,K1151C)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,
C262A)ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1824 smc(1Ͳ199GGGSGGGSGGG999Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1825 smc(1Ͳ219GPG983Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1826 smc(1Ͳ243GGGSGGGSGGG957Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1827 smc(1Ͳ243GGGSGGGSGGG943Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1828 smc(1Ͳ261GGGSGGGSGGG943Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1829 smc(1Ͳ261GGGSGGGSGGG912Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1830 smc(1Ͳ277GGGSGGGSGGG922Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1855 smc(K37I)ͲmGFP1mut1ftsY::ermB
BSG1856 smc(S1090R)ͲmGFP1mut1ftsY::ermB
BSG1857 smc(D1117A)ͲmGFP1mut1ftsY::ermB
BSG1871 smc(1Ͳ468GGGSGGGSGGG705Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1872 smc(1Ͳ437GGGSGGGSGGG736Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1873 smc(1Ͳ315GGGSGGGSGGG858Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1874 smc(1Ͳ370GGGSGGGSGGG803Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1875 smc(1Ͳ414GGGSGGGSGGG785Ͳ1186,E1118Q)ͲTAP::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1881 smc(R57A)ͲmGFP1mut1ftsY::ermB
BSG1889 smcftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1890 smcftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1891 smcftsY::ermB,specR::scpAȴscpB
BSG1892 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1893 smc(E1118Q)ftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1895 smc(1Ͳ499GGGSGGGSGGG674Ͳ1186)ͲTAPftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1896 smc(1Ͳ499GGGSGGGSGGG674Ͳ1186)ͲTAPftsY::ermB,specR::scpAB
BSG1921 smc(C119S,C437S,A715C,C826S,C1114S)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1922 smc(C119S,C437S,A715C,C826S,C1114S,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1923
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,A715C,C826S,C1114S)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,
C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1924
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,A715C,C826S,C1114S,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12Ͳ
HaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB
BSG1949 smc(C119S,C437S,A715C,C826S,C1114S)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG1950
smc(C119S,C437S,A715C,C826S,C1114S,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,
specR::ȴscpA
BSG1951
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,A715C,C826S,C1114S)ͲTEVͲHis12ͲHaloTag(C61V,
C262A)ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG2036
smc(C119S,C437S,G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,A715C,C826S,C1114S,E1118Q)ͲTEVͲHis12Ͳ
HaloTag(C61V,C262A)ftsY::ermB,specR::ȴscpA
BSG2050 smc(K37I,E1118Q)ftsY::ermB
BSG2051 smc(S1090R,E1118Q)ftsY::ermB
BSG2144 specR::scpAB,smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB
BSG2145 specR::ȴscpA,smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB
BSG2146 specR::scpAȴscpB,smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB
BSG2147 specR::ȴscpAB,smc(G657A,G658A,G662A,G663A,E1118Q)ͲftsY::ermB
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III.) SupplementalExperimentalProcedures

InvivoexpressionofSmcproteinstestedbyimmunoblotting
CellsweregrowninSMGat37°CtoanOD600of0.02Ͳ0.03,harvestedbycentrifugationorfiltrations
andwashedoncein2mlPBSG(PBS+0.1%glycerol).TheOD600wasmeasuredandequivalentamount
of cells for all samples were taken (0.02 ml*OD600). Cells were resuspended in PBSG, ßͲ
mercaptoethanolwasaddedtoafinalconcentrationof28.6mMandkeptonicefor3min.Lysozyme
(12.8U/ђlfinal),RocheCompleteproteaseinhibitorcocktailandBenzonase(0.4U/ђl;SigmaͲAldrich)
wereaddedandthesampleswereincubatedat37°Cfor20min.NuPageLDS loadingdye(final1x)
andDTT(finalconc.100mM)wereaddedandthesamplesincubatedat70°Cfor10min.Theextracts
wereloadedona4Ͳ12%NuPAGEBisͲTrisgelruninMOPSbufferfor50minat200V.Proteinswere
transferredtoaPVDFmembranewhichwastreatedwithɲͲSmc,ɲͲGFP(LifeTechnologies,A6455)or
PeroxidaseAntiͲPeroxidase(PAP).ɲͲSmcandɲͲGFPblotsweretreatedwithECLAntiͲrabbitIgG,HRPͲ
linkedwholeantibody(fromdonkey)(GEhealthcare).TheblotswereincubatedwithSupersignalWest
Femto(ThermoScientific)andwereimagedinaLAS4000scanner.

ChromatinimmunoͲprecipitation(ChIP)andqPCR
CellsweregrowninSMGmediumat37ºCovernightanddilutedtoOD6000.005inSMG.AtOD0.02Ͳ
0.0340mlof fixingsolution (50mMTris/HClpH8.0,100mMNaCl,1mMEDTA,0.5mMEGTA,11%
formaldehyde)wasaddedto400mlofcultureandincubatedatroomtemperaturefor30minutes.
Cellswereharvestedbycentrifugationorfiltrationandwashed in2ml iceͲcoldPBSandOD600was
measured.Cellswereresuspendedin1mlTESS(50mMTris/HCl7.4,10mMEDTA,50mMNaCl,500mM
sucrose)andprotoplastedbyincubatingin1mlTESSsupplementedwith20mg/mllysozyme(Sigma)
andRocheCompleteproteaseinhibitorcocktailfor30minat37°Cshaking.Cellswerewashedoncein
1mlTESS,aliquotedaccordingtothepreviouslymeasuredOD600andstoredatͲ80°C.
Onealiquotof fixedcellswasresuspended in2ml lysisbuffer(50mMHepes/KOHpH7.5,140mM
NaCl,1mMEDTA,1%(v/v)TritonXͲ100,0.1%(w/v)sodiumdeoxycholate,100mg/mlRNase,Roche
Completeproteaseinhibitorcocktail)andtransferredtoa5mlroundͲbottomtube.Thesampleswere
sonicated3x20seconaBandelinSonopluswithaMSͲ72tipat90%pulseand35%poweroutput.
Lysateswere transferred into 2ml tubes and centrifuged 5min at 21000g and the supernatant
subsequently10minat21000gat4°C.
200ђloftheclearedlysateswaskeptseparateastheinputsample.50ђlProteinGcoupleddynabead
(Invitrogen)wereincubatedwith50ђlantibodyserum(ɲͲSmc,ɲͲScpBorɲͲParBgeneratedinrabbit)
foratleast1hrrotatingat4°C.Beadswerewashedinlysisbufferandaddedto800ђlofthecleared
lysates.ForexperimentsinvolvingTAPͲtaggedstrains,rabbitIgGcoupledto50ђlmagneticDynaBeads
(Epoxy,MͲ270) (preparedaccording to themanufacturer’sprotocol)wasadded to800 ђl cleared
lysates.Thebeadswith cleared lysateswere incubatedat4°C rotating for2Ͳ4hours.Beadswere
washedoncewitheachofthefollowingbuffers,lysisbuffer,lysisbufferwithhighsalt(500mMNaCl)
andwashbuffer (10mM Tris/HClpH8.0,250mM LiCl,1mMEDTA,0.5% (w/v)NPͲ40,0.5% (w/v)
sodiumdeoxycholate).Beadswereresuspendedin520ђlTES(50mMTris/HClpH8.0,10mMEDTA,
1%SDS),theinputsampleswerecombinedwith300ђlTESand20ђl10%SDSsolutionandincubated
overnight at 65°C shaking. DNA was purified by phenol chloroform extraction and ethanol
precipitation.TheDNAwasdissolved in100ђlTEat65°Cfor20minandpurifiedonaQiagenPCR
purificationcolumnandeluted in30ђlEB.ForqPCR4ђlof the inputDNA (diluted1:200)and IP
samples(diluted1:20)wasused ina10ђlreactionusing5ђlTakyonnoROXSYBRMastermixblue
dTTP(Eurogentec)and1ђlprimerpairstocksolution(3ђMeachprimer)onaQiagenRotorͲGeneQ
ina72wellrotoraccordingtomanufacturer’sinstructions.Primersequencesaregiveninthetable
below.Curveswereanalyzedbydeterminingthemaximumofthe2ndderivativeusingtheRealͲtime
PCRminersoftware(http://ewindup.info)(ZhaoandFernald,2005).ChIPefficiencieswerecalculated
asfollows:[(IP/input)*100]foreachprimerpair.

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ListofprimerpairsforqPCR:
parSͲ356 STG236 tgaaaagaatgcccatcaca
 STG237 tgcaagcaacaacccttttac
parSͲ359 STG097 aaaaagtgattgcggagcag
 STG098 agaaccgcatctttcacagg
dnaA STG199 gatcaatcggggaaagtgtg
 STG200 gtagggcctgtggatttgtg
trnS STG404 gggttttgacacccttggta
 STG405 aagcaaaaggaaatggctga
cheC STG396 tttgcatgaactgggcaata
 STG397 tccgaacatgtccaatgaga
yocGH STG099 tccatatcctcgctcctacg
 STG100 attctgctgatgtgcaatgg

ProteinpurificationandSECͲMALS
WildͲtypeandhingemutantBsSmcHͲCC300protein (Smc residues188Ͳ1011)wereoverexpressed
fromplasmidpnEAͲtHinE.coliwithanNͲterminalHISx6tag(Dieboldetal.,2011).Theproteinswere
purifiedviaaHisTrapcolumn,concentratedbyanionͲexchangechromatography(MonoQHiTrap)and
elutedfromasizeexclusionchromatographycolumn(Superdex20010/300)in200mMNaCl,25mM
Tris/HClpH7.4 (4°C).MultiͲangle light scattering coupled to sizeexclusion chromatography (SECͲ
MALS)wasperformedasdescribedpreviously(Sohetal.,2015).

Viabilityspottingassay
CellsweregrowninSMGmediumovernightintostationaryphase,diluted81Ͳfoldand59049Ͳfold(in
9xsteps)andspottedonnutrientagarplates(Oxoid)orSMGagarplates.Plateswere incubatedat
37°Cfor~12hronNAor~36hronSMGagar.

MappingoftheBsSmccoiledcoilregisterbydisulfideformation
Intramolecularcrosslinkingreactionsforthedeterminationofthecoiledcoilregisterwereperformed
essentiallyasdescribedin(Waldmanetal.,2015)usingtheBsSmcHͲCC300construct(Sohetal.,2015).
Theproteinwasexpressed fromthepnEAͲtHplasmidasaHisͲTag fusionprotein.Foreachdouble
cysteinemutant,50mLculturesweresetͲup.Cellswerelysedbysonicationandsolubleextractwas
incubatedforonehourwith300uLofTalonresin(Clontech).Beadswerewashedthreetimeswiththe
lysisbuffer(200mMNaCl,50mMNaPipH7.4,5mM Imidazole)andthenresuspended inthe lysis
buffersupplementedwith1mMmagnesiumchloride.1uLofbenzonase(Roche)wasaddedtothe
beadsthatwereshakedfor30minatroomtemperaturetoremovetheboundDNAs.Thebeadswere
washedtwomoretimeswiththelysisbufferandtheproteinswereelutedwithelutionbuffer200mM
NaCl,500mMImidazole,50mMNaPipH7.4.
The proteins were then dialyzed against PBS buffer containing 4 mM DTT for 2 hours. For the
crosslinkingreaction,theproteinwasdilutedtoaconcentrationof5ђM.ThenonͲcrosslinkedsample
waspreparedbyadding1mMofiodoacetamideandheatingat70°Cfor10min.Disulfideformation
wassetͲupbyaddingonevolumeofPBSsupplementedwith5mMNaAsO2(Fluka)totheproteinand
100ђMdithioͲbisnitrobenzoicacidDTNB(Merck)and300ђMbetaͲmercaptoethanol.Thereaction
was incubated at 4°C under shaking. Sampleswere taken after 2, 4, 6 and 20h of reaction, and
quenchedbyadditionof10mMiodoacetamideat70°Cfor10min.
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AfteradditionofnonͲreducingSDSͲPageloadingbufferthesampleswereboiledfor5minat95°Cand
runonaBisͲTris4Ͳ16%NuPageacrylamidegel(Novex)usingMOPSbufferasrunningbufferfor50min
at200V.
 
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4. DISCUSSION 
Since their last common ancestor, eukaryotic and prokaryotic SMC complexes gained specialized 
functions. In eukaryotes these were presumably distributed onto three different SMC complexes: Cohesin, 
condensin and Smc5/6. In contrast, most bacteria only encode for one SMC complex. It is fairly clear that 
SMC complexes play important roles in various chromosome-related processes in the cell. But are there 
still many features being shared between prokaryotes and eukaryotes? We still do not have a complete 
view into all of their functions and moreover, detailed insights into their molecular action. For example, it 
is still unclear what exact role Smc-ScpAB plays in chromosome segregation and organization.  
We have most data on the function of cohesin. One of its major roles is to establish sister chromatid 
cohesion by entrapping sister chromosomes inside its ring (reviewed in: Nasmyth & Haering, 2009). 
Based on this finding various studies mostly in S. cerevisiae but also in other eukaryotes investigated the 
mechanistic details of entrapment and hence other characteristics of SMC complexes were discovered. It 
is therefore a key question how SMC complexes interact with the chromosome. Before I addressed this 
question in my thesis, it was unclear if the ability to entrap DNA was a conserved feature between 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The answer to this question is important not only to obtain mechanistic 
insights on the chromosomal interaction of Smc-ScpAB but also to assess its functional implications. I 
therefore developed the chromosome entrapment assay. Entrapment has never been assessed using 
physiologically relevant DNA templates so far. With my assay we are able to look directly at the 
interaction of proteins with whole chromosomes, which comprises a novel approach (Wilhelm et al., 
2015). 
In this discussion I will briefly introduce the entrapment assay I developed. I will critically discuss its 
advantages and disadvantages and compare it to the mini-chromosome assays that have been used to 
study the entrapment of cohesin and condensin. I will then change from a technical view on the assay to a 
functional view on the biological relevance of my data and will also compare it to our current knowledge 
about the eukaryotic SMC complexes. Lastly, I will discuss the implications of my work for the field of 
SMC research. 
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4.1. DEVELOPMENT OF A CHROMOSOME-ENTRAPMENT ASSAY 
The details on how the entrapment assay was established and how certain steps in the assay are carried 
out can be found in the first publication part of this thesis (Wilhelm et al., 2015).  
In summary, the tripartite ring formed by Smc-ScpAB is specifically cross-linked in vivo in a B. subtilis 
culture that is in its exponential growth phase. Importantly, this likely should not alter any interaction 
with the chromosome as the reaction specifically cross-links within the protein complex and not between 
DNA and proteins. Complexes entrapping the chromosome inside a ring will be locked in this entrapped 
state. The chromosome is embedded in an agarose matrix, such as performed for samples subjected to 
Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis (‘PFGE’) (Nassonova, 2008). Cells are lysed within the agarose matrix 
(‘agarose plug’) and the agarose plug is subjected to harsh protein denaturing conditions. Physical 
interactions with the chromosome are lost upon denaturation. DNA entrapping proteins will also be 
denatured, however, cross-links at the Smc-ScpAB ring interfaces stay intact. These proteins will stay on 
the chromosome, inside the agarose plug and will be specifically isolated. Subsequently these proteins are 
released by digestion of the bacterial chromosome. In the final steps of the entrapment assay the protein 
fraction is separated from the agarose, concentrated and loaded onto a SDS-PAGE gel. Only proteins that 
had entrapped the chromosome should thus be detected in this final gel.  
4.1.1. LOCKING SMC-SCPAB RINGS IN VIVO 
How can Smc-ScpAB rings be locked? As first introduced by Bürmann et al. 2013, residues at the three 
interfaces of Smc-ScpAB that form the tripartite Smc-ScpAB ring can be specifically cross-linked using 
the bismaleimide crosslinker bismaleimidoethane (‘BMOE’). To do so, pairs of residues at these 
interfaces need to be mutated to cysteines (see Figure 4.1): At the ‘Cap’-interface: Smc(S19) and 
ScpA(H235); at the ‘Neck’-interface: Smc(R1032) and ScpA(E52); and at the ‘Hinge’-interface: 
Smc(R558, N643). BMOE specifically links two closely juxtaposed sulfhydryl groups, such as present in 
pairs of cysteine residues. The cross-linker generates a stable and specific thioether linkage between 
cysteines that are closer than 8Å. Wild-type Smc contains four native cysteines in B. subtilis (C119, 
C437, C826, C1114) while wild-type ScpA contains none. The Smc cysteines are not in close distance to 
other cysteines. Unwanted linkages between native residues by BMOE do thus apparently not occur. 
Therefore we did not exchange the endogenous cysteine residues in Smc to generate a ‘cysteine-less’ 
version of the protein for the development of the entrapment assay, however, for an experiment in the 
second publication, where quantification of cross-linking was crucial, such a strain was generated (see 
Figure 4 in Minnen et al. 2016). Loss of function effects by the cysteine mutations were excluded by 
performing ‘viability assays’. In these assays growth of B. subtilis strains on nutrient-rich growth medium 
is assessed as well as their colony sizes on minimal medium.  
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Strains containing mutations that render the protein dysfunctional are not able to grow on nutrient-rich 
medium anymore (Bürmann et al., 2013; Minnen et al., 2016; Wilhelm et al., 2015). Moreover, in most 
strains used in chapter 3.1 the Smc protein has been C-terminally tagged with the HaloTag (Los et al., 
2008). The HaloTag is a mutant version of a bacterial haloalkane dehalogenase that covalently links itself 
to synthetic ligands linked to moieties such as fluorescent dyes, solid surfaces or affinity molecules such 
as biotin. The HaloTag has a size of 33 kDa and is therefore rather big when compared to ScpA (29 kDa), 
DnaN (42 kDa) or even Smc (135 kDa). It has been excluded that the tag grossly affects the proteins 
function by performing viability assays. The advantage of using HaloTag over Western Blotting is the 
possibility of precise quantification of proteins. The HaloTag binds a (fluorescent) ligand covalently, one 
ligand per HaloTag. This enables direct and precise quantification of the tagged protein. Western 
Blotting, however, largely relies on the blotting efficiency. It cannot be excluded that large cross-linked 
species are blotted incompletely on the membrane, which would compromise a precise relative 
quantification of cross-linked species.  
4.1.2. EFFICIENCY OF CROSS-LINKING  
Key steps in the entrapment assay include cross-linking of Smc-ScpAB rings, embedding the 
chromosome into the agarose matrix and the specific removal of non-entrapping species during the SDS-
PAGE wash.  
Cross-linking any protein-protein interaction by BMOE is not achieved with 100% efficiency. The major 
reason for this is likely a competing reaction attaching the two cysteines to different BMOE molecules.  
Figure 4.1: Cross-linking the Smc-
ScpAB ring. For the entrapment assay 
residues at the cap, neck and hinge 
interfaces were mutated to cysteines and 
cross-linked using BMOE (brown 
squares). In the crystal structure of the 
Thermotoga maritima hinge (PDB: 1GXL) 
the R558C mutation (dark brown) and 
N634C mutation (light brown) are 
labelled. In each Smc hinge domain, two 
residues at the dimerization interface were 
mutated to cysteines. BMOE has a spacer 
of 8Å in length between two maleimide 
groups. The Smc protein was C-terminally 
tagged with a HaloTag (HT).  
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As we add an excess of BMOE to the cells, the probability is high that an individual BMOE molecule 
binds to an individual cysteine. This possibly impedes the formation of a high number of cross-links 
between the cysteine pairs. Therefore incompletely cross-linked Smc-ScpAB rings will be generated (see 
Figure 2B in Wilhelm et al 2015). Importantly, only one species – the Smc-ScpAB ring – becomes 
specifically enriched in the entrapment assay, thus providing additional evidence for the specificity of the 
assay.  
The Smc protein alone has a size of 135 kDa, tagged with HaloTag this gives a protein of approximately 
168 kDa in size for monomeric Smc-HaloTag. For the Smc-ScpAB ring the calculated molecular weight 
is 366 kDa. Proteins of such a size are not easily separable on standard SDS-PAGE gels. Moreover, the 
complexes differ in their physical shape and cross-linking intermediates will display a mixture of large di- 
or trimeric linear proteins, X-shaped molecules and a circular protein. Circular proteins move differently 
than linear proteins in a SDS-PAGE gel (Aaij and Borst, 1972). In order to be able to separate all the 
cross-linked species of large size we used gels with an acrylamide gradient from 3-8% and let them run 
for 2.5 hours at 4°C to obtain maximum separation (Gligoris et al. 2014). Under these conditions we were 
able to identify and analyze most Smc-ScpAB cross-linking species. Unfortunately still some species 
such as the Smc-ScpAB ring were overlapping with others. This is a major disadvantage and makes it 
impossible to exactly quantify the efficiency of the chromosome entrapment by Smc-ScpAB. 
4.1.2.1. CROSS-LINKING REVERSAL 
Are BMOE cross-links stable? A topological entrapment (see chapter 4.1.5) should be lost upon opening 
of the Smc-ScpAB ring such as by proteolytic cleavage, linearization of the chromosome or cross-link 
reversal. The two former cases have largely been excluded for Smc-ScpAB by the optimization of the 
assay.  
A challenging aspect of the assay’s development were small amounts of partially cross-linked species that 
were more or less consistently detected in the assay. In theory, the output sample of the entrapment assay 
should only contain one cross-linked protein species that is the fully cross-linked Smc-ScpAB tripartite 
ring. However, some levels of intermediate cross-links were observed in the output gel. Those species 
corresponded mostly to a Smc2-ScpA trimer having lost one cross-link at either hinge, cap or neck 
interface. These intermediate species are also formed during the cross-linking reaction but are efficiently 
eliminated during the assay as demonstrated by the control samples lacking one out of six cysteines for 
cross-linking. Therefore the intermediate species observed in the output gel have to have emerged from 
fully cross-linked rings. One possible reason could be partial cross-link reversal.   
As discussed before, the entrapment assay is based on cysteine cross-linking with BMOE. The cross-
linker consists of two maleimides that are linked thereby generating a bridge of 8Å in size (see Figure 
4.1). The maleimides specifically form covalent linkages with sulfhydryl groups at physiological pH 
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values of 6.5 to 7.5 (room temperature) within seconds. The reaction can be quenched by addition of 
excess sulfhydryl groups that compete for BMOE such as β-mercaptoethanol or dithiothreitol. Cross-
linking in the entrapment assay is performed by addition of BMOE to living cells - as BMOE can cross 
the bacterial membrane - in a physiological buffer. The reaction should therefore happen with high 
efficiency, which can be assessed by quantification of the ratio between monomeric Smc to all other 
cross-linked Smc-ScpA species. Once cross-linked these bonds are reasonably stable. However, 
maleimide-based cross-links have been reported to be susceptible to spontaneous elimination especially at 
basic pH values above pH 8 and high temperatures (Barradas et al., 1976; Fontaine et al., 2015). After 
isolation of the entrapped fraction, the agarose plugs needs to be melted at 80°C. When we incubated the 
sample for longer periods of time (> 5 min) at 80°C, indeed increased cross-link reversal was observed. 
Similarly, we noticed an increase in cross-link reversal when the samples were heated to a temperature 
≥70°C for more than 3 minutes before they were loaded onto the output gel. Both indicates an influence 
of the temperature on cross-link reversal. Looking at all pH conditions during the entrapment assay, a pH 
above 8 is only reached during the SDS-PAGE wash, when entrapped species are specifically isolated 
(the SDS-Running Buffer has a pH of 8.3). If cross-linking reversal would happen at that point, ‘opened’ 
ring species would be lost. Steps following the SDS-PAGE run do not include buffers with a pH above 8, 
however these steps include temperature changes from room temperature to 37°C, 80°C and -80°C that 
could influence pH values. Buffers used for washing the agarose plugs after the first SDS-PAGE run 
contain very low concentrations of Tris, EDTA, SDS and MgCl2, however a 100-fold concentration step 
of this buffer is performed towards the end of the procedure. Do high salt concentrations, drastic 
temperature changes and pH changes influence the cross-link stability? Conditions for the reversal or 
stabilization of maleimide-based cross-linking have been described (Baldwin and Kiick, 2013; Fontaine et 
al., 2015; Kalia and Raines, 2007). However in case of the entrapment assay, we were not able to pinpoint 
defined causes for cross-linking reversal. In general cross-link reversal occurred to generally acceptable 
extends albeit they were not fully reproducibly between assays. Moreover, it should not have an effect on 
the qualitative results of the entrapment assay as a detected protein signal after the entrapment assay 
always means that the protein has entrapped the chromosome.  
4.1.3. DEGRADATION OF CHROMOSOMAL DNA  
The second reason that could cause loss of entrapped Smc-ScpAB rings is degradation or cleavage of the 
chromosomal DNA causing release of the complexes (i.e. by a sliding-off mechanism). We therefore 
embedded cells into an agarose matrix to prevent shearing of the chromosome. The steps occurring before 
casting of the agarose plugs include cell harvesting, washing and cross-linking. We cannot fully exclude 
the lysis of cells as well as subsequent release and degradation of the chromosome during these steps, 
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however substantial cell lysis should have been visible by a change of the physical appearance of the 
cells. After embedding cells into the agarose matrix and subsequent lysis, also nucleases could harm the 
integrity of the chromosome. We do not have a control to exclude digestion of the chromosome, 
especially between lysis of the cells and loading of the agarose plug onto the SDS-PAGE gel. The SDS-
PAGE run is performed in presence of EDTA and SDS. Both should inactivate nucleases, however 
residual nuclease levels cannot be excluded. We can therefore not exclude that a fraction of cross-linked 
Smc-ScpAB rings is lost due to residual nuclease activity. 
After the SDS-PAGE run the EDTA concentration in the agarose plug is lowered and a purified nuclease 
was added to the sample to release the entrapped protein fraction. Importantly, the agarose plugs were not 
washed anymore after this step to prevent loss of released complexes.  
4.1.4. QUANTIFICATION OF ENTRAPPING PROTEINS 
We used the replicative sliding clamp protein DnaN, known to topologically entrap the bacterial 
chromosome, for development of the assay (Stukenberg et al., 1991). In cross-linked extracts two 
additional DnaN-HaloTag bands were detectable in parallel to the monomer (see Figure 1 in Wilhelm et 
al. 2015). We identified one band as a single cross-linked linear dimer running slightly higher in the gel as 
the double cross-linked dimer that forms a ring. The entrapment assay specifically enriched for the latter 
proving that our assay specifically enriches for proteins entrapping the chromosome.   Interestingly the 
ratio of entrapped DnaN compared to the input material was much higher than for Smc-ScpAB. 
Approximately 50% of the cross-linked DnaN ring in the input material was entrapped. In contrast, only 
10% of the Smc-ScpAB ring compared to the input was isolated on average. This might suggest that 5-
times more DnaN-rings entrap the chromosome than Smc-ScpAB rings. There is evidence that most of B. 
subtilis DnaN interacts with the chromosome during exponential growth by entrapment (Su’etsugu and 
Errington, 2011). This indicates that the entrapment assay can detect at least 50% of all entrapping DnaN 
rings in the cell. Therefore not more than 50% of the entrapped proteins should be lost during the assay.  
This also implies that only 10-20% of Smc-ScpAB rings entrap the chromosome. This number could still 
display a slight under- or overestimation, due to the fact that the quantification of DnaN was more reliable 
as for Smc-ScpAB. In case of DnaN only two additional cross-linking species are generated and both do 
not overlap with each other. In contrast, cross-linked Smc-ScpAB generates at least eight different species 
that are not separated completely due to their high molecular weight. Moreover, the cross-linked Smc-
ScpAB ring overlaps with an incompletely cross-linked intermediate species in the protein extract. An 
absolute quantification of the entrapped Smc-ScpAB ring was therefore not possible. This is a 
disadvantage of our entrapment assay, especially when high-molecular weight proteins are analyzed. In 
addition, only two cross-links can theoretically reverse in case of DnaN, compared to three in case of 
Smc-ScpAB. This might also be a possible reason for an underestimation of Smc-ScpAB rings entrapping 
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the chromosome. How was it then possible to state that 10-20% of Smc-ScpAB rings entrap the 
chromosome? For the entrapment assays performed with Smc-ScpAB, we had to load only 10% of the 
protein extracts of the input material in order to obtain similar levels of the in-gel fluorescence signals 
with the output sample. Therefore we estimated the entrapping Smc-ScpAB complexes to be at least 10% 
of the input material.  
Finally, to obtain an overall view on the number of Smc proteins per oriC in B. subtilis, we performed 
quantitative Western- and Southern Blotting. The ratio of Smc protein to a parS359 DNA fragment (≈9.8 
kilo-bps away from oriC) revealed 60 ± 12 Smc proteins/parS359 in nutrient rich medium (Wilhelm et 
al., 2015). Subsequently we compared the signals of Smc-HaloTag and DnaN-HaloTag in protein extracts 
using in-gel fluorescence. We detected about 5-fold more DnaN proteins than Smc proteins in the same 
amount of cells (unpublished results). This suggests that there are 30 Smc dimers (that presumably form 
Smc-ScpAB complexes) and 150 DnaN dimers per parS359 in B. subtilis. An independent quantification 
on the number of DnaN proteins per B. subtilis cell revealed 500 DnaN dimers per cell (Su’etsu & 
Errington). This number was obtained by calculating the ratio of the number of DnaN proteins obtained in 
quantitative Western Blotting, compared to the number of single B. subtilis cells per sample. This number 
is approximately 3 to 5-fold higher than our DnaN quantification.  The high difference of these numbers 
indicates that our absolute quantification of proteins per parS359 DNA has to be taken with caution. One 
possibility of this difference could be that it was not stated in their study how many origins of replication 
on average were present per counted cell. As introduced earlier, replication is reinitiated in B. subtilis 
before the previous round is finished. If one assumes that 3 to 5 origins are present per counted cell, our 
quantification would perfectly fit to this independent quantification. A second possibility for an 
overestimation could be their approach to count single B. subtilis cells as they often grow in form of cell-
chains in vivo. It can therefore be difficult to count individual cells. For the entrapment assay our numbers 
would suggest that we isolate 75 DnaN rings (according to our quantification) but only 3 to 6 Smc-ScpAB 
rings (i.e. 10-20%). This is a surprising result as it indicates that as little as 3 to 6 complexes might be 
entrapping the chromosome in wild-type B. subtilis cells (see chapter 4.2.1.2).  
4.1.5. A TOPOLOGICAL ENTRAPMENT OR A NON-TOPOLOGICAL ENTRAPMENT 
We reproducibly showed that Smc-ScpAB entraps the B. subtilis chromosome. Is the entrapment of a 
topological or non-topological nature? Topology is defined as a property that is preserved under 
continuous deformations including stretching and bending but not tearing and gluing (modified from: 
Oxford dictionary definition). A topological interaction between a protein ring and circular DNA would 
be therefore impossible to be disconnected regardless of the degree of stretching or bending of the protein 
or the DNA (see Figure 4.2). Only if one interface of the protein ring or the DNA would be opened, a 
topological interaction would be resolved.  
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In our entrapment assay the cross-linked Smc-ScpAB ring and the B. subtilis chromosome are exposed to 
harsh protein denaturing conditions in an electric field. Importantly, however, due to the enormous size of 
the chromosome, we cannot be sure that during the assay the chromosome would be deformed in such a 
way that large loops of DNA would be released from the protein ring. 
So far there is no direct evidence for B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB that any of these interfaces has to open up for 
DNA entrapment. The chromosome is embedded in an agarose matrix capturing the in vivo state in which 
the proteins were cross-linked. Cells are harvested during mid-exponential growth phase, a phase of fast 
replication, fast growth and cell division (in case of a wild-type strain). Therefore the embedded 
chromosomes will contain sister chromosomes being inter-linked, replication forks present along the 
chromosome and different states of chromosome organization within the cell. This probably causes a high 
quantity of inter-linkages between chromosomal DNA, kept in this state by the agarose. Smc-ScpAB 
rings that entrap chromosomal loops but not in a topological form, could therefore be hindered from 
sliding off the chromosome during the SDS-PAGE gel run due to chromosomal DNA loops running into 
the agarose matrix. With the entrapment assay we can thus not define if non-topologically or 
topologically entrapped Smc-ScpAB rings or a mixture of both is isolated. In either case we have shown 
that Smc-ScpAB entraps DNA inside its ring.  
A possible solution to distinguish between a topological or non-topological form of binding could be to 
agitate the DNA inside the agarose plug, e.g. by an alternative electric field such as pulsed-field gel 
electrophoresis. In PFGE whole chromosomes are embedded in an agarose plug, loaded onto an agarose 
gel and an electric field with electrodes at different angles of the gel chamber. The angles of the electric 
Figure 4.2: Interaction of Smc-ScpAB with the chromosome. On the left side a physical interaction of Smc-
ScpAB with chromosomal loops is depicted. The middle scheme depicts a non-topological entrapment of a 
chromosomal loop whereas the right scheme visualizes topological entrapment of the chromosome. For a 
topological entrapment one of the interfaces of the Smc-ScpAB ring would have to open (here the hinge is 
partially opened).  
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field are constantly changed; therefore chromosomal loops are prevented from becoming stuck in the 
agarose network.  
We therefore casted an agarose gel around the agarose plugs prepared for the entrapment assay and let it 
run in an alternating electric field in a PFGE chamber, in a buffer containing SDS. Plugs that were kept 
24 hours under these conditions specifically enriched for the Smc-ScpAB ring species and therefore 
reflected the result obtained from the entrapment assay (unpublished results). This is consistent with a 
topological form of interaction with the chromosome. Quantification of the species obtained from PFGE 
compared to the entrapment assay revealed a signal intensity that was only half of the latter. At the 
moment it is not clear if the loss of signal happened as a result of protein degradation and/or cross-link 
reversal or indeed reflects the loss of a non-topologically entrapped fraction. We also performed this 
experiment with DnaN, known to topologically entrap the chromosome. Plugs were kept 24 hours in the 
alternating field and the DnaN-ring species was specifically enriched as observed for Smc-ScpAB. 
However, in this case only between 70-80% of the signal compared to the sample in our entrapment 
assay, was recovered for DnaN in PFGE. This suggests that a fraction of proteins is lost during PFGE e.g. 
by protein degradation, cross-link reversal or nuclease activity. Further optimization of this technique will 
be necessary to control for protein degradation and chromosomal digestion during the run. 
4.1.5.1. COMPARISON OF THE ENTRAPMENT ASSAY TO TOPOLOGY ASSAYS 
Topological entrapment assays have been first established for cohesin in S. cerevisiae (Farcas et al., 2011; 
Gligoris et al., 2014; Haering et al., 2008; Ivanov and Nasmyth, 2005, 2007). First evidence that cohesin 
topologically entraps DNA inside its ring came from the mini-chromosome assays of Ivanov et al. (2005). 
In their assay cohesin was immunoprecipitated and an artificial circular 2.3 kilo-bps plasmid from S. 
cerevisiae was co-purified. Importantly, the co-purification was dependent on the integrity of the cohesin 
ring and the integrity of the circular mini-chromosome. This provided evidence of a topological 
interaction of cohesin with DNA (Ivanov and Nasmyth, 2005). Following studies established sucrose 
gradient sedimentation and gel electrophoresis to purify cohesed (i.e. held together by cohesin) sister 
mini-chromosomes from S. cerevisiae (Haering et al., 2008; Ivanov and Nasmyth, 2007). Moreover, the 
interfaces of the cohesin (Smc1/Smc3/Scc1) tripartite ring were cross-linked with BMOE (n.b. the 
Smc3/Scc1 interface was fused) after the isolation of the cohesed mini-chromosomes and treated with 
SDS. The dimeric mini-chromosomes were resistant to SDS-treatment only in case when all cohesin 
interfaces were cross-linked. Taken together, this study provided strong evidence that sister DNAs are 
topologically entrapped by cohesin, most likely within one cohesin ring (Haering et al., 2008).  
One of the advantages of using such assays is that purified circular mini-chromosomes are used as 
templates. In our entrapment assay we look at whole chromosomes and face the problem that we cannot 
exclude knotting within the chromosome, which is the major reason why we cannot distinguish between a 
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topological and non-topological entrapment (see above). In the mini-chromosome assays the DNA 
template is purified, and fractions of catenated chromosome dimers (see Figure 1.2 for catenated dimers) 
can be separated from fractions of cohesed chromosome dimers.  
However, one point of criticism has often been that the mini-chromosome assays use small, artificial 
circular templates while the native eukaryotic chromosomes are much larger, normally linear entities. It is 
thus possible that the topological association arises as a consequence of an activity that occurs on 
plasmids but not native chromosomes. The assay as described in Haering et al 2008, was thus extended by 
a large 26 kilo-bps circular mini-chromosome as well as a 42 kilo-bps linear mini-chromosome as 
templates (Farcas et al., 2011). Topologically entrapped cohesin should in theory slide off a linear 
chromosome, if not held back by barriers. This was confirmed using the mini-chromosome assay (Farcas 
et al., 2011). It was suggested that in vivo such barriers could be provided by sites of convergent 
transcription or telomeres (Glynn et al., 2004; Haering et al., 2008; Lengronne et al., 2004).  
Taken together, the mini-chromosome assays established in S. cerevisiae are able to identify a topological 
interaction of SMC-complexes with an artificial DNA template. In contrast, our entrapment assay cannot 
distinguish between simple entrapment and topological entrapment (see Figure 4.2). However, the 
advantage of our assay is that we assess the interaction of Smc-ScpAB with a natural DNA template, 
namely whole B. subtilis chromosomes. Moreover, in our entrapment assay the Smc-ScpAB ring 
interfaces are cross-linked in vivo, whereas in the discussed mini-chromosome assays this was not the 
case. Only recently the structure of the S. cerevisiae Smc3-Scc1 interface was solved, which enabled 
simultaneous cross-linking of all three interfaces of the cohesin ring in vivo (Gligoris et al., 2014). It was 
shown, that most cohesin forms heterotrimeric rings in vivo and that BMOE cross-linking of cohesin in 
vivo causes catenation of sister mini-chromosomes and monomeric DNAs (Gligoris et al., 2014). This 
result provided evidence that cohesin entraps sister DNAs in vivo, such as we have shown for the B. 
subtilis Smc-ScpAB complex.  
In conclusion, the entrapment assay that I have developed in course of my thesis provides a novel tool of 
studying the entrapment of ring-form protein complexes with whole chromosomes in vivo. I could show 
that B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB entraps the chromosome in vivo. Our assay is not distinguishing between a 
topological or non-topological interaction. It therefore remains to be established if topological entrapment 
such as described for eukaryotic cohesin is an evolutionary conserved feature. In the next chapter I will 
focus on the functional relevance of my results.  
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4.2. FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF CHROMOSOMAL ENTRAPMENT BY SMC-SCPAB 
DNA entrapment was for the first time assessed on whole chromosomes in vivo by our assay. Entrapment 
itself is therefore a conserved feature that might be shared between all SMC complexes. However its 
functional relevance possibly differs between the SMC-complexes. A key question is what the functional 
implications of chromosomal entrapment in B. subtilis are, compared to its eukaryotic relatives. To get an 
insight it is central to discuss our finding from two points of view. First, I will look directly at the 
mechanistic basis of the entrapment process and discuss its requirements and how chromosomal 
entrapment might be established (see chapter 4.2.1). Second, I will discuss chromosomal entrapment 
from a cellular perspective and will address how it could contribute to proper chromosome segregation in 
B. subtilis and compare it to findings in eukaryotes (see chapter 4.2.2).  
4.2.1. WHAT IS THE MECHANISTIC BASIS OF CHROMOSOMAL ENTRAPMENT? 
In order to address the mechanistic basis of chromosomal entrapment we assessed the influence of ATP 
hydrolysis on entrapment as well as the requirement of the ParB protein. Additionally, in an independent 
study to which I contributed to the role of the ATP hydrolysis cycle on the chromosome-wide localization 
of Smc-ScpAB was assessed.  
4.2.1.1. WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS OF CHROMOSOMAL ENTRAPMENT? 
I showed that a full cycle of ATP hydrolysis is needed for entrapment of DNA inside its ring (Wilhelm et 
al., 2015). This was the first time that ATP hydrolysis was shown to be indispensable for entrapment of 
DNA by any SMC complex in a physiological setting. Experimental evidence for the dependence of DNA 
entrapment by cohesin or condensin on a full cycle of ATP hydrolysis is still missing. However, in S. 
cerevisiae ATP hydrolysis is required for the normal association of cohesin with the chromosome 
(Arumugam et al., 2003) and moreover for relocation of cohesin from its initial loading sites (Hu et al., 
2011). In vitro the topological loading of cohesin depends on the binding and presence of hydrolyzable 
ATP. However, and very surprisingly, the ATP-hydrolysis mutant (EQ) of cohesin is not defective in 
DNA loading in the reported in vitro system (Murayama and Uhlmann, 2014, 2015).  
How might ATP hydrolysis be coupled to DNA entrapment? One hypothesis is that ATP hydrolysis could 
cause a conformational change of the complex (see Figure 4.3). Engagement of heads of a Smc-dimer 
could lead to opening up of an otherwise closed ‘rod-like’ structure which could make space for capturing 
DNA (or chromosomal loops). Is there evidence for a conformational change of Smc-ScpAB?  The coiled 
coils emerging from the B. subtilis hinge are in close juxtaposition to each other. In vitro data suggests 
that this rod-like conformation of a Smc-dimer is at least partially opened upon engagement of the heads 
(Soh et al., 2015). In other words, when Smc heads are ATP-engaged the hinge-proximal coiled coils are 
not closed anymore (see Figure 4.3). 
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T
his implies that the coiled coils are rather stiff and thereby able to propagate a conformational change 
along the 45 nm long coiled coils. Opening up the close juxtaposition of the coiled coils could then enable 
entrapment by simple capture of DNA loops.  
Our entrapment assay tests if Smc-ScpAB entraps DNA inside its ring. We do not know in which part of 
the Smc-ScpAB ring the entrapped DNA resides or how many fibers are entrapped inside the ring (see 
chapter 4.2.2.1). Maybe a fiber can also be entrapped in the region between the two Smc heads and the 
kleisin ScpA? If DNA would indeed be trapped in this region then a rod-conformation would not block 
entrapment. On the other hand, what would be the reason of the long coiled coils of the complex, if they 
are not needed to provide enough space for chromosomal entrapment?  
Alternatively opening up the close juxtaposition of the coiled coils could enable access of a DNA binding 
site that could be normally inaccessible such as the proposed basic patch at the inner surface of the hinge 
described by Hirano (Hirano and Hirano, 2006). Our results do not give any information if the protein has 
to physically associate with the chromosome before entrapment, or if indeed a conformational change 
within the protein is needed. To try to answer the first question, the physical association of Smc-ScpAB 
rings with the chromosome was also assessed using native ChIP by Frank Bürmann (Wilhelm et al., 
2015). Smc-ScpAB showed a salt-sensitive association with chromosomal DNA fragments suggesting the 
existence of electrostatic interactions between the DNA and the complex (see Figure 5 in Wilhelm et al.). 
In an independent study that I have contributed to, the localization of Smc-ScpAB onto the chromosome 
and its dependence on ATP hydrolysis was assessed using ChIP, ChIP-seq, fluorescence microscopy and 
in vivo cross-linking (Minnen et al., 2016). This study showed that the EQ-mutant (i.e. increased fraction 
of engaged heads) of Smc-ScpAB is still able to localize to the chromosome, however only to very 
specific loci, namely the ParB-bound parS sites. In other words, this provides evidence that Smc-ScpAB 
Figure 4.3: Conformational change of 
Smc-ScpAB upon head engagement and 
ATP hydrolysis.  The scheme depicts the 
Smc-ScpAB complex in a closed 
conformation in the ATP unbound state 
(left). Upon binding of ATP the Smc heads 
dimerize which could lead to opening of the 
coiled coils (middle). ATP hydrolysis could 
then again close the coiled coils (right).  
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has to perform ATP hydrolysis to establish a broad wild-type distribution on the chromosome. A 
comparison of ChIP-seq data between the chromosomal localization of the ParB protein and localization 
of the Smc EQ-mutant revealed strong similarities in respect to the observed localization patterns. In 
contrast, Smc mutants that cannot bind ATP or that can bind ATP but are not able to dimerize their heads 
do not localize to the chromosome at all (Minnen et al., 2016). These findings suggest that a certain 
conformation of the Smc heads is needed for localization to the ParB-parS sites. What could be the 
underlying reason? One possibility could be that a so far unknown binding site between Smc-ScpAB and 
ParB is exposed by head engagement of Smc. ParB could then serve as a landing platform for Smc-
ScpAB (see Figure 4.4). Chromosomal entrapment by Smc-ScpAB is dependent on ATP hydrolysis but 
localization to ParB-parS is not, which indicates that the interaction of the EQ-mutant with ParB is 
unrelated to DNA entrapment. So far, experimental evidence for a direct interaction between Smc-ScpAB 
and ParB is missing. The last question that remains to be addressed here is why ATP-hydrolysis is needed 
for DNA entrapment. One possibility could be that engagement of the heads upon ATP binding triggers a 
first conformational change that opens up the complex and enables the complex to establish contact with 
the chromosome. Subsequent ATP hydrolysis is needed to stably entrap the complex on the chromosome. 
Alternatively, ATP hydrolysis itself could open up the ring at the hinge or the Smc-ScpA interface and 
allow loading of DNA into the Smc-ScpAB ring. It is still unclear if an interface of the Smc-ScpAB ring 
has to open up for entrapment (see chapter 4.2.1.3). To obtain mechanistic insights into chromosomal 
entrapment it will be very important to further address how the conformation of the Smc-ScpAB complex 
changes during every step of the ATP-hydrolysis cycle.  
4.2.1.2. WHY IS THE PARB PROTEIN NEEDED FOR EFFICIENT CHROMOSOMAL 
ENTRAPMENT? 
Chromosomal entrapment is not completely abolished in a parB deletion but 80% of the entrapment 
observed in wild-type is lost (ratio of the percentage of the entrapped fraction in wild type compared to 
the mutant) (Wilhelm et al., 2015). This implies that the ParB protein itself is not strictly needed for 
establishing entrapment. However, it could still facilitate the reaction. ParB binds parS sites in the 
vicinity of oriC and its ability to bridge and spread on the chromosome possibly leads to chromosomal 
organization of this region (Graham et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2015). Moreover, spreading and bridging 
mutants have been identified (Graham et al., 2014). I combined them with the strain that can be cross-
linked into the Smc-ScpAB ring. DNA entrapment was poor in strains of these mutants, comparable to a 
parB deletion. This suggests that both ParB-binding activities are needed for efficient chromosomal 
entrapment of Smc-ScpAB (Wilhelm et al., 2015). Figure 4.4 shows a model of how ParB might 
facilitate entrapment. Maybe chromosomal loops that are possibly generated by bridging and spreading of 
ParB provide a chromosomal template needed for efficient entrapment.  
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Their absence could hamper the access of Smc-ScpAB to the chromosome. Alternatively ParB could also 
serve as a landing platform, as mentioned before. In conclusion our data suggests that Smc-ScpAB 
establishes contact with the chromosome at ParB-parS, possibly induced by engagement of its heads 
(Minnen et al., 2016). The complex has to undergo at least one round of ATP-hydrolysis to stably entrap 
the chromosome. And entrapment is more efficient in the presence of ParB. Only wild-type Smc-ScpAB 
shows a broad distribution over the B. subtilis chromosome suggesting that the complex can relocate from 
its initial binding sites after DNA entrapment. 
To further emphasize the importance of our studies on the bacterial Smc-ScpAB complex it needs to be 
mentioned here that there is also evidence that the cohesin complex is loaded in a comparable way on the 
chromosome. Mutations of Smc1 and Smc3 that block ATP hydrolysis trap cohesin in a head-engaged 
state and it highly accumulates at centromeres but is less found on the chromosomal arms (Hu et al., 
2011). Moreover, the cohesin EQ-mutant co-localizes with its loader complex Scc2/4. Although Scc2/4 
and ParB are not homologous proteins, one can draw a parallel between the localization patterns of both 
SMC EQ-mutants. This also indicates that SMC-complexes could not only have evolutionary kept the 
ability to entrap DNA but also other mechanistic features of the entrapment process itself. Therefore the 
study of mechanistic details of the interaction of B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB is surely of help to also build a 
basis for work on its eukaryotic relatives.   
Figure 4.4: Models of how ParB could facilitate DNA entrapment. In the left scheme ParB (orange) on 
parS (yellow) serves as a landing platform for Smc-ScpAB. Head engagement of Smc could enable entrapment 
of the chromosome (or chromosomal loops), subsequent ATP hydrolysis could stabilize entrapment. In the 
right scheme the ability of ParB to spread and bridge on DNA establishes a chromosomal organization that 
facilitates DNA entrapment by Smc-ScpAB. Also here head engagement could be needed to open the complex 
for entrapment.  
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4.2.1.3. DOES SMC-SCPAB HAVE AN ENTRY/EXIT GATE FOR DNA? 
In order to establish a topological entrapment with the chromosome there are three possibilities (Nasmyth, 
2005; Nasmyth and Haering, 2005): 1) De novo ring assembly around DNA; 2) A transient double strand 
break of the chromosome; 3) Transient opening of the SMC-kleisin ring. The first two possibilities seem 
unlikely. A double strand break would be physiologically unprofitable and SMC-kleisin rings do exist in 
vivo not associated with chromatin (Gruber, 2003). This leaves a high probability that an entry gate and 
also an exit gate of cohesin rings exists and that one of its interfaces therefore has to partially open up for 
a topological entrapment of the chromosome.    
Cohesin was the only complex shown to topologically entrap DNA. Therefore answering the question of 
the entry/exit gate has as of yet mainly focused on this complex. There is evidence that the hinge interface 
has to transiently open to load cohesin onto chromosomes from experiments where this interface was 
artificially blocked (Gruber et al., 2006b). Loading of cohesin onto chromosomes and establishment of 
SCC is abolished when the hinge is unable to open. In contrast, a blocked hinge did not interfere with 
maintenance of SCC once loaded onto chromosomes. Both suggests that the hinge is the entry gate for 
DNA. Additionally, a permanent fusion of Smc1 and Smc3 to Scc1 does not interfere with the 
establishment of SCC and is functional in S. cerevisiae (Gruber et al., 2006b). Also in B. subtilis 
individual fusions of the cap or neck interface of Smc to ScpA generate functional complexes, suggesting 
that if Smc-ScpAB topologically entraps the chromosome, this may happen through opening of the hinge 
domain (Bürmann et al., 2013). However, these results have been recently challenged by an in vitro 
biochemical reconstitution of fission yeast cohesin loading onto DNA. Their experimental data suggest a 
mechanism in which DNA entry into and exit out of the cohesin ring both take place at the Smc3/Scc1 
interface (in fission yeast called: Psm3-Rad21 interface) (Murayama and Uhlmann, 2015).  It needs to be 
established if this mechanism also applies in vivo and how both findings can be brought together.  
Cohesin has two individual pathways for its dissociation of chromosomes. While most of cohesin is 
presumably removed from the chromosomal arms during prophase, a fraction mainly at the centromeres 
stays stably entrapped and is only removed through Scc1 cleavage by separase at the onset of anaphase 
(reviewed in: Nasmyth and Haering, 2009). Cleavage of Scc1 by separase cuts the cohesin ring 
irreversibly open. Thereby SCC is resolved and sister chromatids are separated (Uhlmann and Nasmyth, 
1998; Uhlmann et al., 1999). The second mechanism is independent of separase and moreover does not 
irreversibly cleave Scc1. This suggests that an interface of the complex opens to release it from the 
chromosome. As introduced before, the Wpl1 protein is needed to remove cohesin from chromosomal 
arms (Gandhi et al., 2006; Kueng et al., 2006). A fusion of the Smc3/Scc1 interface reduces the turnover 
of cohesin on the chromosome once it has loaded on chromatin suggesting that this interface could be the 
exit gate (Buheitel and Stemmann, 2013; Chan et al., 2012). Importantly, if all cohesin would be removed 
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by this pathway, then SCC would be resolved, which would impede bipolar attachment of the 
chromosomes to the mitotic spindle and cause segregation defects. Therefore a mechanism must exist to 
distinguish between the portion of cohesin that has to stay entrapped to ensure SCC and the one that 
should be removed in prophase. Acetylation of residues at the Smc3 head domain by Eco1 in S. cerevisiae 
was shown to be essential for maintaining SCC suggesting that acetylation blocks the presumptive exit 
gate in complexes that have to stay entrapped on the chromosome (Gligoris et al., 2014). No 
corresponding loading/unloading factors have been found for eukaryotic condensin or prokaryotic Smc-
ScpAB so far indicating that either only cohesin complexes unload from the chromosome or that they use 
a very specialized mechanism for doing so (reviewed in: Hirano, 2016).  
Our entrapment assay does not allow us to define whether B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB entraps the 
chromosome topologically. Nevertheless, the question of an entry or exit gate should be addressed for B. 
subtilis as it will not only give us more information about the mechanism of entrapment but potentially 
also a deeper insight on its interaction with the chromosome and therefore its function. One idea is based 
on the experiments performed for cohesin and previous work on Smc-ScpAB where fusion proteins of 
Smc-kleisin were generated (Bürmann et al., 2013; Gruber et al., 2006b). A strain in which both ScpA 
termini were fused to a Smc protein was generated by my colleague Frank Bürmann (unpublished 
results). The ‘fusion’ strains were not viable under conditions supporting fast growth in B. subtilis but 
were expressed and folded correctly as we were able to cross-link the protein into a ring. One copy of 
Smc was carrying the R558C cysteine in the hinge, whereas the second copy was carrying N634C (see 
Figure 4.1 for structure of hinge). I could show that the fused protein entraps the chromosome indicating 
that the head interface of Smc-ScpAB does not need to open for DNA entrapment. When the fusion strain 
harbored also the EQ-mutation, entrapment was reduced in most of the experiments. Unfortunately the 
results were not always reproducible and therefore not included in my publication, but they will be 
carefully repeated in the future to provide a solid basis of our results. From a functional perspective it is 
ambiguous if prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB needs to unload from the chromosome and hence needs an exit 
gate. Moreover, unloading could also simply take place by sliding off a chromosomal loop at the terminus 
after separation of the sister chromosomes. What could be the functional role of unloading? Only limited 
evidence for a turnover of Smc-ScpAB complexes is available (Kleine Borgmann et al., 2013) but a 
possible role could lie in recycling of Smc-ScpAB complexes to ensure fast segregation of the 
chromosome and cell division. In conclusion, we have evidence from our data that Smc-ScpAB 
establishes contact with the chromosome at ParB-parS but only upon engagement of its head domains. 
Subsequent ATP hydrolysis is needed to entrap the chromosome. It is unclear if this involves opening of 
one interface. Smc-ScpA-Smc fusion strains indicated that if such an entry gate exists it might be the 
hinge interface, which would possibly display a conserved mechanism compared to cohesin. 
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4.2.2. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF CHROMOSOMAL ENTRAPMENT IN B. SUBTILIS? 
Deletion of Smc-ScpAB leads to partitioning defects of oriC. This phenotype can be rescued by a 
slowdown of the replication speed (Gruber et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). Chromosomal entrapment 
would provide a possibility to ensure that sister chromosomes do not spatially overlap and to minimize 
their entanglement (see Figure 4.5). But how could Smc-ScpAB facilitate this process? One idea is that 
the complex entraps chromosomal loops at certain positions on the chromosome. Subsequently it could 
move on the chromosome, maybe by a sliding mechanism and might pull DNA constantly through its 
ring. Such a mechanism was termed ‘loop extrusion’ in the field. There is evidence that eukaryotic 
condensin entraps DNA inside its ring (Cuylen et al., 2011). As introduced earlier condensin is thought to 
facilitate compaction and disentanglement of sister chromatids. However, the molecular mechanism of 
how condensin achieves this is currently unknown. The phenotype of a smc deletion in B. subtilis 
suggests that the function of Smc-ScpAB is more related to condensin as to cohesin, which is not helping 
to separate sister chromosomes from each other but holding them together (i.e. SCC). Hence both Smc-
ScpAB and condensin might share a conserved mechanism. One important step to assess the functional 
relevance of chromosomal entrapment is to ask how many DNA fibers are entrapped by Smc-ScpAB.  
 
 
Figure 4.5: Model for the separation of sister chromosomes by Smc-ScpAB. The left scheme depicts 
entrapment of the two replicated chromosomal arms of each one sister chromosome, established at oriC (brown 
sphere). The complex slides down from oriC in direction towards the terminus, behind the replication forks (grey 
sphere). Smc-ScpAB complexes could thereby separate sister chromosomes. The right scheme provides a more 
detailed insight into how Smc-ScpAB could resolve interlinked sister DNA strands behind the replication fork. 
This could happen by extruding the two replicated chromosomal arms of each sister chromosome through its 
ring.  
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4.2.2.1. HOW MANY DNA FIBERS ARE ENTRAPPED BY SMC-SCPAB? 
SMC-complexes share their architecture and size throughout all domains of life. Especially the length of 
coiled coils that is about 45 nm, is a remarkable feature of its architecture. This length is equivalent to the 
length of 150 bps of double stranded DNA (Hirano, 2016). A naked DNA fiber has a diameter of 2 nm 
whereas chromatin fibers of eukaryotes are about 10 nm in size (Nasmyth and Haering, 2005). Therefore, 
in theory both can be fitted inside the Smc-ScpAB ring. However, experimental data on this question is 
not available. Our entrapment assay does not provide any information on the number of DNA fibers being 
entrapped inside the ring. We only know that at least one fiber of DNA is entrapped. 
Models on how Smc-ScpAB interacts with the bacterial chromosome and how it mediates chromosome 
segregation mostly propose the entrapment of chromosomal loops or the physical separation of sister 
chromosomes by entrapment of the two chromosomal arms of each (see Figure 4.5; Graham et al., 2014; 
Gruber, 2014; Wang et al., 2015). Direct experimental evidence is missing.  
Eukaryotic cohesin was the first complex with experimental support for a topological entrapment of two 
fibers. The same mechanism of entrapment that applies for establishing SCC could also serve as basis for 
establishing entrapment in B. subtilis despite of its functional differences.  Topological entrapment of two 
sister chromatids by one cohesin ring predicts that proteolytic cleavage of one cohesin subunit such as the 
kleisin Scc1 releases the two sister chromatids. There is experimental evidence in vitro and in vivo that 
disruption of the cohesin ring indeed destroys SCC (Ivanov and Nasmyth, 2005; Nasmyth and Haering, 
2005; Uhlmann et al., 1999). However, this does not necessarily imply that two fibers are entrapped 
inside one cohesin ring. Other models such as the ‘handcuff-model’ predict that two cohesin rings could 
be interlinked themselves topologically while each one also entraps one DNA fiber topologically 
(Nasmyth and Haering, 2009). Experimental evidence for entrapment of sister chromosomes by one 
individual cohesin ring is thus far only provided indirectly by mini-chromosome assays in yeast. The 
efficiency of cross-linking the cohesin ring is comparable to the fraction of denaturation-resistant sister-
chromosome dimers in mini-chromosome assays (Gligoris et al., 2014; Haering et al., 2008).  
Most cohesin is thought to associate with chromosomes from S-phase to G2/M-phase of the cell cycle. 
Cells in which expression of cohesin is only induced in G2/M-phase do not establish SCC, suggesting that 
the cohesin complexes that are necessary for this function have to associate with chromosomes already in 
S-phase (reviewed in: Nasmyth and Haering, 2009). Why does SCC need to be established during S-
phase? Are the two replicated chromosomal fibers entrapped at once or does the replication fork pass 
through cohesin rings and thereby eventually lead to entrapment of the two sister chromosomes? There is 
some evidence pointing towards a partial dependency of cohesion on the replication machinery (Ben-
Shahar et al., 2008). On the other hand it was shown that cohesion can also be established in the absence 
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Figure 4.6: Scheme of the chromosomal loop-out assay.  Both schemes show a chromosomal loop with Smc-
ScpAB entrapping one (left side) or two (right side) DNA fibers. Two loxP sites (blue triangle) were inserted on 
the chromosome surrounding the parS359 site (orange) and oriC (brown sphere). Upon expression of the Cre-
recombinase the two loxP sites recombine and a chromosomal mini-circle is looped out. If only one fiber was 
entrapped by Smc-ScpAB, the mini-circle will be separated from the chromosome (left). Upon entrapment of 
two fibers the mini-circle will stay linked by Smc-ScpAB to the chromosome (right). 
of replication forks (Strom et al., 2007; Unal et al., 2007). The latter suggests that entrapment of two 
chromosomal fibers does not depend on passing them through the cohesin ring during replication.  
A similar mechanism depending on the replication fork, as suggested for cohesin, seems unlikely for 
Smc-ScpAB as sister chromosomes are presumably separated from each other and not cohesed. 
Alternatively Smc-ScpAB could be loaded onto the replicated oriC of each sister chromosome by 
entrapping this region inside its ring. Sliding along each sister chromosome behind the replication fork 
could bring forth a way of separating the two daughter strands from each other by resolving inter-linkages 
(see Figure 4.5). There is neither direct experimental evidence for a sliding mechanism of B. subtilis 
Smc-ScpAB (see chapter 4.2.2.2) nor for entrapment of more than one chromosomal fiber. 
During the course of this thesis I therefore aimed at addressing the latter question using a novel in vivo 
approach. Based on the Cre-loxP system I inserted two loxP sites surrounding the B. subtilis parS359 site 
and oriC (unpublished results). The Cre-recombinase was expressed with an IPTG-inducible promotor. 
Figure 4.6 shows a scheme of the ‘loop-out assay’. On the left side, Smc-ScpAB entraps one fiber 
whereas in the right scheme the complex entraps two chromosomal fibers, such as a chromosomal loop at 
the parS359 locus. In the first case upon induction of Cre, loxP sites recombine and generate a 
chromosomal mini-circle, separated from the chromosome. In the second case this circle is linked to the 
chromosome through entrapment by Smc-ScpAB. 
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We were not able to perform this assay so far. Unfortunately regulation of the promotor for Cre-
expression was not tight enough to prevent premature recombination at loxP sites, which possibly caused 
loss of mini-circles during cell divisions, as no mini-circles were detectable in Southern Blots. To exclude 
technical problems I also used a B. subtilis strain carrying a plasmid of approximately the same size of the 
looped-out mini-circles, which was visible in the Southern Blot. 
We have recently established a tighter expression system in the lab, which could help to follow up on this 
project in the future. In conclusion, the loop out assay that we aimed to establish still needs optimization 
and moreover, would benefit from a positive control, such as a protein known to entrap more than one 
chromosomal fiber in B. subtilis.  
Taken together, there is no experimental evidence for entrapment of two or more chromosomal fibers by 
B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB so far. Also the mechanism of the establishment of SCC by cohesin is still largely 
unclear and it might not be comparable to prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB. The available experimental data of B. 
subtilis Smc-ScpAB mostly promotes a model where the complex entraps more than one fiber. Important 
examples are the recent Hi-C studies that propose entrapment of both chromosomal arms by Smc-ScpAB 
(Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015).  
4.2.2.2. DOES SMC-SCPAB SLIDE ON THE BACTERIAL CHROMOSOME? 
A second important question in assessing the functional relevance of chromosomal entrapment is to ask if 
the complex is able to slide along DNA. As mentioned above, sliding could give rise to a mechanism of 
how Smc-ScpAB could ensure physical separation of replicated daughter strands behind the replication 
forks (see Figure 4.5). The recent Hi-C papers introduced earlier, showed that the B. subtilis chromosome 
is organized in a longitudinal fashion from oriC to terminus (Marbouty et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). 
This organization is dependent on Smc-ScpAB, ParB and the presence of at least one parS site. The 
position of the parS site defines the apex of longitudinal organization, if placed at another position the 
chromosomal regions flanking parS will be juxtaposed emerging from the new position (see Figure 4.7). 
It was suggested that Smc-ScpAB could therefore be loaded on the chromosome near oriC, at the ParB-
bound parS sites and then slide towards the terminus, tethering the two chromosomal arms together 
(Wang et al., 2015). However, direct evidence for a sliding mechanism is missing. A different study 
provided evidence that ParB bridges distant pieces of DNA in a range of 10-20 kilo-bps. As ParB 
specifically binds to the ten parS sites mainly around oriC it seems unlikely that ParB itself triggers the 
continuous longitudinal organization of the chromosome (Graham et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). In wild 
type B. subtilis, Smc-ScpAB is enriched around oriC and this is dependent on the presence of the ParB 
protein (Gruber and Errington, 2009). However, Smc-ScpAB can be found dispersed over the whole 
bacterial chromosome in contrast to ParB.  
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Additionally, I contributed to a study indicating that a localization gradient is built by wild-type Smc-
ScpAB on the bacterial chromosome from oriC to terminus which is dependent on presence of ParB 
(Minnen et al., 2016). All of these findings are in accordance with a model were Smc-ScpAB loads at 
ParB-bound parS sites and then relocates from them in direction to the terminus. 
One possibility to address sliding of Smc-ScpAB could be the insertion of a ‘roadblock’ at a certain point 
on the chromosome and to follow the Smc-ScpAB distribution over the chromosome. If Smc-ScpAB is 
sliding from oriC along the chromosomal arms to the terminus it should be stopped by the roadblock and 
accumulate which should be detectable by ChIP or ChIP-seq. Experiments with the same question have 
been recently performed in vitro using single-molecule approaches for eukaryotic cohesin (Stigler et al., 
2016) suggesting that SMC complexes can indeed be stopped by roadblocks indicating that cohesin slides 
on DNA. For such assays roadblocks of different sizes have to be generated, as it is unknown how much 
space the Smc-ScpAB provides for DNA entrapment. Moreover, insertion of roadblocks on the bacterial 
chromosome in vivo could also block other processes such as replication or transcription, and therefore 
might be experimentally challenging.  
Another way of testing diffusion of Smc-ScpAB on the chromosome, its requirements and timely 
organization would be the use of inducible systems. If one could induce Smc expression and perform 
ChIP experiments (or ChIP-seq) at several time points after induction, it would be possible to follow the 
localization of Smc-ScpAB along the chromosome over time. For such experiments tightly regulated 
promotor systems are needed allowing at the same time wild-type expression levels of Smc.  
Figure 4.7: Longitudinal organization of the chromosome. The right arm (dark brown) and left arm (light 
brown) of the B. subtilis chromosome are in close juxtaposition to each other as shown by Hi-C studies. In the 
vicinity of oriC the ParB-bound parS sites reside (orange). Smc-ScpAB (green ring) could establish contact with 
the chromosome at ParB-parS, subsequently entrap the chromosome and hold both chromosomal arms together 
in its ring (middle scheme). Only one parS site is sufficient to define the apex of the longitudinal organization 
(left scheme). Here an ectopic parS site at a site 90° from oriC is depicted, bringing oriC and ter in close 
proximity. This image is modified from (Wilhelm and Gruber, 2016). 
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How could sliding work on a mechanistic basis? The ATP hydrolysis rate of Smc-ScpAB is 
approximately 11 ATP per minute/mol (Kamada et al., 2013). B. subtilis cells divide within 20 minutes. It 
is unclear if this rate fast enough to push the complex forward along the whole B. subtilis chromosome.  
Another possibility is that Smc-ScpAB does not provide the energy for sliding on its own but that it is 
being pushed by other proteins moving along DNA such as the transcription or replication machinery 
(Nasmyth, 2005; Uhlmann, 2016). However genes can be transcribed in both sense and anti-sense 
direction, which could block Smc-ScpAB movement. Lastly, the appearance of a Smc gradient on the 
chromosome as judged by ChIP-seq and ChIP-qPCR could also simply be caused by random diffusion of 
Smc on the chromosome after its loading in the vicinity of oriC. 
In summary, if and how Smc-ScpAB slides along the chromosome is unclear. From a functional 
perspective it is a central question especially when taking our quantification of entrapped Smc-ScpAB 
complexes into account (see Chapter 4.1.4). The quantification of Smc proteins per parS359 combined 
with the quantification of entrapped complexes suggests, that only 3-6 Smc-ScpAB complexes entrap the 
chromosome in wild-type. If the complex could indeed slide along the chromosome, then presumably this 
at first glance ‘low number’ would possibly be still sufficient to ensure separation of sister chromosomes, 
to mediate longitudinal organization of the chromosome seen by Hi-C and hence proper chromosome 
segregation.  
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4.3. CONCLUSION 
The first SMC-like complex was isolated in E. coli in 1989 (Hiraga et al., 1989). Since then almost 30 
years have passed and SMC complexes have turned out to be essential cellular machines, ensuring the 
most essential process of living organisms, cell division. Over the years work in both, eukaryotic and 
prokaryotic model organisms have built a broad basis for our understanding of SMC complexes. 
Although we have more basic insights into their general mechanism and function it is now especially 
important to focus on the molecular details in order to fully understand their action. One of the most vital 
questions in the field is how SMC complexes interact with the chromosome. Before I started my thesis we 
knew that the eukaryotic cohesin complex entraps DNA inside its ring and thereby establishes sister 
chromatid cohesion, which is essential for cell division. However, experimental evidence that entrapment 
also exists in prokaryotic SMC complexes was missing. With my work on the B. subtilis Smc-ScpAB 
complex I could show that chromosomal entrapment is an evolutionary conserved feature. This has 
motivated us to establish the requirements of entrapment and in aiming to unravel its functional relevance. 
My major finding was that chromosomal entrapment is dependent on a full cycle of ATP hydrolysis. This 
has not been shown for any SMC complex in vivo so far. Moreover, the impact of ATP hydrolysis on 
chromosomal localization of Smc-ScpAB has been assessed in a second publication I contributed to. In 
combination both studies now allow us to propose mechanisms of how Smc-ScpAB establishes initial 
contact with the chromosome and then entraps it.  
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